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ABSTRACT
Developed as a result of the North Carolina Community

College President's Leadership Institute, this volume discusses the
successful use of selected adaptive strategies to enhance community
college effectiveness. Following information on the Institute and an
overview of the volume, most of the remaining chapters review the
work of prominent researchers and noted practitioners, brought
together by the Institute to discuss both theory and practical
experience in the diagnosis and evaluation of existing problems in
the practice setting. The individual chapters in this volume present
a synthesis and review of the Institutes' sessions; the chapters are:
(1) "Strategic Planning: Ensuring Institutional Vitality" (Resource
persons: George Keller and Byron McClenney; Reviewers: William J.
Starling and John M. Duncan); (2) "Governance: Structure, Style, and
Finance" (Resource persons: Richard C. Richardson, Jr. and George B.
Vaughn; Reviewers: Charles E. Taylor, Jr. and Thomas B. Anderson);
(3) "Leadership and the Curriculum" (Resource Persons: John E.
Roueche and Thomas E. Barton, Jr.; Reviewer: Robert M. Stivender);
(4 "Human Resource Development" (Resource Persons: James O. Hammons
wad James L. Hudgins; Reviewer: John T. German); (5) "Computers and
relecommunicAtions" (Resource Persons: Louis W. Bender and Carl
Christian Anderson; Reviewers: Thomas R. Rickman and Augusta A.
Julian); (6) "Resource Development and Marketing" (Resource Persons:
Barbara J. Keener and John T. Blong; Reviewer: Sylvia T. Pierce; and
(7) "Institutional Impact and Image" (Resource Person: Richard L.
Alfred; Reviewer: Pamela D. Grey). "Challenges, Adaptive Strategies
and Competencies for the Future," presents concluding remarks by Dale
F. Campbell. Appendices provide relevant resources. (LAL)
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Preface

An open letter to Community College Leaders:
Are you .

that your curriculum programs are preparing graduates for obso-*1 g'

asked to do more with less?
experiencing new stiff competition?
at a lois on how to keep your facultyand yourselfabreast of the newest
technologies?

All of you can identify with at least some of these challenges, According to
Cohen,' some of you are trying to ignore the questions hoping that you are doing
about as well as anyone the. Some of you shift the burden to someone elsesend
it to the curnculum committee or appoint a new task farce. Some of you ask your
,T1le,agues how they have dealt with similar problems. A kw even reach a point
where you admit that you need a fresh perspective an.:. 4 for help. This bock
provides an overview of what one group of presidents were exposed to in seeking
to acquire some new skills to maximize their leadership effectiveness in addressing
many of these same challenges. llike some time and determineyhether their
findings have any applicability to you and your institution.

DATELINE: Newsweek October 18, 1982: North Carolina's success in attract-
ing high technology industries and matching skills to jobs is highlighted as a
possible model to "Put America Back to 1R &" North Carolina's 58.campus
community college system is nationally known for its strong commitment to
technical education. The institutions play an important role in the sun belt state's
efforts to shift its traditionally agriculture and manufacturing economy to a more
diversified high technology, information-service economy. Obviously they have an
excellent advantage compared to many states:Out despite the nationwide acclaim,
many North Carolina chief executives readily admit they are ill-prepared to
provide effective teadership with the rapid changes occurring in today's technolog-
ical society Times have changed.

The two decades between the mid-'50s and mid-'70s have been called the
"golden age" of higher education in America . . . a period characterized by growth
and prosperity. This growth was particularly dramatic for the community college
system, with a new two-year college established, on the average, every two weeks
to meet the demands of unprecedented enrollment Professional community
college leadership programs .during this period prepared administrators to be
starters, creators, builders. The Department of Adult and Community College
Education of North Carolina Stale University prepared approximately 30 such
chief executivesmany of whom were the early builders of the systemand who
today face new challenges in a system in which not only the finances and the

'Arthur M. Cohen, "Foreword." In Issue tot Community College Leaderspin a New fro, eel.
George B. Vaughan, (San Francisco: }ossey-Bass, 19133): ik



number of students are changing sharply, but also the composition of the entire
clientele, kinds of courses and programs wanted and schedules for them, the
degree of competitiveness among colleges, the technology needed on campus,
nature of the faculty, and the growing extent of external control and regulations.
George Keller goes so far as to state "that the kind of management higher
education needs does not exist yet. .

Community eollege presidents turned to N.C. State for help in acquiring new
skills needed to cope effectively with these new challenges. In response, the
Department of Adult and Community Col!ege Education at N.C. State developed a
proposal in cooperatipn with its general advisory committee for a pilot Commu-
nity College Piesidents' Leadership institute. The proposal was endorsed by the
North Carolina Association of Public Community College Presidents and the
Chairman, North Carolina Association of Community College Trustees, and was
adopted by the State Board of Community Colleges in the fall of 1983.

The primary goal of the project was to provide an intensive postdoctoral
leadership renewal experience for North Carolina community college presidents
conducting occupational education programs in the emerging technologies. A
secondary goal was to record and disseminate appropriate segments of the
activities of the institute and make it available to further enhance the leadership
development of mid-level management of the nation's community, technical and
junior colleges.

Significance of the Problem

The problem of the lack of effective leadership has significant educational and
social implications. Sven Groennings, director, Fund for the Improvement of Post
Secondary Education, stated at the 1931 Project Directors' Conference, 'When
education lags, the nation's ability to adapt, to progress and to compete is
impeded. The greater the rare of change in technology and the world around us,
the more and the faster education needs to adapt."

By the year 2000 in North Carolina over 35,000 jobs will be lost in the
traditional industries of textiles, tobacco, food, wood and apparels. Over 149,000
new jobs are projected in instruments, metals, chemical, electrical, etc. (North
Carolina Department of Administration). Nationwide the picture is similar as the
biggest future job growth will be in the information serviceielated occupations
which require skilled technical training (Bureau of Statistics). Community college
leadership requires renewal of their skills to make informed decisions on critical
resource allocations during this period of budget reversions in many states. A
recent study by Ellen Chafkeo, National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems, found that the ability of the chief executive to focus the academic
program (i.e., leadership) was a significant factor between recovering and non-
recovering colleges that had experienced rapid financial decline. More impor-
tantly, maximizing leadership effectiveness can result in learner-centered improve-
ments. Astin and Scherrei4 concluded in a forty-nine private college and university

iGeorge Keller, Academic Strategy: The Management Revolution in American Higher Educa-
tion, (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 19831.

'Ellen E. Chaffee, Turnaround Management Strategies: The Adaptive Model and the Construc-
tive Model, unpublished draft report, Boulder, Colorado: National Center for Higher Education
Pvtanagement Sysk.ms, March 1983.

"Alexander W. Astin and R.ta A. Scherrei, Maximizing Leadership Efftx-tiveness, (San Francisco;
lossey-Bass Publishers, 1980): 114.
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study that ten of twenty4our student outcome measures proved to be significantly
correlated with one or more measures of presidential administrative type. During
this period of rapid technological change, effective ;eadership is required in utter
to ensure that the community college system provides relevant, quality technical
education to enable citizens to function in a rapidly changing job market.

Objectives

Objectives of the institute were as blows:
1. To enhance the capacity of institutions to plan strategically and utilize

appropriate forms of new technology
2. To enhanc- understanding of new management tools and new organizational

forms that 'wove institutional management and decision mid%
3. To strengthen the partnefship between trustees and the chief executive to

further enhance the institifiion's capability to communicate its mission to its
constituencies.

4. To increase understanding of the role of organizational development in
further enhancing institutional productivity and promoting quality educa-
tional programs.

5. To acquire new skills and strategies for updating community college occupa-
tional programs for the emerging technologies.

6. To acquire new skills and strategies in resource development, marketing and
forming new partnerships with business and industiy.

7. To enhance skills to effectively evaluate the impact of college on the learner,
community and business constituencies.

Program Format and Resources

A modified version of Havelock's action model of organizational development
was utilized in the institute.' For purposes of this project, action research was
defined as the collaboration of researcher and practitioner in the diagnosis and
evaluation of existing problems in the practice setting.

Prominent researchers and noted presidential practitioners were teamed to
discuss both theory and practical experience with thl. participants. Dr. Byron
McClenney, then Chairman, Presidents' Academy, American Association of Com-
munity and Junior Colleges, assisted in identifying chief executives from the
academy to serve in the practitioner roleS. Professors of community college
education from the Council of Universities and Colleges, AACJC, were selected to
synthesize current and emerging research.

The institute was organized into seven three-day sessions conducted at different
host campuses across North Carolina. Case studies and active group involvement
augmented lectures and seminars. The format provided the participating chief
executives an opportunity to compare current research and practice and its
applicability to their own operations as a mechanism for self-evaluation.

A Mid-Management Task Force was commissioned to assist in preparing the
outcomes of the institute and provide their interpretations on the implications for
leadership. Task force members are practicing professionals in the subject area they
were asked to review and are pursuing their graduate program in Adult and
Comunity College. Education at North Carolina State University. Members were
-.R. G. Havelock, Planning for innovation through DiNsemination and Utilisation of
(Ann Arbor, MI.: Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, 19b9).
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charged to (1) review the tapes and ;upped materials from their respective sessions
and synthesize the principal resource persons' remarks; and (2) go beyond the
sessions where necessary in drawing upon additional teferences in providing their
reactions to the implications for leadership. As curxe and future leaders in the
community college these task force members will be Instrumental in deciding the
future of their respective institutions. Testimony to this fact is that of the ten persons
selected by the project director to serve on the task force, four of them received
promotions at their respective colleges while working on the project Manuscripts
were in turn reviewed by the project director and the principal resource persons to
ensure technical accuracy, consistency in editorial style, while attempting to
convey the uniqueness of each individual's contribution and the style of the
resource persons who collaborated on ttie institute. This volume is the culmination
of this endeavor.

Lfinitdions

1. The institute was specifically designed to meet the perceived needs of the
chief executives of North Carolina community colleges. Presidents in the 58-
cam convnunity college system have a seam commitment to technical
education and would be typically classified as heading small rural colleges
whose growth enrollment trends currently range from slow to moderate
growth with a slight overall decline for the system projected over the next five
years. The institutions are formula funded (FTE) with strong to moderate stare
control in a sun belt, norecollective bargaining state.

2. The relevancy of the topics and resource persons selecead for the institute
were limited by the accuracy of the perceptions of the tWelve-member
advisory committee, composed of chief executives from the system and the
project director.

3. Tice Mid-Management Task Force's review (If the implications for leadership
is limited to the extent of their experience bases and the fullness of their
graduate education experience.

4. The applicability of the material to the reader will he dependent upon his or
her ability to transfer and apply the concepts presented to his or her own
settin' g.

Despite these limitations, the authors are confident that the material presented
can assist other professionals in enhancing the skills and knowledge required to be
successful leaders in this new era.

Cameron states that institutions in postindustrial environments must develop
what he styles as lanusian characteristics where two contradictory thoughts are
held true simultaneously. He mai- ains that institutions will need to be stable and
at the same time flexible . ,." initiating both continuity and change in leadership,
specialization and generalization, proactivity and reactivity, and other seemingly
contradictory diatacteristics will produce the adaptability necessary for effective
higher education institutions in the future?"

What follows in this volume is a synthesis of thoughts of some of the best minds
in community college education today who have and will continue to play
significant roles in chatting the course of the community movement. Noted
members of the professoriate and the presidents' academy are teamed in the

iKun S. Cameron, - Organizational Adaptation and Higher Education." Journal of Higher
filcatron 55, no. 2 iNian-11/Aptil 1984): 137.
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following chapters in their own form of Janusian thinking. ihe chapters seek to
synthesize the best of theory and sharing of successful practices of adaptive
strategies to enhance community college effectiveness, which in this volume is
defined as,, making good on our promise of achieving opportunity with excellence.
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introduction

"Many great civilizations in history have collapsed at the height of
their achievement because they were unable to analyze their prob-
lems, to change direction, and to adjust to new situations which
faced them by concerting their wisdom and strength."

Kurt Waldheim

"Action" is the key to effective comnvanity college leadership for this decade.
George Keller speaks of this action orientation in his book, Academic Strategy:

"Leadership is that intangible ability to touch people's nerve end-.
ings anc' cause them to act. It is what a university president must
provide, quietly or with fire in his breath, if he is to dignify the
enterprise, rouse the disparate faculty and staff into a united drive
toward excellence, and defend the work of higher education with
cogency and ardor against unknowing or unappreciative as
sat ants.'

Viable leadership demands that the problems of higher education be con-
fronted, analyzed and solved by bringing together the right people and resources,
and by fostering what Peters. and Waterman refer to as "productivity through
peoplecreating in all employees the awareness that their best efforts are essen-
tial."' The ability to communicate, and the capacity for living by a strong value
system are primary to the maintenance of moral leadership viability, and to
enhanced institutional productivity through redirection and adaptive change.

The experiences provided by the Presidents' Leadership Institute to help college
presidents acquire new management skills and strategies for coping with today's
infon.ation society have far reaching implications in the areas of strategic plan-
ning, governance, human resource development, computer technology and re-
source management. The challenges of rapid technological developments, a
changing economy, increasing competition and a crisis of identity can be met with
new motivating competencies and adaptive strategies. The chapters in this volume
are organized to share with the reader selected adaptive strategies to enhance
community college effectiveness.

in Chapter One, entitled "Strategic Planning," Keller and McClenney maintain
that institutional and environmental changes must be confronted on an increas-
ingly accelerated basis by community college educators. These leaders need to ac-
curately interpret these changes, and apply advanced technological tools and
management stylus to adjust. Bringing about organizational a ',Inge is primary to
strategic planning. The focus on emerging issues which could possibly affect the
college several years hence is one of the most discernible of strategic planning's

'George Keller, Academic Strategy: The Management Revolution in American Higher Educa-
tion, (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1983).

'Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman, Jr in Search or Esc e, (New York: Harper and
Row, 1982).
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attributes. For this reason, strategic planning should be considered a part of the
decision-making process throughout the institution, and as on-going in nature.
Making effective decisions which consider future consequences and orientations is
an important part of good management and effective strategic planning. Strategic
planning does recognize that the actions of management do, in fact, determine the
growlh of the institution.

Again, "bringing the right people together" is a vital element of the planning
process as leadership draws input from throughout the organization to promote
trust and the necessary commitment to be successful in implementing those plans.
The nucleus of strategic planning is the comma., sense of mission. Institutional
personnel possess a mutual perception of the collep's future, and feel a personal
sense of responsibility for achieving its goals because they play a part in the
planning process. One of the most powerful motivating tools available to managers
and leaders is providing employees with the sense of control over their own
destinies and the accompanying meaningful work responsibilities. Resulting
shared information of the strategic planning process promotes a sense of trust and
common understanding of the institutions's goals and purposes.

Keller emphasizes the importance of effective resource allocation and realistic
financial planning in light of the &nit:graphic, economic, technological and
higher education revolutions on strategic planning. The ability to implement
decided strategies may be heavily influenced by state level political controls,
governance system!, rigid administrative controls and tax levying capabilities.
However, this need not deter cev,-re leadership from granting the openness and
freedom necessary for creativi ...e,eem solving within the institution.

Richardson and Vaughan in `,spier Two suggest that designing systems of
governance for overall organisational effectiveness as a stratly for "moving their
organizations toward the achievement of priorities" is paramount to today's chief
executives in producing desired change. Approaching organizations as whole
functioning systems when measuring effectiveness assists managers in determining
the extent to which the collew's established goals are achieved, how positive
relationships are contintied with external financial resource entities, and the extent
to which institutional objectives are supported by those within the institution. Use
of participatory management by chief executive officers in formulating policies,
setting institutional goals and objectives, and implementing strategies to attain
those goals is a requisite part of enabling an institution to function as a unified
whole. %-

Meeting the needs of the client in ,terms of what are defined as satisfactory
outcomes necessitates that the organization change as client demands change for
that organization to remain effective. For organizational renewal and adaptation to
take place, community colleges must recognize the need for decentralization, and
the establishment of new subsystems: they must become "development organiza-
tions." Linkages with business and industry, public school systems and four-year
colleges require a flexible and effective organizational structure which can be
adaptable enough to deal with these external factors.

Well-governed institutions make a free flow of information available to those
who are involved in not only the decision-making process, but those who
implement "action plans." Internal operations data on facility and equipment
reeds, budget amounts. etc. is indispensable. Decentralization of information
availability promotes creative and innovative responses to both internal and
external environments,

2 Leadership Strategies for Community College Effectiveness



New funding linkages developed and maintained through entrepreneurial vision
and business pragmatism murk the strong institutions. Chapw Two also proposes
that pricing strategies encompassing "dernand.based pricing." "competition-
based pricing" and "price discrimination strategy" are capable of producing
additional revenues without the negative effects if applied knowledgably. Linkages
with industry to promote a cooperative rather than competitive relationship
require considerable flexibility to deliver what businesses need in periods of rapid
change. However, when e tiering a relationship with these agencies, the risk of
compromising mission must be weighed against the opportunities for achieving
effectiveness through these linkages.

Balancing program mix with budgetarit constraints must also be considered by
governing forces. Flexible management styles, an entrepreneurial orientation to
funding sources, and new, more effective organizational structures designed to
achieve quality performance in governance are integral factors in the drive to
maintain open access, institutional integrity and staff vitality.

The crisis of revenue stabilization throughout the next two decades magnifies the
invariance of resource allocation on the outcomes or products of educational
institutions. Reduced resources and increased competition for those resources,
demographic fluctuations, vacillating federal policies, institutional politics, rigid
decision-making resulting from increasing state control, aging facilit.!es and the
decline in favorable public perceptions are among the foremost problems faced by
community college leadership. in Chapter Three on "Leadership and Curricula,"
the authors recognize the impact of these problems on leadership styles and value
systems. Sensitivity to, and support of, the college mission are of paramount
importance to administrators in producing the major product of these ingitutions
learning Excellence is defined as where the students "are when they leave." Dale
Parnell maintains that, "It in fact, our major product Is learning, then everything
we do should support learning in the institution." Effective leadership requires the
acceptance and understanding of a strong sense of mission and opportunity in
higher education.

Human resource development with a focus on computer literacy, management
of than , and faculty evaluation and development programs will provide our best
answer to the challenge of rapid technology changes over the next decade.
Hanunons anu Hudgins, in the next chapter on "Human Resource Development,"
discuss the implications of this technological revolution in community college
settings whit:i encompass the necessity for constantly accelerating the translation
of data into useful information to facilitate decision-making, and access to relevant
data by constituent users. Principal to the retrieval of pertinent information,
however, is the strategic planning needed to develop these data systems. This
requires a "productivity through people" leadership approach to relevant informa-
tion gathering via composite academic, financial and administrative task forces.
Education and personnel training become high priorities as operator qualifications
may determine much of the success of the computer system implementation.

Lippitt notes that several trends are emerging in the area of human resource
development. More importance is becoming attached to improving performance
than on just increasing individual knowledge throughout business, industry and
government. There is more training done to deal with situations as opposed to
improving individual skills only, and there is more emphasis on evaluation of
results. Professional development is considered to be thp way that manageme t
"gets its job ,2one," and "action learning" is receiving more attention. To ensure

Introduction
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that learning is heightened by application, follow-up experiences are being
provided for employees. These trends point to higher costs for professional
development, but riso to more accountability in training and evaluation efforts,
and to increased emploree productivity resulting from "hands-on" training.)

Enhanced institutional responsiveness to fluctuating industrial manpower needs
and to the changing supply of available faculty in the high demand areas of the
business, engineering and health industries can be implemented through the
development of a systematic development program. The three phased process of
evaluation/motivation/development, discussed in Chapter Four, is indicative of an
operational and organizational climate which supports learning.

Chapter Five, "Computers and Telecommunications," notes that with the ad-
vances of computer technology, consortiums of industry, business, government
and educational data bases contribute additional instructional possibilities given
the data of various user groups. instructional policies may change drastically over
file o ere decade as computerized instruction is largely available at any time, and
may rely a great deal on the competendes of individual students to advance at
different speeds. The authors suggest that there will be funding mechanism
modifications, and that credit hour values will also probably change as educational
progress will be measured by or linked ta competency-oriented evaluation. These
innovative policieS and data availthilities are other underlying reasons for faculty
retraining and professional development, especially through instructional Wecom-
munication. Developing conesponding methods of diagnosing individual learner's
new and learning styles for incorporation into instructional software packages
which are learner runtrolled, and validating instructkonal packages which are
designed and produced outside the institution will require increasing amounts of
faculty time, effort and computer expertise.

Because computer systems are becoming increasingly smaller, administrators
will have to gain an understanding of interactive office workstations between states
and countries via satqliv. As it has been predicted that 90% of all computer
related costs will be in the areas of software and personnel by the 1990's, the
authors maintain that faculty and administrative users will be forced to become
wen more computer literate to ptopedy take advantage of the flexibility these
highly sophisticated software tools offer.

Blong and Keener, in Chapter Six on "Resource Development and Marketing,"
suggest that community college leadership must learn to fully appreciate the
importance of marketing for resource development in order to preserve the
opportunity for excellence in its institutions. The uniqueness of the product offered
by the community college must be stressed to industry anti the community
through the college leadership. Accurate environmental and needs assessments,
competition analysis, a lucid statement of goals, adequate program development,
and pricing/delivery .market strategies are all a part of the strategic marketing
process to facilitate resource flow, record environmental trends, and promote
institutional flexibility. The college president clarifies the value of the community
college education product through effective leadership, and recognizes this profes-
sional role as a vital one.

The resource development officer also plays a pivotal role in the marketing of the
college's product. it is he who imparts the importance of a resource development

'G. Lippitt, Ckganizationai Renewal: A Holistic Approach to Organizational Development,
artglewocx1 Cliffs, N.J.: Prrntice Halt, 19821.
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program and its program efforts to institutional personnel. It is widely agreed that a
successful resource development program must have the support and understand-
ing of college staff members. Presidential guidance and support of this develop-
ment officer are imperative if the development person is to adequately function as a
liaison with grant and gift awarding agencies, or in creatively obtaining other
resources.

Marketing efforts must consider more carefully the e cironment and its clientele
over the next decade. Trend analysis and creative financial maaagement which
uncover resource possibilities and encourage flexibility are becoming increasingly
important. The focus, however, should be on marketing the product of the
community collegeteaming.

The Presidents' Leadership Institute has suggesetel some viable solutions for
college leaders to assist them in coping with these obstacles. Alfred, in "Institu-
tional impact and Image," suggests that-developing a case for "uniqueness" in
order to demonstrate to funding sources that the community college can beat the
competition in delivering quality educational services is important to the growth
and survival of the community college. In order to do this, however, the value of
these services must be proven to taxpayers 'supporting the Institution through a
socioeconomic impact study or analysis of the college on its community. in
addition to facilitating the marketing of student outcomes, this can serve to provide
accountability to funding sources by exhibiting cost efficient program delivery.
Accountability as a "value for value" medium of exchange instead of just a "dollar
for dollar" exchange medium, can be facilitated through the use of these impact
studies.

Building stronger relationships with other government and business agencies,
expanding revenue sources, making criteria for performance levels clear and
systematic, utilizing innovative marketing techniques, conducting institutional
research, and grasping opportunities for professional leadership renewal are a few
of the solution possibilities to the problems facing the college president.

Creativity and innovation both are needed by the community college today to
cope with the changing needs of the clientele. Meeting the needs of the commu-
nity it serves in terms of satisfactory outcomes necessitates that the organization
change as environmental demands change in order to remain effective. Leadership
skills and strategies designed to foster success with facilitating learning and to
encourage excellence in teaching involve constant updating in order to remain
relevant and applicable to situations of sometimes turbulent environmental
change, and to preserve moral leadership viability.

A synthesis of the best thoughts of the authors in this volume outlining compe-
wncies essential to leaders of the future is referenced in Appendix A. Readers are
urged to refer to this self assessment to guide their reading and begin their personal
program of leadership development.

Ann Kaneklides, CPA Staff Associate
Department of Adult and Community College Education
North Carolina Raw University
Mid-Management Task Force
Representative
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Chapter 1

STRATEGIC PLANNING:
ENSURING INSTITUTIONAL VITALITY

Researcher, Practitioner,
George Keller Byron Mc Clenney
Senior Vice President Chancellor
The Barton-Gillet Company Alamo Community College
Baltimore, Maryland San Amnia, Texas

Principal Resource Persons Reviewed in this Chapter
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RATIONALE

. . . higher education in the U.S. has entered a revolutionary period,
one in which not only the finances and the number of students are
changing sharply but also the composition of the entire clientele,
kinds of courses and program wanted and schedules for them, the
depee of competiveness among colleges, the technology needed
on campus, nature of the faculty: and the growing extent of external
control and regulations. Colleges and universities clearly need to
plan for theseand otherupheavals and to construct a more
active, change-oriented management style. The era of laissez fake
campus administration is ow The era of academic strategy has
begun. ,

George Keller

if you do not lead your institution through good planning in effect,
you are deciding not to piary you are deciding not to get the benefits
that are available to (your institution); you are deciding not to create
the kind of environment that solves problems in a very efficient,
straightforward, and effective way

Byron McClenney

Planning provides a legitimate mad map for a rational response to
uncertainty and change, facilitates control of organizational opera-
tions by collecting information to analyze needs and evaluate its
Pictraals and services, and orients the organization to a futuristic
leadership stance. instead of rexting to problem situations only
when they arise, the organization attempts to foresee and mitigate
potential future problems before they become crises.

Edgar 1. Boone
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OBJECTIVES

This chapter focuses upon the theoretical and operational aspects of strategic
planning in the community college and the external and internal changes which
have prompted the introduction of this planning strategy into Itigher education.
The chapter draws upon George Keller's widely acclaimed work on strategic
management in America higher education and Byron McClenney's suci:essful
incorporation, synthesis and operation of a strategic planning model in the
community college setting. Tnis chapter attempts to do the following

1. define and relate strategic planning approaches to selected aspects of com-
munity college mission, governance, finance, curriculum development and
educational leadership;

2. identify the major operational steps involved in introducing this planning
concept within the organization; and

3. identify and discuss the organizational concerns attendant in introducing the
strategic planning approach in the community college setting.

INTRODUCTION

The community college movement once characterized by rapidly increasing
enrollment, public and legislative acclaim and a vibrant relevant curriculum has
rapidly changed. Higher education in all forms now must confront revolutionizing
changes in the environment which have transformed the nature of educational
practice. Community colleer educators must grasp the nature of these changes,
gain new skills in identifying and interpreting environmental and institutional
changes, and master new ical and management tools if their institutions
are to succeed or ultimately survive.

The nature of the community college presidency and that of the senior staff will
become closely allied with the corporate marketing strategist as institutions seek to
reform the curricula, increase funding and stabilize student enrollment. Existing
planning models will be dysfunctiOnal. Strategic planning, inclusive of all these
transformations, now is used to desallte the process of educational practice for
community college leaders in this new era.

New Realities and New Approaches

The reader of the most recent literature on higher education will discover that'.
higher education, similar to other established social institutions, now is undergo-
ing dramatic changes. Academic observers have attempted to describe the perils
and the,opportunities that confront educational leaders in the next decade. Like the
chorus of a Greek tragedy, critics liken much of higher education to a pr etagonist
Wind to his own wealcnesses with the powers which rule his world poised to bring
it crashing down upon him.

The last two decades have been remarkably successful ones for the community
college. But, as more and more observers caution, it is not too difficult to imagine
the community college in the role of the protagonist, buoyed with past success,
shrugging at the chorus of warnings. -Private tradition-based colleges have expe-
rienced life-threatening conditions with many institutions failing to exhibit the
constitution to survive. Community colleges' are no longer exempt from the
underlying changes which have threatened these and other institutions. To ignore
the example of the private colleges, critics warn, wagers the vitality of other
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members of higher education. Other observers have gone even further. likhard
Alfred suggests that without meaningful action during this period of change
community colleges risk becoming a "redundant" organization in American
higher education (Alfred 1984).

Sweeping changes now confront community college leaders. Many of the
promises or the last decade have become empty as institutions faced reduced
funding, legislathe incursion into governance and curriculum, and both the
number and character of the student population transformed. Each of these
quantitative changes has produced what many now characterize as a revolution in
higher education practice. Educational leaders are now asked to critically focus on
decisksis which will affect institutional vitality tomorrow. Leadership has become
entrepreneurial; institutions are reexamining their missions Seardlift$ for ap-
proactxts which assure service and sewn* Old planning apptoaches are being
discarded.

What has emerged is a new form of management or "academic strategy" dten
termed "strategic planning." it is not, however, "the faddish and imitative atten-
tion" given to straegic planning (lonsen 1984). Rather, it is the deliberate and
central focus on effective decision making which characterizes this approach. It is
not so much interested in doing things right, but more concerned with doing the
right things. "Effectiveness, not effidenc% is the watthword of strategic planning"
(Baldridge 1982).

The following chapter presents the observations,, analysis and reflections of
George Keller and his acclaimed work on identifying the underlying revolutions
affecting higher education lady and his strategic approaches to management
during this period. Secondly, the chapter provides a presentation to strategic
planning from the perspective of the community college practitioner. And finally,
the authors have atertpted to give the reader other critical reflections on strategic
planning.

Researcher

Several writers have received public acclaim for their work on societal and
technological trends which will affect the nature of American society during the
next decade. George Keller has identified four revolutionizing changes within
these trends which will profoundly affect the nature and practice of higher
education during this period. In his study of management in American higher
education, Keller characterizes the tasks of education's chief executives as a four-
part responsibility divided among administration, management, governance and
leadership.

Much of traditional higher education concentrated on the administration of the
campusensuring that operational concerns from building maintenance to pas,..-
check disbursement were handled efficiently. Keller argues that the revolutionizing
trends within and without higher education have reptioritized executives' tasks.
Today, "management" with its focus on future-oriented decisions, has become
increasingly important as institutions critically examine their educational program
and implement marketing strategies imparted from the boards of American busi-
ness.

Keller's analysis goes even further than this emphasis upon the marketing focus
of management. The revolution within higher education shows a continuing
restructuring of governance, with a concominant shift of campus power from the
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faculty to the administiation. Many campuses have experienced a growing decline
in the advecacy of their faculty organizations. Many faculty are reluctant to assume
the responsibility for the critical decisions, the strategic decisions on their campus.

Educational leadership, Keller's "poetry of the presidency," assumes a central
position as presidents enter the poDtical arena for competition for public funding
and inspire institutional staff and faculty as they confront the technological and
curriculum clumps over the next decade.

MI of these tasks, when addressed under Keller's analysis, represent the need for
an "academic strategy" for institutional stability and growth. Keller's suggestions to
institution leaders correspond to these seategic tasks:

Leaders are urged to begin realistic financial planning. Educational decisions
must be strapotied by futurodirecied estimates of financial revenues and
expenditures. Leaders are encouraged to begin the use of come:ruler-assisted
modeling systems to aid in financial planning.
Heightened attention must be given to productivity and quality among the
faculty, staff and administration.
MI decisions affecting the entire organitation must be given more attention,
especially those involving faculty appointments and faculty tenure.
More decisions must be future oriented.

KELLER'S REVOLUTIONS AffECTING HIGHER EDUCATION

The Dernosraphic Revolution

The established population centers of the United States have changed in size
and makes* and continue to shift, creating a growing census in a few states
but a declining census it; inost others. The sunbelt growth accompanied by a
concominant decline in the North Central and Northeast states has considera-
ble impact on the nation's distribution of educational enrollment.
There will be an enormous and unprecedented drop in the population of
traditonal college age students.
All traditional management practices in higher education have been posited
on the assumption of stable or increasing enrollment
The decade of 197040 experienced the greatest wave of immigration into the
United Stases exceeding the immigration period during the first part of the
century. Over 11.5 million immigrants were recorded during this decade and
the wave continues at almost 1 million immigrants a year.
Previous immigration had occured predominantly from Europe and Africa.
Over 95% of the immigration is now Asian or Latin American.
The U. S. is becoming a geriatric society. By 1990, one our of every four
citizens will be over the age of 55. There will be an increase in demands for
public services for this group placed upon all sources of public revenue.
This aging phenomena is placing heavier, demands upon younger workers
who must these programs. When social security was enacvd, seven
workers ilable to contribute for each beneficiary under the program.
Today the o has fallen from 4.5 to 1 and the predictions, based upon
population data, indicate that this mild fall to 3.5 to 1 by the end of the
decade.
The demand for education among this group will be significant. In 1984, over
125,000 senior AillefiCart5 participated in the eklerhostel CO#1501thirii of
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higher education institutions.

The Economic Revoiution

After a century of significant economic growth, the United States economy
has entered a period of slower growth. Since 1976 the nation has shifted from
an exporting nation to one which continues to register an increasingly
unfavorable balanceokrade.
The centers of manufacturing are shifting to fast moving aggressive European,
Asian and thin' world countries. Today nearly 30% of all automobiles are
manufactured outside of the United States. Over 90% of all consumer
electronics are manufactured abroad. Approximately 10 million manufac-
turing jobs have left the United Stales due to cheaper foreign labor.
American exports which once were composed chiefly of manufactured
goods are iexreasingly composed of agricultural products and high technur
logy industrial products.
The costs of education will increase faster than other sectors of the economy
Education will continue to remain a labor intensive endeavor, not lending
itself easily to increases in productivity. With increasing demands on public
revenues, the public and funding sources will demand cost reductions and
increased productivity resulting in future political concerns for educational
leaders.

The TedmologiCal Ilevokition

The surge of new technology is continuing and gaining.
. Computers and new telecommunications represent the most important devel-

opment in information processing since the printing press.
The new computer and communications technology is transforming the
traditional art of teaching and the nature of educational delivery. In 1984,
Japan will introduce a "broadcast" university which utilizes public television
to deliver a range of collegiate courses so the Japanese public. The technology
is in place today to create an all American University in which the most
distinguished faculty in all fields would reside and prepare instructional
programs for satellite transmission across the nation.
The traditional emphasis given to mechanical engineering and metallurgy is
rapidly being replaced with an increased emphasis to electronic engineering
and materials science.

The ltevolutket in Higher Ethication

Postsecondary education, which once was characterized as a post high
school experience, is now rapidly being replaced with the recognition that
colleges and universities are similar to the nation's great public libraries in
which adults return throughout their personal and professional lives to gain
new knowledge and insight_
This changing characterization is reflected in the changing student profiles
which now show that over 36% of the nation's enrollment in higher educa-
tion is composed of the nontraditional student. Over 40% of the students
attend part-time.
The faculty rompnsirion is shifting from the traditional lifetime tenure ap-
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pointment track to newer models allowing faculty members the opportunity
for consulting. Today over one-third of the nation's faculty are considered part-
timr
United States higher education has become increasingly a United Nation's of
citizenships. In the engineering sciences, almost one of every three Phd's
granted is awarded to a foreign student.
Higher education is having difficulty adapting to the community crab
curriculum. The traditional curriculum was designed to introduce students to
general principles and knowledge and to progress to specialized stet IA Today
students enter many instituinns with specialized coursework from the com-
munity college seeking a more general understanding of the principles
supporting the tecimology.
Higher education's monopoly on adult education has been relinquished to a
growing plethora of institutions and agencies which have a vested interest in
adult development. Today one out of very six museums offers collegelevel
courses. Private business spends over $14 billion annually on employee
development Several corporations have actually begun the operation of
company colleges awarding undergraduate or graduate degrees. The armed ,,
services continue to provide the bulk of much of the nation's technical
training. Roughly 50% of the electronic technicians now serving the private
sector received their training in the military.

Practitioner

Byron McClenney, as a community college president with experience in three
state systems of education and governance, developed and utilized a strategic
planning model which was successfully implemented in a broad range of institu-
tions. McClenney defines strategic planning as a "stream of wise decision ma-
king7Similar to Keller's characterization, it is a focus on decision making which
distinguishes this planning approach from its predecessors.

McClenney has found that strategic planning, when properly introduced in the
community college, can achieve a series of positive institutional outcomes
ing:

Improved goal orientation: strategic !Aar ning focuses the institution's faculty
and staff toward a common or collective vision of the institution's future, and
their common destiny.
Higher expectations: the planning process instills a sense of mutual expecta-
tion and high standards for performance as individuals gain new insights into
their personal contribution and its relationship to organization goals.
Meaningful work: the renewed sense of organizational purpose and objec-
tives and the importance of individual contribution to this purpose provides
meaning to employee work responsibilities and improves motivation.
Collaborative relationships: the collaborative nature of the planning process
ensures that cooperative problem solving becomes an internal mode of
operation for the college staff and faculty freeing the chief executive and
senior staff from operational concerns.
Integration of resources: strategic planning directly ties the budgeting process
with decisions made in the educational and support divisions of the college.
This emphasis on effective resource allocation promotes efficiency and elimi-
nates gecko -ii.latm:y uF funetiocrs. Institutions "get enure done with less."
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Coping with realities: institteions which use the strategic planning model are
constantly forced to examine the changing nature of their external environ-
ment and to seek to adapt the institution to these changes. This market
scanning promotes a realistic sense of the institution's position in the commu-
nity and higher education.
Promotes trust the collaborative nature of the planning process and the
mutual understanding of the institution's purpose and goals helps achieve a
desired level of trust within the faculty and staff All college employees are
confronted with the realization that changes in programs or services require a
reallocation of resources and that these resources are finite. Many of the
mysteries of administrative action and their apparent arbitrary nature can be
understood in light of shared Information.

McClenney argues that strategic planning is a straightfonvard process 0- -t can be
successful with proper attention given to a series of planning essentials which he
has observed in his professional practice. Mc. Tenney recommends Cat strategic
planning should be viewed as an integral function of management that greatly
impacts on the welfare of the institution and its community. implicit in this
acknowledgement is the view of the community college president as the chief
planner and spolcesman for the planning effort if planning is to be effective.

All planning efforts must be accompanied by the commitment of institutional
leaders if planning is to be successful. McClenney warns that the planning process
should not begin until institutional leaders are committed.

Strategic planning must be viewed as an ongoing process which involves the
internal and external assessment of the institution's programs and services. Plan-
ning involves the continuous fine tuning of the available data into useful informa-
tion available to those involved in the planning program. Institutions should resist
the false assumption that planning cannot begin until adequate information is
available. For many institutional problems, MI information will not be available
regardless of the time and effort expended on institutional research. Therefore,
recognizing the credibility of people translating data into useful information and
making use of available data is crucial.

All strategic planning efforts center upon an institution's clear sense of mission.
institutional Waders must communicate strongly that this mission and its central
focus guides the entire planning program. Similarly, all planning must be predi-
cated upon an explicit set of planning assumptions and organizational goals. These
assumptions should be continuously reevaluated to ensure that organizational
goals remain both relevant and realistic.

The entire planning effort should be guided by a "plan for planning." This plan
should provide all institutional members a statement on both the format and the
schedule to be used for the planning program. McClenney further suggests that
planning should be contacted in an intense compressed time period rather than
allowing it to malinger over several months.

Strategic planning is concerned with effecting organizational chap :,, not in
developing an intricate management system. The process should be simple and
workable, and should avoid any tendency to become a paper mill.

The planning horizon should always extend beyond the next year. The distin
guishing characteristic of strategic planning is its focus on critical issues and a
stream of wise decision-making which could affect the organization whether those
issues become significant within three, seven or ten years.
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The entire planning process should be t Alto the mainstream of
institutional decisionmaking. Institutioree it '..tit.T'S Se fOtiki 'bag that operational
decisions conform to the overall institutional plan. The link between planning and
decision-making should be consistent.

All institutional budgeting should become an outgowth of the planning process.
Planning should be viewed as a prerequisite for the allocation or reallocation of
resources.

Institutional leaders should recognize that the value of strategic planning lies in
the process of planning.

McCienney's experience also has revealed that many of the organizational
barriers to strategic planning are common to a wide series of institutions. Similar to
his list of plarvung essentials presented previously, McClenney also has provided a
list of many of the most prevalent barriers to planning in the community college
setting

Futility: Many faculty and staff members are reluctant to attempt planning
because the institution has ignored past planning efforts.
Time: Many managers occupy themselves with operational and lower order
administrative tasks.
Commitment: Many individuals are uncommitted to planning or any addi-
tional responsibilities placed upon them.
Complexity: Planning involves a complexity of interrelated variables which
are difficult to isolate and arrange relative to one another.
Resistance to Change: Planning often leads to organizational changes which
are resisted by many individuals. These individuals resist planning as a
precursor to such undetermined changes.
Resources: Many institutions fail to plan under the assumption that the
process involves the allocation of resources which are not available to the
institution.
Self-interest: Similar to the resistance to change, many institutions refrain from
planning due to the vested self - interests of many institutional officers.
Mission; Institutions must have a dear sense of mission before planning can
begin. The lack of a clear mission inhibits planning.
External resistance: Many institutions face opposition to changes in mission or
programs from their publics with vested interest in the institution's program.
Activity: Institutions do not tend to develop an annual cycle of activity to
update the strategic plan, develop the operational plan, and allocate or
reallocate resources resulting in confusion and disorganization.
involvement: Ati levels of the institution's organization are not involved in
developing achievements and results of the current year, desired outcome for
next year and projections for the second year of the cycle causing hostility and
ultimately disinterest among staff.

Strategic Planning, the Organization and Organization Development

Drucker (1980) in Managing in Turbulent Times, observed that managers of all
organizations face ontw unifying challenge. "The one certainty about the times
ahead, the times in which managers will have to work and to perform, is that they
will be turbulent times. And in turbulent times, the first task of management is to
make sure of the institution's capacity for survival, to make sure of its structural
swrigth and soundness, of its capacity to survive a blow, to adapt to sudden
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change, and avail itself of new opportunities."
Kim Cameron distinguishes between organization adaptation and organization

development effots of institutions as they seek Dnicker's desired internal capacity
and structural strength. "Organizational adaptation refers to modifications and
alterations in the organization or its components in order to adjust to changes in the
external environment. Its purpose is to restore equilibrium to an Unbalanced
condition. Adaptation generally refers ID a process, not an event, whereby changes
are instituted in organizations. Adaptation does not necessarily imply reactivity on
the part of an organization . . . because proactive or anticipatory adaptation is
possible as well. But the emphasis is definitely on responding to some disconti-
nuity or lack of fit that arises between the organization and its environment"
(Cameron 1984). Organization development focuses upon changes resulting from
internal factors of the organization. (Both are important for the successful use of
strategic planning)

Organizational charts have undergone cc nsiderable change in the past years at
institutions adapted to the lack-of-fit" between the external and the internal
factors. Community colleges adapted to the reduced enrollment and funding with
the creation of positions in public information, marketing and resource develop-
ment. But the difficulty is in envisioning the successful incorporation of these staff
functions into the organization without an institution's use of organization dewl-
°proem strategies to reduce coniervailing forces to internal change and strengthen
faculty and staff acceptance of the legitimacy of these new functions.

In her study of successful strategic management practices in small private
colleges, Chaffee found that institutions which recognized the importance of
guiding and interpreting organizational change to the college community (practic-
ing organization development) were more resilient to environmental threats facing
these institutions than those which merely adapted to changes in market demands
(practiced organization adaptation) (Chaffee 1984). McClenney's approach to
strategic planning emphasizes the importanc of organizational involvement
without abdicating Keller's task of " ' and "leadership."

Other researchers have drawn attention to the intimate relationship between
many strategic planning models and approacheS to organizational development.
Walter Hunter (1983) has described a "radical intervention" planning model
which, similar to McClenney's approach, casts strategic planning in an organiza-
tional intensive framework.

In the truest sense the rational intervention method is a "quality
circle" approach. It is based on the premise that good people will
adjust. Redirect. Change in a democratic way when presented with
information which is critical to their continued existence within the
total institution.

Hunter describes the approach as proceeding in seven stages overlapping with
many of those used by McClenney:

1. There is an awareness of the problem.
2. Relevant information is assimilated.
3. The problem is fully defined.
4. Alternate solutions are considered.
5. An alternate is selected.
6. The alternate is fully refined in a safe environment.
7. The change is adopted.
The similarity to McClenney's approach is not coincidental. Strategic planning in
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its focus to change redirects organization goals and inputs through changes in
human resources. Chariee's study provides empirical evidence which confirms the
importance of both organizational adaptation and organizational development in
successful strategic planr.ing.

Accepting Institutional Boundaries

The traditional planning models utilized by (her education over the past
decades focused upon the use of resource.. in meaningful am-effective ways.
Planning was apolitical with planning models drawing extensively upon business
principles grounded in economics. Institutional leaders were internally focused.
Strati is planning, as characterized by Keller and McClenney, recognizes the
political environment as the fundamental arena where decisions regarding govern-
ance, finance and curriculum are formulated. Parnell underscores the significance
of this new orientation:

A word we tend to shy away from but which is a concern as an
external factor is the ward "politics." Too many of our people tend
to think politics is a dirty business and we are not going to be
involved in it. l want to tell you that every day t walk into my office
am in politics. Everyday a president walks into his office he is
involved in politics. There is nothing more fierce than politics on a
college campus.

Strategic planning focuses upon the ability of an institution to adopt locally
initiated strategies that are consistent with local needs and regional or state level
priorities. Each individual institution, however, possesses widely varying oppor-
tunities for change and adaptation which have been developed and nurtured
within the political environment. Increasing amounts of some g,tnernancz and state
fiscal dependence, for instance, represent decreasing opportunities for institutional
action. In general, community colleges differ in their ability to invoke new
strategies for renewal in three areas..

Community colleges are now established within two principal patterns of
control: (1) states in which two year colleges are fully controlled by the state, and
(2) sues where two year colleges are controlled by both local communities and
the state. Few institutions can be characterized as fully independent of state
control. In 1984, 40 states provided for some type of board at the state level with
varying degrees of control as the principal governing body for their community
colleges (Campbell 1984). Coordinated state systems of community colleges and
state systems of higher education regulate institution's curriculum programs. The
community college movement that once was characterized as 'the most adaptive
system of education' has in many states become fully incorporated into a bureau-
cracy which parallels that of a regulated public utility. Educational leaders must
recognize that strategic plans should address both the changes which can be
introduced within the existing system of governance and seek the necessary local
autonomy to enure the institution's ability to adapt to local needs.

Dale Parnell ;1%4), in describing the dominant factors affecting community
colleges in the future, challenged community colleges to avoid unnecessary
rigidity in administrative control.

hope that community colleges never lose their that's
been the hallmark of the growth of the community college move-
ment,: but Jam afraid that I see some of the hardening of the arteries
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setting in. We are making a rew more rules, the stares are making a
few more rules, and the federal government is making a iew more
rules. There was a report put out on higher education, I believe
Milton Eisenhower was the editor of it, back in the late 50's.
remember the title of it, "Efficiency in Freedom." There is some
efficiency in allowing local control and in allowing some freedom
for people to rnove

Perhaps even greater disparity exists in community college finance. Some states
allow institutions or districts to levy taxes for capital and operational support.
Other states provide no opportunity for institutional assessment instead providing
the institution with funds under a stale established enrollment driven formula.
Again leaders must work within established systems of finance but actively
campaign for changes in finance and funding formulas which circumscribe
institution's abilities to meet student demand s and introduce new programs and
services which meet the emerging community needs identified through needs

assessment and analysis.
In their award winning book, In Search of Excellence, Peters and Waterman

(1982) characterize America's best run businesses as loose-tight organizations,
organizations which adhere tightly to a central matieting strategy or business
philosophy while retaining the looseness needed to promote activity and respon
siveness to customers and employees. Community college leaders should not
utilize strategic plans to locus upon policies, formulas or systems of governance
which fail to promote institutional vitality.

MPLICATIONS

New Challenges for Strategic Nanning

The management literature is replete with examples of management systems
which were intioduced as the culmination of the management sciences. Much of

the early literature on management-by-objectives, program planning and budget-

ing systems, and zero -based budgeting endorsed these models as tools which
would achieve the !enith of organizational vitality and effectiveness. Many of
these systems continue to serve organizations; however, their initial fascination has

faded.
Strategic planning, especially as presented by Keller and McClenney, has not

been presented as an algorithm to solve the problems facing community college

leaders. It is instead the rational realization that what management does or does not

do affects the growth and survival of an organization. But, as leaders accept and

begin the task of strategic management within thetommunity college, meaningful

challenges emerge which must be acknowledged and smcesslully incorporated
into approaches to community college planning.

Challenges to Mission

As co miaunity college leaders use strategic planning to analyze their individual
missions and seek new student markets, the commitment to open access and

educational opportunity can be undermined. Keller's "active, entrepreneurial
shaping of an organization's or institution's future life .. ." does not license an

institution to abandon its public charter and trusts: Declining financial aid re-
44irres and the growing cost of remedial instruction might suggest that an
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institution develop and market programs and services to students with ability to
pay. The college leaders could raise admission standards thereby reducing the
costs of rernediation. essit4matively. the college could seek new sources of financial
aid and develop a new coeveffective delivery system for remedial instruction.

Both Keller and McClenney emphasize that strategic planning offers only a
tramework for decision making which focuses relevant in on on our chokes.
Within this framework, community college leaders must seek strategies which
ensure institutional vitality without abandoning the commitment to the publics the
institutions were chartered to serve.

Challenges to Organization Development

Keller and McClenney both emphasize the involvement of all organizational
levels in the strategic planning process. Mcaenney's model, with it seven institu-
tional outcomes, provides for organization renewal and development as strategic
planning is introduced as an ongoing process involving all levels of the community
college. Keller, writing from his observations of higher education at all levels, notes
that political power has "shifted from the faculty to the campus leaders . . . (and
that) the choice has passed to the administrators to m., ke the new, hard decisions."

indeed, strategic planning has moved to the forefront of the staff development
field as educational leads deal with retrenchment and critically analyze their
programs and services. fr.t. 'Nets have noted that faculty have shown a great
reluctance to make the "new, ..rd decisions." The effective educational leader
must bridge the chasm between these two organizational realities. Leaders must
draw upon all levels of the organization in the planning process if a desirable
climate of trust and vitality is maintained. However, leaders must recognize that
many midlevel managers and faculty cannot shoulder the responsibility to abolish
the programs staffed by their colleagues. Even greater conflicts are apparent when
the positions of collective bargaining faculty groups counter those of the adminis-
tration.

Keller describes the efforts of Princeton, Ohio University, Temple and Nerithwest-
em as they seek to bridge the seemingly competing needs of organizational
involvement and decisive strategic planning. In this process new forms of govern-
ance in higher education have often emerged. The creation and effective use of
these new organizational structures may represent the principal challenge to
community college leaders as they introduce strategic planning within their
institutions.

CONCLUSION

This chapter h&' briefly discussed the use of strategic planning as a new
conceptual model to guide community college leaders in addressing the complex
challenges of the next decades. There is no attempt here to present this approach as
the last management panacea for higher education. Strategic planning does,
however, provide a structured approach to decision ,raking which requires
institutions to project the long term consequences of operational decisions that
have frequently gone unexamined.

As institutions implement strategic responses, new challenges to institutional
missions, governance and finance will emerge. Educational leaders must recog.
nize that many planning responses risk the abandonment of the founding mission
of the community college movement. Creative leaders are needed to bridge the
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community college's tradition of access and opportunity with the financial and
technological realities colleges now face.
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RATIONALE

What we really need to concern ourselves with is organizational
effectivenesS. After all, our national slogan is "i VI ity with
excellence" and this implies auention to how wet we are doing
whatever t have set cwt to do. Most discussions l have heard
among presidents avoid the effectiveness question. Pattie this tot -
lows from our inability to define what we mean by eikctiyeness or
excellence; but also present is an element of concern. If we do
assess our effectiveness and discover that it is less than it should be,
how will we cape with this finding? People sometimes avoid
physical examinations for the same reason.

Richard C. Richardson, Jr.

The community college must be willing to be flexible and seek
solutions to old and new problems without abandoning those tenets
of its philosophy that have made it valuable to American societot

George B. Vaughan

At a gut level, all of us know that much more goes into the process of
keeping a, large organization vital and responsive than the policy
statements, new strategies, plans, budgets and organization charts
can possibly depict. But all too often we behave as though we don't
know it. If we want change, we fiddle with the strategy or we
change the structure. Perhaps the time has come to change our
ways.

Thomas I. Peters and
Robert H. Waterman
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OBJECTIVES

By the end of this chapter the reader should be able to:
1. Understand the environmental charamistics that influence organizational

elfeaiveness in community colleges.
2. Discuss some recognized models of organizational effectiveries s and ap-

proaches to using them for evaluating outcomes in community colleges.
3. identify some of the administrative practices currently in use to promote

organizational effectiveness.
4. Distinguish between those community college goals and objectives which

may be successfully altered and these that are altered at the risk of distorting
the true community college mission.

INTRODUCTION

°evolutional Effectiveness

Finance andgovernance should be studied as means to an end rather than as
ends in themselves or even as discrete topics. Researchers of organizational
development emphasize that to be effective in producing desired change, man-
agers must approach their organizations as functioning systems. Their point is that
within a system, changes in any element affect all of the other elements, and the
impact of these changes must be taken into account so that changes are additive
rather than contradictory. CEO are not fascinated with finance and governance as
topics deserving of study in their own right (which a' course they are), but rather as
strafes for moving their organizations toward the achievement of priorities.
Richard C. Richardson, jr., Professor and Chairman of the Department of Higher
and Adult Education at Arizona State University used these words to introduce his
presentation to the North Carolina Community Colleges Presidents Leadership
Institute.

Richardson's model, "Managing for Organizational Effectiveness," provides an
excellent framework for a review of his thinking on the subject. (See Figure 1).
Commenting on the exhibit, Richardson says, "The model includes three distinct
dusters of variables. The first involving organizational characteristics, some of
which can be changed by managers while others are largely outside organizational
influence. It is on these diaracteristics that most discussions I have heard among
presidents focus. Like good hypochondriacs, we derive considerable satisfaction
and a certain amount of relief by comparing symptoms and discovering that ours
are no worse than anyone else's."

The organizational characteristics section of the effectiVeness model clearly
delineates those environmental characteristics over which practitioners exercise
little or no direct atonal. These can, however, be influenced (as found later in this
discussion) and therefore usually command a good deal of attention from top line
administrators. On the other hand, the administrative characteristics listed in the
model are elements over which control can be directly maintained.

most community ,:ollege leaders have no doubt felt the frustration of constrain-
ing funding formulas or system -wide goals and objectives that seem inappropriate
to meet local needs. "if only we had a better quality student! You had better be gald
you don't have to work with the faculty at our institution! Why doesn't the public
appreciate the urgency of what we are trying to do out here!" These and similar
comments might be heard on any community college campus from California to
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ORGANIZATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Managin for thganizationif Effectiveness

Environmental

a. Fiscal Constraints bscluding Methods of
Funding

b. Mission Definition (state)
c. Student Demographics (age, preparation.

Mt-time/part-time, educational objective
d. Faculty Characteristics (tenure, field of prep.

aration. recency of training)
e. Public Priorities (prisons, economic

development)

Administrative
a. Priorities (access/achievement, efficiency/

effectiveness,
b. Management Roles
c. Decision Processes
d. Communication
r, Structure

To Alter Environment
a. Legislative Activity
b. Public Information Program
c. Community Service

To Manage the Organization
a. Strategic Planning and Marketing (includes

resource allocation, student recruiting)
b. Reorganization and Staffing (Colleges

without Walls, part-time faculty)
c. Participation in Decision Making (includes

governance)
d. Staff Development (management by oblec-

Over, training session)
e. Directionality and Openness of Communi-

cation
f. Evaluation (accountability, program review,

institutional research on outcomes)

Organizazionai Efiectibtness
Goat Achievement

Management Roles: leader, monitor, dissemina-
tor, entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource
allocator

Figure (Richardson 1983)



the Carolinas. While the complaints may be to no avail, there are appropriate
strategies which can suomissriAlly impact these environmental characteristics, Even
where they cannot be altered, these characteristics must be understood since they
provide the context within which community colleges function.

It is less fashionable, but just as imponant, to talk about those administrative
characteristics of priority setting, management role definition, decisirxHnaking
processes, communication channels and organizational structure. Clearly, these
elements are controllable and more directly addressed than the environmental
ones.

Before looking at the management practices that attempt to influence and
control the organizational characteristics that Richardson indentifies, it is helpful to
have some gauge of the effectiveness of those practices. Professor Richardson
comments, If we really want to make our organizations more effective, and the
decade of the 80's has already emerged as an era concerned with quality, then we
must find out how well we are currently doing or we will have no basis for
deciding what changes, if any are necessary'

Richardson continues, "Excellence is one extreme on a scale on which we
measure effectiveness." He goes on to outline three tracks along which organiza-
tional effectiveness runs in the pursuit of excellence. These tracks measure:

The extent to which the college's established goals are achieved.
The extent to which positive relationships are maintained with the external
entities which the college depends on for resources.
The extent to which positive relationships within the institutio prompt
people to support the oblectives of the institution.

As was the case with the organizational characteristics, the three definitions of
organizational effectiveness feature both internal and external elements. Also
present is a sense of a mix of the controllable and the uncontrollable. Again, the
implication is prudence dictates aggressiveness in attending to the controllable and
less paralysis from fears about the uncontrollable.

What happens when one definition of effectiveness conflicts with another?
Richardson cites an example of an institution whose administration felt the need
for a new set of institutional lxibrities that conflicted with the faculty-perceived
accepted norms of operation. Specifically, the administration took steps to establish
a "college without walls," a strong continuing education outreach program
involving the hiring of part-time faculty from the community. There was resistance
from the old guard college-transfer oriented faculty on wounds of educational
principle. Furthermore, the change hit the pocketbook of faculty members when
the continuing education classes they taught for extra income moved off campus.

Here is a clear illustration of a conflict between the organizational effectiveness
measurement of goal achievement and the maintenance of an internal climate
supportive of the institution's objectives. Other examples can readily come to
mind.A much needed budget request for a faculty pay raise is proposed to a
funding authority that has taken a stand against new taxes. Or, there is a push for
improved funding for the college transfer program in a climate where the college's
primary mission is lob training. Amid all these obvious conflicts, Richardson is
quick to point out that "to the extent that you pursue one form of effectiveness, that
may mitigate against your ability to achieve another form of effediverrass."

When it comes to management style. Richardson relies heavily upon the work of
Henry Mintzberg on manageria; roles. "It is tviintzherg's (1973) contention that
administrators influence the organizations they lead through the relative emphasis
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they place on each of ten managerial roles. (See Appendix B). An administrator's
preference foi a particular role influences choice of strategies and the approach
taken to implementation. For example, Mintzberg's research suggests that man-
agers in general show preference for brevity and interruption in their work. Thus, a
tendency toward superficiality becomes a prime occupational hazard for the
manager. This preference in turn relates to the role of disturbance handler which
many managers en* (In fact, some have been suspected of aeating disturbances
so that they can have the satisfaction of dealing with thern)."Noting the roles that
Richardson identifies as appropriate for community college leaders in their efforts
to alter and internally manage the institution's environment is interesting and
worthwhile.

The principle of adjusting or radically changing strategies over time is an
accepted one. Richardson points out that likewise, altering management styles is
riecesravy. Returning to the example of conflict between forms of effixtiveness, the
administration initially acted very autocratically in establishing the "ooliege
without walls." Sensing the internal discontent, the administration involved the
faculty in a planning process indicative of a very democratic style. By this
adaptation of management styles, tile administration quickly placed its priorities
and moved to regain the internal support nyetipd to assure the institution's
continued progress.

Richardson makes reference to the molt of Fredrick Redin whose managerial
grid introduces an effectiveness dimension. Redin's idea is that managers should
be aware of the prevalent management style within their institution and be
prepared to adjust it when inhibiting overall organizational effectiveness. The
relative importance of knowing one's own management style and the management
tools available becomes clear. This mix of style and strategy working to create a
favorable external environment, a supportive climate within the institution, and a
welkonceived set of goals will produce excellence in our community colleges.

Misalon

While few would dispute the need to be effective in the external environment or
within the institution, not all community college practitioners are as willing as
Richardson appears to be so compromise the traditional goals of community
colleges.

One such individual is George B. Vaughan, President of Piedmont Virginia
Community College. He admits that the community college is facing a crossroads
where re-examination of its priorities, its resources and its mission ate in order.
However, Vaughan cautions against "abandoning those tenets of its philosoply
that have made it valuable to American society."

As Vaughan (1983) stated, today's managers, in order to be more effective
Seeders, need to first clarify the mission of the community college. He says the
mission is difficult to articulate for several reasons: the mission is constantly
changing and stays in a "constant state of flux"; each community college has its
own mission which makes it different in certain aspects from the national mission;
and the change in leadership at the national level has taken the colleges in a
different direction. The last reason refers to the chan:. in the presidency of the
American Association of Comnxmity and junior Colleges from Edmund Gleazer to
Dale Pamdl. Gleazer was a philosophical leader who envisioned the community
college as a "student-ceniened, community-based, performanceoriented people's
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college." Parnell, on the other hand, is a pragmatist and has placed the emphasis
on establishing strong linkages with business and industry to improve training and
retraining programs.

Community colleges, according to Vaughan, may be at a watershed. The
mission may or may not be changing; but as Cohen (1982) says, if it is not, at least
the emphasis is shifting. Vaughan says that community college leaders need so find
a broad perspectise around which they can rally to revitalize the mission, and he
suggests that maintaining institutional integrity may be that needed perspective.
He lists six trends which he feels are now dueasening institutional integrity:

1. The Quality Revolution. An emphasis on quality tends to result in the
exclusion of that segment of society which has depended on the community
college as its only source for educational improvement. If institutional
integrity is to be maintained, quality must be defined only in terms that are
compatible with the mission of the college.

2. Partnership with Business and industry As closer linkages are established
with business and industry, college leaders must not allow business and
industry to dictate educational policy and decision making.

3. Loss of Comprehensiveness. Community colleges must resist the temptation
to offer only those courses which show a profit Students must have a choice
of programs in order for the institution to maintain its integrity

4. Loss of Funding for Community Service. With shrinking funds from legisla-
tors so fund recreational and personal interest courses, leaders must deter-
mine if the community services component needs to be dropped from the
mission. If not, supplemental funding sources need to be found.

S. increasing Costs to Students. The last kw years have.seen an increase in
tuition and a corresponding decrease in available financial aid. This most
directly affects that socioeconomic component of society which only the
community colleges have been able to adequately serve. Leaders must assure
that this part of the mission of the community college does not have to be
dropped.

6. Abrogation of Decision-Making Powers. Community cr,:;-_6e leaders have
not been able to make the distinction between decisions tl at should be made
by them and these that should be made by lawmakers ano vher parties. As a
result, managers are letting other people make their decisions for them.
Managers need to articulate their role so that the lines of authority are dear
for ail -parties involved.

Vaughan (1984) says that leaders must be sensitive to all of these threats, any of
which would mean the end of the most important contribution of the community
collegesopen access. The case for open access, he says, is simple: this country
was founded on the belief that all people have the right, and should have the
opportunite to achieve the full limits of their abilities.

America is changing and education must change to keep up. Vaughan (1984)
mentions three factors of which managers need to be aware which could easily
move the community colleges in a new direction: (1) declining numbers of high
school students; (2) the change in n leadership (which was previously
mentioned); and (3) an evolving ys that community colleges must
remain flexible and must seek answers to old and new problems while maintaining
those tenets of their philosophy which have made them so successful.

Vaughan says that the community college has four areas of concern which
managers must now deal with.

Chapter 2 Governance
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1. Maintaining Open Access. The community college represents the only
chance millions of Americans have to further their education beyond high
scl 4. But as many community college programs become more complex in
=use, the concept of open access is changing and the college is becoming
desirable b a different kind of student.

Several faders are threatening to restrict open access as it is recognized
today, including the public challenge to offering high school level courses at
the post-secondary level at the public's expense. Other factors which are
causing managers to reconsider open access are grew(' demands for accoun-
tability; fewer tax dollars for the support of community service functions and
the social side of education; a decline in the support of legislators; the
popularity of "high-tech" programs: and a renewed Interest in quality The
"quality revolution," Vaughan fears, will be misinterpreted by community
colleges and may be used to exclude less-qualified applicants who are
members of lower socioeconomic levels or minorities. Quality must be
considered, but in light of the mission of the community college. He says to
automatically accept the better qualified student is to reject the commitment
to open access.

2. Maintaining a CoMprehensive Program. Vaughan sees a comprehensive
program as a means for achieving the end, which is open access. Mere are
threats to the comprehensiveness issue. Remedial courses have already been
mentioned as an issue with the legislature. Transfer programs have suffered as
a result of the emphasis put on technical education. Community service
programs have been attacked all across the country. Even vocational pro-
grams and student services have been cut back as the mote glamorous high-
tech programs are expanded. The community colLve has been the only
comprehensive post-secondary institution in the past, but today the picture is
changing. Many community colleges are drastically cutting back or dropping
various programs altogether.

3. Institutional Integrity The threat to institutional integrity stems from the
commitment the community college has to its community. The colleges have
established relationships with business, industry and other agencies which
have been beneficial to all parties. Vaughan warns managers, however, that
these relationships can become dangerous if not monitored carefully. He says
that compromise is the answer to such relationships. He thinks representa-
tives from industry, for example, should be involved in faculty selection and
assessment of perforritance He says partnerships with other agencies should
become an integral part of the total operation of the college. In this way a
system of checks and balance: is formed through the faculty, stag administra-
tion and governing board, which will help maintain institution integrity
while fulfilling its objective that calls for cooperation between outside
agencies.

4. Keeping Faculty and Staff Vital. Vaughan offers no answers for this concern,
but he does describe how conditions have changed over the years and now
are working against faculty and administrative vitality. By 1992 over 52% of
all college faculty members will be over 55 years old. Community colleges
have less courses to be taught than the four-year institutions. Therefore, a
faculty member will be called on to teach the same course year after year.
These people are certainly subject to burnout unless something can be found
iu remedy the situatiun. As gruwth has stuwed, su has the demand fur new
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f vulty and administrators. Mobility has slowed to a crawl. Faculty just do not
ha the opportunity to move nom job to job as they once did. As Vaughan
says, "innovation is a rarely heard word on most community college cam-
puses today faculty members are playing it safe for reasons of limited funds,
public image and job security."

Vaughan says that the community college can survive this crisis and become
even stranger if managers can learn b build upon its strengths and continue b
serve the needs of society in an efficient and effective way

Governance Relational*

If Richardson Is "aectuate in defining the three farms of effectiveness, and if
Vaughan's thinking on the need to preserve the basic tenets of the community
college mission is acceptable, this establishes a somewhat different twist in the
pursuit of excellence. This comely is best Mustraied visually

Envision Richardson's three forms of effectiveness as individual scales along
whirl" effectiveness runs toward the extreme of excellence. Now, imagine that the
three tracks converge at the point of excellence. In graphic form the image will
appear as Figure 2. This model assumes, as Vaughan astir., that the central
community college mission (go* shook; not be subjected b the give and take
that Richardson argues must take place between the forms of excellence. Given
this assurriptice, the achievement of excellence bt;comes a function of those
relationships that comprise the institution's external and internal environment

External
Environment

Organizational Effectiveness Model

Excellence
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Using the model diagram, select a point on the external environment continuum
that might represent an institution's relationship with i. external environment
(prospective students, business and industry, funding authorities, etc.). Now,
likewise, select a point on the internal environment continuum that is ref ective of
the institution's int-mal relationships (existing students, Board of Trustees, faculty,
stag, etc.). The latter may not be so easily conceptualized since the Individual
elements are themselves component parts of the institution. Perhaps picturing how
these groups view the college would help.

Now, connect the points with a straight line. The 14 quite naturally intersects
the 'institutional goals continuum at some point. the model, this point of
intersection represents die college's level of effectiveness. In truth, though an
institution's mission may be unquestionably virtuous, it can rise no higher in its
quest of excellence than its relationships will allow. In this context, establishing
and maintaining positive external and Internal relationships well may be a most
appropriate definition of governance.

One does not have to "buy into" the notion that the community college mission
is cast in concrete to appreciate the implications of viewing governance as a
relational activity Three key subsets of the governance theme are organizational
structure, management style and finance. Each Is examined here in the context of
external and internal relationships in an effort to isolate future implicaticins that are
useful to community college managers.

Orpnizational Structure gm.

Public poky is evolutionary and community college leaders today constantly
must be aware of the directional changes happening in the marketplace. Zarnrnuto
(1982) said that an otganization can be termed as effective if it is, by the client's
definition, meeting his demands satisfactorily. An effective organization must
change as client reeds change if it is to remain effective.

The rapidly changing environment that institutions of higher learning are facing
may indicate that more consideration should be focused on the concept of
"organizational adaptation." Kim Cameron, (1984) director of the Organizational
Studies Program at the National Center for Higher Education Ivianagement Sys-
tems, defines organizational adaptation as the "modifications and alterations in the
organization or its components in order to adjust to changes in the equilibrium to
an irrAbalanced condition . . . the emphasis is definitely on responding to some
discontinuity or Ikk of fit that arises between the organization and its environ-
ment." Cameron refers to a "life cycles" approach to adaptation in which
organizations are assumed to progress thsough four sequential stages of develop-
ment. Perhaps community colleges are beginning to enter the fourth stage of
development in which decentralization, domain expansion and renewed adapt-
ability take place and new subsystems are established. During this stage the
problem is to overcome inflexibility\and conservatism, and expand to meet the
new client demands.

In other words, community colleges have become "maintenance organizations"
and need to strive to become "developmental organizations." Many authorities
believe that to truly become developmental institutions, community colleges must
establish linkages with the public and private organizations in their service area.
Alfred (1984) recently said in an unpublished concept paper that linkages will
provide the means for community Lolleges to regain the "institutional uniqueness"
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which they once enjoyed but now has become a concept of the past. Dale Parnell
(1984) in a recent interview said that linkages with the public schools, the four-war
colleges and universities and business and industry "will be the name of the game
for the next fifteen years."

With these thoughts in mind community college leaders will have to make their
organizational structure flexible enough to deal with the external factors which will
be confronting them. The ability of leaders to make the necessary structural
changes so that institutional personnel can be best utilized in a manner commen-
surate with their abilities will become important in achieving organizational
effectiveness.

Organization charts in many comptunity colleges and technical institutes have
undergone major revisions in the past few years due to the "Iack of fir between the
external and/or internal factors. In some instances the organization chart of
community colleges is beginning to resemble that of the private colleges or
proprietary schools. For example, the positions of resourceedevelopment officer
and public information officer have king been prominent in private colleges and
proprietary schools. However, until the past few years, such positions were rarely
found on the organization chart of a community college. But times have changed.
With federal, stale and local governments spending less dollars on education, it has
become necessary for the community colleges and technical institutes to consider
external sources other than governmental agencies for supplemental funding. In
order to do this these institutions have established a position for resource develop-
ment

While recruiting students and image building have long been functions that have
existed in community colleges, these responsibilities were usually assigned to a
staff member who had other primary responsibilities. Many community colleges
recently have upgraded the importance of these responsibilities by hiring a full-
time public infonnationtpublic relations officer.

In a June 1984 personal interview, Dale Parnell, president of the American
Association of Colleges and junior Colleges, stressed the importance of image
building by the community colleges. He said that too many people he a fuzzy
image of the community college, He thinks these colleges should become very
serious in their attempt to clarify this image in the public's eyes. Parnell sees image
building as one of the top challenges facing community colleges as they move
toward the year 2000.

Piedmont Technical College is one such institution that has some very notice-
able changes in its organizational structure. The changes made are certainly
uinque to the North Carolina community college system. But with the sweeping
changes in the external environment, similar forms of organizational adaptation
may soon be more prevalent nationwide.

The president of Piedmont Technical College in North Carolina, Dr. Edward Cox
(1984), realized the need to have more direct coordination between his institution
and the Stale Department of Commerce, the apartment of Labor, the industrial
Services of the State Department of Community Colleges, and local industries in
his college's service area in or-ler to solve local manpower problems and meet
local manpower training needs. He also wanted to establish more direct communi-
cations between the college and the local Chamber of Commerce, Employment
Security Cornmissiai and the local EcOnornic Development Commission for the
purpose of coordinating a search for new industry and for organizing manpower
development programt.
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The president decided that if he was going to establish better linkages with these
agencies then he wound rim/ to do a good job in the area of public relations. He
also realized that more resources would have to be uncovered to fund these new
programs, because his present alirxations would not be sufficient for such an
expansion in training programs.

In order to aaximplish these objectives, a new division was fanned in the
college and entitled the Office of College Relations and Development. This
division consists of a vicepiesident, two direction and a sectLetary. The division
head answers directly to the president.

The head of this divisions who is called Vice-President of College Relations and
Development, in addition to his supervisory responsibilities has other assigned
duties which include establishing and maintaining direct contact with local
businesses and industries b assist them with their training and educational needs.

The Director of Resource Development is responsible for writing grant proposals
for federal, state and private funds; organizing and coordinating fund raising
activities of the PTC Foundation; and serves as Executive Director of the PTC
Foundation. This person is also responsible for all alumni relations and coordinates
the annual campus fund drive.

The Director of Public Relations is in charge of writing and coordinating with the
area media all of the college's news releases, and is responsible for all the planning,

and management of all the marketing activities of the college.
College el , the catalog arid other publications also fail under the jurisdic-
tion of this pass

After two years ng this new organization in effect, President Cox said that
it has proven to be efficient and effective in meeting the needs of the college
community. New linkages have been formed between the college and community
industries and other agencies; and the response time to community requests has
been shortened mnsiderably.

One internal facto. r which is currently impacting the organizational structure of
community colleges is the addition of computers and word processing systems.
Leaders should be concerned that infoimation be able to flow up and down
through all levels of the organization so that all personnel can obtain the needed
information and distribute it to others as the need arises.

Keller (1983) said that information about the internal operations of a college are
vita; (i.e., space utilization, facility and equipment needs, utility requirements,
auditorium, bookstore, etc.). 'Improving the management information system," he
said, "is therefore an indispensable step in improving the everyday operation of the
campus . . ." Parnell said that we must find a way to take the new information
available and put it to use in the classroom. Alfred (1984) in a recent classroom
lecture said that organization structure should be designed to at.aw for decentral-
ization of information. Too often the structure makes information available only to
the president.

The organizational structure that is conducive to a two-way flow of informAtion
provides a context for change, which allows for creative and innovative responses
to the external environment.

Management style

As previously mentioned, in order to develop alternative sources of funding,
linkages with the community will become more important to community colleges
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than ever before. In order to establish these linkages, managers will have to assess
their staff's skills and abilities so that approixiate people can be assigned the duty
of establishing these linkages.

Ellen Chaffee (1984) with the National Center for Higher Education Manage-
ment Systems said that strafe* management involves attuning and reorienting
people in the institution to changes in the market demands so the institution can
respond to these changes and "maintain . . . the flow of resources from the market
to the organizatico."

Parnell feels that community collier are "uniquely situated to take the lead in
the community in the establishment of linkages." He says that presidents need to
assess their own management style in determining what institutional personnel to
invoke in the linkage process. May presidents may wish to take the lead in
forming linkages; others who are more internally oriented should provide a
structure in which someone else has that iesponsibility. Parnell, in a recent

stressed the importance of the community college maintaining internal
flexibility He suggests that managers should follow what he has labeled the
"loose-tight principle." (The word "loose" . . . refers to the flexibility in the
college. He says that the trend toward less local control is threatening to take away
the colleges' flexibility. Managers need to find ways to maintain that flexibility
"Tight" refers to the value system of the college, the college's real beliefs, what it
holds tight)

The manager also must remain flexible when considering the mission and goals
of the institution. Managers must be willing to adjust the mission andfor goals if
environmental factors indicate that such can is needed. With a changing public
poky putting emphasis more on quality than quantity, a good deal of thought
must go into evaluating the Mission and goals. The open door philosophy puts the
emphasis on enrollment when achievement seems to be more in tune with the
thinking of legislators and employers. As Richardson (1984) said, a major issue is to
decide whether we need "to concentrate on a more limited range of activities with
greater attention to program coherence and student progress."

Finance

The Research Triangle Institute recently published a study of the elements
involved in the overall developmentgrowth, stability, stagnation, or declinefor
colleges and universities that receive substantial federal grants under Tide HI of the
Higher Education Act. One of the study investigators, N.C. State University
Associate Vice-Chancellor for Business and Finance, William Jenkins, noted that
strong institutions had leadership, specifically presidents, with an "entrepreneurial
kind of vision." This kind of vision, tempered with a new level of business
pragmatism, will be needed if crucial relationships with existing sources of
community college funding are to be maintained and strengthened. Likewise,
entrepreneurial vision and business acumen will be required to identify and
cultivate new funding linkages.

In dealing with tax levying authorities, leaders again must forge those kinds of
win-win relationships that matched open access and comprehensive program-
ming with the political trend toward individual rights and the war on poverty.
Recently the match has been technical training and economic growth. Tomorrow's
match may not even be evident today. Herein lies the entrepreneurial challenge.
identity the match, sell it with enthusiasm, let the politician have the credit, and
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reap the financial benefits for the institution. The formula has worked before; it will
work again.

Chaffee (1984) has said that the '80's are bringing the deregulation of higher
education. With deregulation always comes opportunities for the new kid on the
block. Community colleges with entrepreneurial vision are proving that founda-
tions and private donors are no longer the exclusive domain of independent
colleges and large research-based universities.

Contrary to popular myth, all community college alumni are not employed at
minimum wage and incapable of being financial supporters. Efforts at establishing
fruitful linkages here require proper organization, persistence and, of course, the
entrepreneurial vision.

Creative community college financiers may find that tuition and fees can yield
additional revenues without the negative effects most educators always assume.
Frederick Turk of the accounting firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company
says, "Pricing strategy has not received enough attention in recent times . . Many
institutions (and systems) actually back into price once the cost budget is es-
tablished and other revenue estimates are made. In essence, the price (i.e., tuition
and fees) is a balancing figure. " Concepts like "demand-based pricing," "price-
discrimination strategy," and "competition-based pricing" may sewn foreign to
community college financiers. So did other marketing terms like "positioning" and
"market segmentation" that are now in the vocabulary of most admission officers.
Breneman and Nelson (1981) hit hard at pricing considerations with their equity
vs. efficiency themes. To them marriage to the old across-the-board-rock bottom-
pricing structures is theoretically inequitable and inefficient. Beyond theory, such a
prising strategy can be downright cos*.

Other creative financing arrangements that involve parties not heretofore seen as
partners with community colleges are being struck. Imaginative leasing arrange-
ments that allow nonprofit entities to "tie-in" to the tax advantages available to
private business are an example. College-established foundations with financial
flexibilities not allowed within the institution have proven useful at many institu-
tions. Other such linking mechanisms will be devised. The key is vision, entrepre-
neurial vision.

Perhaps the external relationship that holds the most promise for profitable
cultivation by community colleges is that with business and industry "The total
budgets for training and development in business and industry now run about $80-
100 billion per year," according to Samuel Dunn (1983). "Traditional teaching
institutions will not have a monopoly on higher education," he continues. The
question may be whether business and industry will be higher education's
competitors or its compatriots. The answer lies again in successful linkage. Parnell
is a champion of the business and industry linkage. He is convinced that commu-
nity colleges have the flexibility to deliver what business and industry need in an
era of rapid change. Flexibility is a vital word in the entrepreneur's vocabulary.

The one element that is ever present with the entrepreneur is risk. Vaughan, true
to his mission arguments, warns of the "inherent dangers when an academic
institution enters into a relationship with other agencies." Institutional integrity is
at stake. In each instance, the risk of compromising mission (the goal achievement
form of effectiveness) must be balanced against the potentials for achieving
effectiveness through linkages with external funding sources.

Having pursued to the maximum all possible sources of funding, community
college leadership must then focus inwardly and ask the question, "What is the
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exact programming mix that will maximize the college's social effectiveness given
the practical budget constraints within which it must operate?" There are as many
techniques for arriving at answers to this question as there ate community colleges.
They range from very quantitative and structured mechanisms to wry intuitive,
"seat of the pants," decision piocesses.

Whatever the approach, Robert Gruber and Mary Mohr (1983) suggk..st that it
should assist decision makers by:

encouraging strategic (lontrangewhat to do) as opposed to tactical (short-
rangehow to do it) thinking;
encouraging a holistic, as opposed to anatornistic, viewpoint
identifying tradeoffs to be considered by program-oriented personnel;
identifying programs in meet of redesign, candidates for expansion or candi-
dates for divestiture;
suggesting the direction of cash flow among programs; and
providing broad guidelines for assessing the overall health of an organization.

Gruber and Mohr favor a model which long has been in use bythe private sector
for "strategic audits," "portfolio management" and "product line pruning."
Devised by the Bogart Consulting Group, it is known as the "plocluctfortfolio"
model (See Figure 3). Aft er a study of the model, mentally classifying certain
traditional community college educational programs should be easy. For example,
health occupational programs are MOM often judged to be highly beneficial for
Society, yet expensive; Therefore, they will probably rate a negative financial
return. These programs fa in the matrix under worthwhile. Note the basic strategy
and use of funds suggested in each Gummy.

411Way Progarn Classification Model

'Refers to

Sustaining
(Necessary evil?)

Basic Strategy;
Maintenance

Use of Funds:*
a. Subsidize "worthwhile"

programs

Beneficial
(Best of all possible worlds)

Basic Strategy:
Cautious expansion

Use of Funds:
Trade-off &whack or
subsidize "worthwhile"
Ixo8rams

Detrimental
(No redeeming qualities)

Basic Strategy:
Pruning

Use of Funds:
None available

Worthwhile
(Satisfying, good for
society)

Basic Strategy:
Careful nurturing

Use of Funds:
None available

Low

otemally getwrated hawk.
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Keller 0983) has jazzed up this basic model listing the matrix classifications of
dogs, stars, cows and "e. The key elements of the matrix are financial returns and
benefit or social value. The genius of this model is that it allows complete flexibility
to assign values to these two elements, yet it also allows the decision maker to view
prograrpning holistically and see the overall effect of making certain trade offs.

What is needed to make this irxxlel even better are management tools that assist
in the proper classification of programming. The financial returns sector can be
(educed to a bask cost vs, revenue analysis. Regrettably most community colleges
cannot identify costs, even direct costs, by programs. Perhaps program revenues
are more easily identifiable. This is especially true in those colleges which have
fulkime equivalency funding formulas. Ideally the costhevenue information
should be a product of the institmion's accounting operation.

Conoeptually, costs and levenues are more readily evaluated than benefits. Some
colleges are making great strides in quantifying social benefits. Departments for
institutional research can earn their keep in this awe. lloweser, the importance of
intuition should not be too heavily discounted. Hew, true leaders earn their keep.

Gruber and Mohr sum up the need for a costibenefit analytical approach to
programming by concluding "admInstrators and board directors of non-profit
organizations will be faced with increasingly severe competition for time, money,

d management skills as the non-profit sector becomes more cost conscious.
Dedication must be accompanied by performance results, idealism *mimed with
Pragmatism"

IMP'

FICIM this examination of the processes of governance, several implications for
the future spring forth. in the '80's and beyond, community college leaders who
are mindful of these implications will find the seas of higher education no less
turbulent but much more navigable than those who are heedless.

Because of the increasing velocity of changes taking place in the external
environment, community colleges will have to regularly alter their organiza-
tional structure to remain congruent with public policy,
Community college leaders, in order to become more efficient id effective
from an internal point of view, must find innovative approaches to organiza-
tional structure.
Management strengths and weaknesses of administrators must be assessed so
that the college can become more effective in dealing with the external
environment.
Management styles reesi be flexible in order to avoid internal conflicts that
hinder institutional progress.
Community college leaders need to have an entrepreneurial vision and
business pragmatism when dealing with the institution's sources of funding.
Some mechanism is needed to assist administrators in the proces_. of balanc-
ing the social appropriateness of institutional programming with practical
budgetary constraints.

CONCLUSION

Colleges need to concern themselves with organizational effectiveness in order
to achieve excellence. Richardson's model is presented as a framework for
managers to use to renew their thinking on this subject.
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Move attention needs to be given to the mission of the community college, and
Vaughan's educational trends are introduced to help leaders find a perspective
around which they can rally to revitakte the mission ar i to help the colleges
maintain instittaional integrity.

Based on external and internal environmental factors, a model for organizational
eftectiveness is offered as a means of assisting institutions in their pursuit of
excellence.

Organizational structure needs to be looked at as a concept that can change as
the environment dictates. Examples of recent changes in organizational structure
are offered as food for thought for educational leaders.

Management styles also need to change to keep pace with other new develop-
ments in the education field. Effective faders will have to come to grips with such
concepts as "flexibility" and linkages."

Community colleges will have to show entrepreneurial vision to insure adequate
fundu g for the colleges in the years ahead. With deregulation, community
colleges will have to depend more on private sources for their monetary needs.

Reviewers for this Chapter

Charles E. Taylor, Jr.
Vice President for Business and

Finance
Meredith College
Raleigh, North Carolina
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RATIONALE

Leadership is caring about and attending to the quality of the
institution . . . Quality is not what students have when they come to
college but what they possess when they leave. What have students
accomplished at the end of the education process? Are they liter-
atecan they readcan they writecan they ,probiern solve? Do
they have good job skills? Do employers say, "Your graduates are
the best prepared 1 know. I prefer your graduate to any others?"
Quality examines what students came to learn, and how well they
do compared to others who studied elsewhere.

Eakin E. Roueche

When talking about the emerging technologies, the first thing is to
identify the job needs in your area. That is something that constantly
changes, and something we have to say in tune with all the Lime.
New industry coming in, old industry modifying what they're doing,
retooling their equipment, and reshaping their whole approach to
what they're doingall of this is going on all the time in industry
How do we keep up with all that? You're too involved with board
meetings, internal staff problems, court cases, and other things that
tie up your time.

Thomas E. Barton
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OBJECTIVES

By the end of this chapter the reader should be able to:
1. Discuss leadership strategies to ensure quality in the instructional effort.
2. Understand the process of the community college instructional program as a

linking pin.
3. Discuss the diversity of inputs and need to keep output (excellence) relevent

to community needs.
4. Relate strategies used at other illgittiti011S to structure an instructional pro-

gram that makes good on the promise of community college mission to the
environment

INTRODUCTION

Among the goals of the North Carolina Presidents' Leadership Institute. was to
acquire revv skills and strategies to update occupational programs. To this end the
Institute invited one of the leading researchers on community college leadership,
Dr. John E. Rouede from the University oi Texas in Austin. Or. Roueche's
comments centered around leadership strategies to help faculty and students
achieve their potentials. This session also highlighted Dr. Tom Barton, President of
Greenville Technical College in Greenville,.South Carolina. Dr. Barton shared
several strategies practiced at his institution that have contributed writs success.

Opportunity refers to access or the open door, the founding principle of the
community college movement. According to Dale Parnell (1984b) excellence is
for and about not who is enrolled but what happened to them during their stay and
where were they stood when they left, regardless of when they left. Then
opportunity is the community college input; excellence, the output The process,
that which transforms input to output, is teaming facilitated by the instructional
program. To achieve excellence the instructional program must itself have the
characteristics of excellence and be responsive to changing community needs.
Excellence in instructional programs allows the community college to achieve
"Opportunity with Excellence." Success must be measured by the success of
graduates an..i "salp-inistop.out" students. Do they get jobs? Are they admitted and
do they succeed in four-year colleges? The bottom line is where they stand when
they leave (Pameli 1984.0).

To achieve excellence during times of adversity as well as prosperity, community
college leadership must determinedly and boldly develop and employ strategies to
support quality and relevancy in the instructional program. Good managers,
indeed all managers, at the community college level had better be highly support-
ive of the mow product, learning (Parnell 1984b). The community colleges'
succes- with facilitating learning will achieve excellence. This chapter will discuss
leadership and curriculum strategies designed to help achieve teaming, and help
ensure that the instructional program responds to a dynamic environment. Internal
factors continuing to excellence that will be discussed include dealing with the
diversity in the abilities of new students, demanding excellence in teaching and
demanding excellence from students. External factors focus on building linkages
with high schools, employers, area four-year colleges and universities.

Researcher

At the Pret.idenr... Leak#-.hip In...titutr, Dr. Rout di,s,cuized North
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Carolina presidents several issues and strategies to help achieve excellence. The
following is a topical review and synthesis of his remarks:

Leadership. Leadership is caring about and attending to the quality of the
institution. Leaders must really care about what gdes on in the organization. If one
does not care about the quality of the enterprise it will not happen. Mediocrity will
be the end result. In caring, one must have high expectations for faculty and
students. Signaling expectations (caring) may be as simple as asking the right
questions. Asking people about their ivork communicates interest and care and
can effect powerful results within the educational institution. Dr. Roueche stated:
"In the past war, I've visited and interviewed faculty in over one hundred
community colleges. I asked them how often the department chairperson or dean
met with the faculty to talk about quality or other classroom procedures. Their
responses almost always were negative. Faculty perception is that no one cares
about these matters. The dean is too busy with the catalog, scheduling and other
administrative concerns. Not that these are unimportant, but deans and depart-
ment heads, being quality control agents, should be devoting 90% of their time to
improving instruction. I think that for the past 20 wars we have suffered from
leaderless:its& in education." For example, Presidents also must a: .2nd to excel-
lence. A college president in Arizona sent a memo to all division chairs stating his
concern over the quality of written work in all college courses. He asked them to
send him samples of written work from all courses. Rumors then reached him that
many instructors had not previously required written assignments and now were
making such assignments to have samples for the president Therefore, written
work rose dramatically Without an edict or formal policy, the president signaled
his care about and expectations in the classroom proceedings.

Teaching. College leadership must set high expectations for the faculty. To ignore
bad behavior anywhere is to encourage it. For instance, voluntary staff develop-
ment is found only in colleges. Private Indust/ requires that its personnel stay
abreast of changes and be prepared for the future. To expect faculty to do the same,
voluntarily, is a low-level expectation. Leaders In this effort must practice leader-
ship by example. When administrators miss professional development activities it
creates a perception among the faculty that the activity is shot important.

Two years , University of Texas at Austin completed a study of teaching in
eleven Texas community college campuses. The findings were alarming. Half of
the teachers did not make regular assignments in the textbook. There were almost
no written assignments and little or no homework required. Test questions were
almost always straight from the lecture. Leadership must demand that instructors
expect learning quantity and quality from students.

To improve teaching one must examine what transpires in the classroom, and
indicate expectations of excellence. College leaders should make known to the
faculty their expectations about teaching. To accomplish this leaders again must
ask the right questions. By asking about attrition, class assignments, evaluatton
procedures and job placement success, leadership demonstrates its expectations of
the instructional effort and its caring about the quality of instruction. Quality must
be celebrated. Excellence in teaching must be rewarded by giving excellent
teachers money, awards, bringing them before the board, putting their pictures in
the newspapers, etc. The allure of pride and respect that once brought good people
into teaching despite low pay must return. The job of the leader is to excite people
to potentials they have never thought of and realizatons they have never dared to
dream of themselves. Leaders must get the organization to reflect the very best that
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they expect it to be. People want to be associated with quality. Parnell (1984b)
envisions a community college faculty that will view the community college as the
premier teaching assignment in higher education.

The other side of high expectations is supporting, reinforcing, rewarding as
those expectations are reached. If there is excellence it should he recognized,
rewarded and celebrated. Let the people who do a good job know are valued.
in Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best Run Companies is a most
exciting book. Every president, dean, and department head should read it
According to the authors, Pete/5 and Waterman (1982) the best companies are built
on people not management theories or formulas. The best companies do many
little things that symbolize quality in the organization. Vk live in a society where
competition and success is very powerful, and people like to be recognized as
winners. I.B.M., for example, rents the Meadowlands Stadium in New Jersey, hires
the Rutgers University Matching Band, and lets a hundred of their top performers
run in under the goalposts with the band playing and their names appearing on the
scoreboard. Other top companies give out lapel ribbons or.buttons. The whole
idea is to celebrate excellence.

Students. The community college product is learning. Too often education
becomes process oriented. Library books and the square feet in a building are
counted, the credentials of faculty are examined, average salaries are calculated,
etc. The hope in conclusions from these variables is having a quality institution.
The assumntion is that people who completed a course must have learned
something; and if they complete enough courses they get a degree, diploma or
certificate. But this process is no guarantee of quality. Quality focuses on what
students learn and achieve. Leaders must communicate to students that they expect
them to excell. Everyone wants to be associated with excellence, including
students. An example is the Miami-Dade Community College reform called the
Standards of Academic Progress. Through this program the liege expreses its
expectations for performance by students. The program a system of

probation and suspension of students failing to expectations.
McCabe aryl Skidmore (1983) report that students now are performing at higher
achievement rates in order to continue at the college. That Miami-Dade and other
community colleges an now reporting better retention to the associate degree and
certificates is an example of what can happen when expectations about quality in
the classroom are tough. Best of ail, these reports show an almost straight line
improvement in achievement in almost every curriculum area.

The open loot policy assures a wide range of academic abilities among students
who enter. At the same time, there is only so much diversity a leacher can /
accomodate without giving up quality. To help learners toward their goals, recog-
n' : what the academic abilities of entering students are, and devising strategies
in ..Aping them succeed, is necessary. Determining the abilities of entering
stucents becomes increasingly difficult. As the National Commission on Excel-
lence in Education report suggestS the meaning of a high school diploma has
changed. In 1970, the average high school graduate had a C+ grade point
;wPrage, representing a slightly wetter than tenth grade reading level. In 1983,
according to the National Assessment of Educational Progress, the average high
school graduate had a B to B + average possessing less than eight grade reading
ability. High school grade point averages are no longer a reliable predictor of
success, and there is a continuing general decline in college' readiness by high
..,(hoo! graduates. At the same time, a readability study of the textbooks used at
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Riverside Community College in California found that only one course in a
hundred used reading material below the twelfth grade level. Therefore, if students
with eighth grade reading levels enter these college courses, they do not have a
prayer for success if quality is required.

Testing at admissions, not for the purpose d selection but for the purpose of
assessment and placement, must be done to accomodate diversity. Baker and
Thompson (1981) call for restructuring the college to better manage diversity and
complexity and to make the implied promise of open admissions one that yields
success in mash greater numbers than are currently being documented in Ameri-
can community colleges. They urge for the creation of -buffers" ta reduce the
diversity of students entering furricula. The first buffer is the college's assessment
center. The second buffer is a remedial or developmental studies program. In i 979,
Miami -Dade Community College began its reform of the eoucational program.
One of the primary thrusts of the reform was for the college to become more
directive. In this more directive system, students with deficiencies were required to
take necessary developmental work before proceeding to programs where the lack
of skill could cause failure (McCabe 1981). The reforms are beginning to show
results. According to McCabe and Skidmore (1983) students improve perform-
ance, increase completion rates and G. P. A. and have lower suspension rates when
they are informed early of defici !i-icies and avail themselves of needed special
assistance.

Presidential Practitioner

Dr. Tom Barton has been very active in what Dale Parnell (1954h) predicts will
be the name of the game for community colleges for the next 15 years, building
linkages. As president of Greenville Technical College, Dradarton has built strong
linkages with area high schools, employers and four-year colleges. In the follow-
ing, discussion Dr. Barton shares some of his successful strategies in linkage
building, and discusses 7.0171C of the ad antage-:, strong linka building has
brought to Greenville Technical College.

1. Linkages to High Schools

During the next several years, the number of high ,school graduates is going to
decline. This means doing a better job than ever in recruiting high school
graduates or facing declining budgets. Greenville TEC had developed a marketing
plan which k an annual strategy for reaching high school graduates and other
le:eters. Those on staff who are responsible for this plan's implementation are
accountable for the results, and their monthly reports are reviewed to determine
the progress being made.

With frequent personal visits, newsletters and other materials, a recruiting team
works constantly to keep high school counselors aware of what is happening on
the Greenville TEC campus. These counselors must know as much about the
college as the college staff does.

There must be productivity in education iust as in industry, and through careful
evaluation of these at twines, that productivity can be determined.

2. Developmental Education

When high st hI)o! giatittates come to a t ornrnunity college, about 40% of them
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are a! an eighth grade reading and mathematics level. These people lack the basic
skills for a high tech curriculum. k1Siead of turning then, away, Greenville TEC
chose to accept the goal of building the best developmental or remedial program
in the nation. Today, that program exists. Each month, 9510 100 people complete
their developmental education and are qualified to enter the curriculum program
of their choice. That means that people will be prepared to get better jobs than they
otherwise could have had.

The developmental program underginds the entire operation. Withoet it, the
institution will not be complete.

3. Linkages with Employers

Business and industry is constantly changing, and each community exists in its
own environment with its own unique job nos. Several years ago, Greenville
TEC searched for a means to keep up with local Wilmot and indutiry. They looked
at the expanding role and the benefits from advisory committakt and dec ided to
rebuild and revise the network of committals. The results were rewarding.

These committees use their expertise to help the college develop and revise
curricula, ensuring that students learn the right things, They help to evaluate faculty
and aid in f.e...ulty development through retum-to-intkorry Feasams and other
activities. They help to assess equipment needs and have contributed some $4
million .1 equipment acquisitions in just 15 months. Their interest in students is

evidenced by strong job placement support and by raising some $250,000 in
student scholarships.

In building this strong network of committees, Greenville TEC realized the
necessity of employing a full-time director. The director's rote is to coordinate and
provide leadership to the 50-plus advisory committees that are involved with the
college. This director is responsible for scheduling meetings, preparing agendas,
keeping official minutes, rotating memberships, ensuring open communications
between administration and the committees, and timely reporting of findings. The
director also develops a handbook, an annual directory, and a quarterly newsletter.

An annual plan for all committees is prepared, outlining responsibilities. The
major responsibility is an annual report on programs with which the committees
are involved. These evaluations focus on curriculum, faculty, equipment facilities,
public relations, and employment outkioks. Comments and suggestions are made
for improvement, change Of even for termination of programs, as their studies of
internal and external factors indicate.

A representative of each division of study then reports the results of these
evaluations to a Program Review Committee made up of three members of the
Greenville TEC Board. The reports become guidelines (or budget priorities and
even employment decisions. They are studied by college officials who follow
through on suggestions and report on action taken.

For committee membership, the college looks for people with both knowledge
in their fields and political influence. Keep in mind that to have a strong committee
one needs to have people with the right skills for the curriculum being studied. For
example, in high-tech curricula, do not necessarily invite the president of the
co7apany or his officers. instead, select engineers and front -line production people
who know the jobs and the skills required for those jobs.

With more than 500 people serving on these committees, Greenville TEC also
reats strong community support By exciting these people about the college,
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their influence on local and stale funding sources and in other vital areas is
obtained.

Advisory committee mamba iditt help with a program called DACUM (Devel-
oping a Curriculum), which help' the institution develop new curricula or update
older ones. Members frequently participate in DACUM workshops or find others
to serve. In these workshops, people who perform a job are brought on campus to
compose a chart describing ger 'al areas of competence and necessary skills. This
chart becomes the basis kr cunkulum development, a competency check list for
students, a career guidance tool and a job placement tool. (Faculty members are
not included in a DACUM, in order to ensure that all involved will he objective
about changing a curriculum.)

Greenville TEC, seeks other ways to build linkages with business and industry. In
hitecli education, the present state is not enough. Industry will undergo even
more rapid c...hnges in the future than in the recent past, and they will be
depending on the community colleges to stay up to date with and to be ahead of
the state of the art. In this regard, Greenville TEC is becoming the research center
for the State of South Carolina in machine tooling and in compurtercontrolled
equipment. The college will be tied closely with companies at the drawing board
stage, instead of later when a new technology affects the market. Projects such as
this greatly improve the esteem of the college in the community.

4. Linkages to Four-Year Institution

in 1978, local industry began to tell Greenville TEC that two-year training for
technicians was not enough. To respond to this concern, Greenville invited
Clemson University to teach the final two years of a four-year degree program in
engineering technology on the Greenville TEC campus. Today, one can begin in
Greenville in development education and continue through a four-year degree in
engineering programs, computer science, other technician programs and other
programs supported by several universities. Greenville TEC is actually developing
a "university center" where any university can provide four-year programs and
beyond. Entrance into highly sophisticated technology fields without strong colle-
giate studies in English, science, or mathematics is impossible. A strong collegiate
program enhances the entire institution.

This effort to build a working linkage with four-year colleges and universities has
paid excellent benefits, and Greenville TEC is held in even higher regard by area
business and industry and the community as a whole

IMPLICATIONS

in studying attempts by selected private colleges to deal with decline, Ellen
Chaffee (1984) identified two strategic models. The first was the adaptive model,
which involves atuning the organization to changes in market demands. This
strategy is being expertly fine tuned by the efforts of Tom Barton. The second
strategy discussed by Chaffee is the interpretive model, which accepts that an
organization is a network of individuals, and a key leadership role is to assure the
management of meaning or focus on mission. This model is reflected in Dale
P,r reel's (1984b) belief that the community college must adopt a "loose-tight"
principle. They must be "loose" on flexibility of programs, and on allowing
creativity from faculties. To ensure that faculty efforts (indeed the efforts of all the
college's personnel; are directed toward desired goals they must be "tight" ahnot
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what they believe in, mission. The succ.-essful colleges in Chaffee's study are those
that found their own unique blend of the adaptive and the interpretive. Administra-
tors should use an int wretive model of strategy without forgetting the demands of
their constituents. When a proposal for a new high-denund program is presented,
the burden of proof should be on the proposer to show that the program expresses
the institution's mission (Chafe 1934). Hence, curriculum grows out of mission.

Roueche (1984) believes that by-and-large clarity on mission is not common in
educational organizations. Leadership must ensure that everyone is dear, at all
times, as to the mission of the college. In this effort leaders must rely on their skills
a., eiucators. Some people have found something negative about promoting
exct item educators into positions of leadership. This strong ability to teach can be
one of leadership's most effective tools to achieve success. The concept of the
leader as a :eacher is finding its way into industry as reported by Douglas Williams
(1983). "The predominant style of leadership has gone through three stages. In the
first stage, the leader was a man on a horse leading the troops. This gave way to the
view of the leader as a leader of leaders. Ittle are now passing into still a third stagy'
in which the top people in an organization have to be the *whets of the leaders
under them. The leader as a teacher is a concept that has many significant
implications." Williams adds, "The imparting of corporate values-setting the
example-has to be carried on throughout the organization by the leaders of the
various segments of the business." This is not to say that a person from a non-
teaching background can not be a good educational leader. Explaining that
business managers make goad presidents, Campbell (1983b) states that the key is
to be problem oriented (ask the right questions). John Roueche's remarks explain
this power.

Leaders must adopt the interpretive model or strategy, but must also be experts at
adaptive strategy as well. To do so they must build strong linkages to their
communities. There are many objectives in establishing linkages with external
institutions. First, strengthen the curricula. By knowing about the characteristics of
area high schools one can more accurately adapt the organizations's instructional
program to fit the needs of incoming students, an opportunity to practice what
Peters and Waterman (1982) call "stay close to the customer." By understanding
the needs and operations of area employers leaders can more accurately focus
learning on the right things. By articulating clearly with four year colleges in the
service area they can devise curricula that help the transfer student transfer more
credits, and enrich his or her opportunity to succeed at the baccalaureate level.
Parnell (1984b) would like to we our colic, transfer program be so good that
there would never be a question about a student transfering a credit from a
community college.

Second, by the image we project when building linkages we want to enhance
our graduates ability to find employment or achieve success at transfering. We
must project our commiftment to excellence, and build public confidence in what
we do. Third, we want these organizations to not only help us build successful
curricula and accept our graduates, but to also become a source of part-time
instructors, partners in professional exchange, donors to foundations, and partners
in establishing new linkages. Fourth, we want the linkages to be continuous. As
communities change the community college curricula must also change to be
viable in the future in establishing linkages we must also utilize all the personnel
of the college. The image of the president as Mr. or Ms. "Outside," and all others
going about the internal affairs of the college must end to achieve the spectrum of
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linkages needed to excel. Campbell (1983a) sees a future for community colleges
in which the faculty will build networks (linkages) with area computer users to
organize and disseminate the resource of the information age, knowtedge. This
kind of networking requires that all of the college must be prepared and capable of
establishing and maintaining linkages.

Vik must believe in and develop partnerships in learning excellence with our
high school colleagues. An exciting approach to this kind of linkage is the "two
plus two tedeprep" curriculum (Parnell 1 9844. This program wo. Li begin in the
junior year of high school and culminate at the community Wiese. Such a
program may provide goals for those high school students who do not choose
traditional "college-prep" programs. By erephacizing applied science, applied
math, and literacy students may develop a greater appreciation for and higher
achievement in these areas. Increasing an enthusiasm for learning "tech-prep"
would broaden not narrow horizons for students. To deepen the linkage with high
schools, community colleges also can utilize their strength of flexibility to assist
with teacher renewal. Community colleges are in prime position to develop and
deliver programs for public school teachers in areas like math and science, and at
times convenient to those teachers. Helping high schools strive for excellence
could pay dividends far sooner than would a national elfortto attract new teachers
to these disciplines (Cordon 1983).

Linkages to employers may be one of the most important efforts undertaken by a
community college. Serving as a linking pin between current job readiness and
employer needs is the primary role of most community colleges. Concern for the
needs of area employers establishes a confidence in programs, colleges, and most
importantly graduates. Advisory Committees as developed by Dr. Barton should be
the cornerstone of an effective linkage effort, but already establehed links for other
purposes can be used to strengthen the total effort. One such opportunity is with
Cooperative Education. The benefits to the student and participating employer in
Cooperative Education are numerous and are listed in the appendix. in establish-
ing a student in a cooperative education position, the college is helping to link the
student to his or her goals of meaningful employment. It is also an effective.linkage
for the instructional program to employers According to Salisbury (1977) the
community coil .ge is an extension of the community it serves; therefore, coopera-
tive education is often the source for public contact. "Public image" is vitally
important and feedback is necessary Not only must the community support the
college, but the college must be responsive to the needs of the community. The
close monitoring of student placements and business community contacts can lead
to course revisions and deletions, as well as institution of new programs. The link
to employers who are hiring students for cooperative education positions becomes
a vehicle for the college to ask if the student was weg pepirred. By establishing this
linkage the college may also reduce the need to race with the state of the art in
purchasing equipment. By clearly estaibishing with Cooperative Education em-
ployers what the college will teach and what the employer will train will reduce
the need to have every new technology while providing a complete instructional
program to the student. In a time of limited resources, should community college
leadership give priority to the acquisition of new equipment (things) or promoting
faculty acquisition of new information (knowledge) (Campbell 1983a)?

Not only must community colleges be adept at building linkages, but when they
do have the necessary data to make decisions about the instructional program they
must be able to act. According to Peters and Waterman (1982) the excellent
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companies are those that have an action orientation. While explaining why
employment in the U.S. has been rising faster than that of Europe, Bernd Hof of
the IW-Research Institute in Cologne stated that the turnover rate of labor in
American industry is about twice as high as in Germany-a sign of rapid innovation.

That new jobs in America are created primarily in small andmedium-sized firms is

significant. There is more room for private initiative and aggressive forward

strategies. To be successfUl at satisfying the employment needs of industry, commu-
nity colleges must be equally innovative and as aggressive. The place to allow this
entrepreneurship may be the Continuing Education or Extension division. This
division can adopt Peters and Waterman's "do it-fix it-try it" approach todevelop-

ing courses and programs. In this regard, the Continuing Education divisionwould
become the path finder for curriculum programs that grow out of their success.

Harris and Greek (1977) abstracted three levels of competence from Individual-
ized Educational Planning, a 1975 study by Metropolitan State University in St.
Paul. They are as felows!

Knowing: To know means to have termed and retained and be able
to recall the theory and methodology . . and the context of a
particular subject.
Applying: To apply means so be able and willing to use the theory and
methodology . . . and the context of a subject in new and routine
situations.
Evaluating: To evaluate means to be able to judge the value of theory
and methodology . . and context of the subject in relation to goals or
stated criteria. The evaluation process implies an informed judge-
ment.

Based on these levels of competency Harris and Grede provide a guide to
developing curricula that encourages the achievement of these levels. "Theoretical
and Background" courses should be part of a curriculum to help students achieve

the knowing level. "Specialized Occupational" courses should be included to
help students reach the applying or hands on level. Finally "General Education"

courses must be made a part of the curriculum to help students achieve the
evaluating level. By adding the skills and additudes necessary to problem solve and
learn independently, the community college helps the student prepare for what is

beyond the entry level job. Owen (1984) states that without question, the rapidity

with which change is occuring in industry-processes, machinesand management-

change that creates positions overnight and eliminates others during the same
period-is evidence that broad general education skills are needed to continue to
hold a job, to move into new jobs and to change careers. Part of the value of
general education today may be instilling in Malts a commitment to lifelong
learning-to continually come back for development and refreshment-just to keep

up with today's advancements.
Unfortunately, many students have a negative view of general education require-

ments. Frectently, they are taken with the attitude of "getting them out of the way,"
or they are skipped in thecurriculum with the student taking only the knowing and
applying level courses to get to the job market as fast as possible. To address this

problem, Rippey and Campbell (1982) outline the strategy devised at Vernon

Regional Junior College in Texas. The Catalog and Curriculum Committeedecided

that once students enrolled in their occupational specialization, proper academic
advising and experience would eventually convince them of the need for compe.

tencies in general education courses. In the interim, the college's responsibility
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was to assist each student in developing their full potential and a genuine love for
teaming. Then, if students did "stop-out" for whatever reason, they would even-
tually want to return to continue career development.

In general the program at Vernon accepts the principles of lifelong learning and
career ladderin& Certificate programs, eliminating general education courses,
were set up, including courses in technical competencies (knowing and applying
levels) and electives. These electives include three new courses.

1. Career Development Competencies for career exploration and decisionmak-
ing.

2. Occupational Adjustment for preemployment/pre-supervised work expe-
rience.

3. Supervised Work ExpereincelCooperative Education.
These electives are an attempt to respond to employer priorities relating to

getting to work on time, getting along with co-workers and honesty. After complet-
ing the certificate level students may "stop our with job skills and attitudes
conducive to successful employment. If the student choose to "stop in" again, he
or she may continue towards an Associate in Applied Science Degree where
general education courses are increased. In the appendix is a conceptual model of
the refrain, at Vernon and an explanation of the new courses.

Emerging technologies, high tech industries and information age are terms that
imply a future for our students. The growth rate for these high tech industries are
impressive. However, Levin and Rumberger (1983) warn that although the growth
rates of high tech jobs are high, growth in terms of numbers are in the service
industry. U.S. News and Wald Report (1984) in analyzing the 1984-85 Occupa-
tional Outlook Handbook states that the service industries includin3 transporta-
tion, creununications, utilities, finance, insurance, real estate and government -
will account for almost 75 percent of all new jobs through 1995 . .. employment
in high-technology industries is expected to contribute only a relatively small share
of total job growth, accounting for just 6 percent of all new jobs. We must attack
with equal vigor (as we do high tech) career preparation in the areas of business
and human services. As more couples with children become working couples,
they will depend more on child care and other human services previously taken
care of in the home. What obligation do we have to our communities to do all we
can to ensure that these services will be the best they can be? As Chaffee (1984)
endorses, colleges must seek their own unique strategies, and as Gleazer (t930)
stztes, we must be community-oriented.

Implications. The implications for the future leaders of the community college
movement are many. The following cons'deration of only a few of the implications
suggest that leaders must

Be true to the mission of the college. They should make themselves experts on
the mission of the college and become advocates of it, to the students, faculty,
and community
Reach out to the community utilizing every contact or linkage possible.
Utilizing these linkages to develop curricula will make good on the promise
of the mission.
Hire the best possible personnel and expert the most from them. Constantly
communicate the expectations of greatne,,,, and reward it with pay and
praise.
Expect greatness from students. Ensure that the disillusionment in the nation's
public schools does not extend to the community college movement.
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* Prepare people for careers not lobs. This may require creativity and daring in
CUlTiCtiliNTI planning. It may also require unpopular choices as many do not
look beyond the entry level lob especially when unemployed.

coNausioN
awe leadership must cae about their institution's mission, personnel, students

and communities. They must also become adept at expressing and demonstrating
caring to the point that it becomes infectious. Faculties and support personnel must
care about the excellence e.f their own efforts and the achievement lesels of their
students. Caring is the motivator; the actual achievement of oblecrtives and the
fulfillment of mission requires the development and practice of skills in areas sue h
as needs assessment linkage building and curriculum design. Skill building in
these areas are complicated by the dynamics of communities and MaC1041i VirOD-
Men& To provide instructional programs that make good on the promises of
mission statements in community colleges, faculties must develop and maintain
knuwledges and skills in measuring the changing abilities and needs of entering
students (inputs), new technologies In learning (processes), and chanitin8 societal
demands (otitputs). Leadership's responsibilities, therefore, include providing the
opportunities for the development of these knowledges and skills and their
constant renewal. Community colleges are about the business of learr and that
extends to its personnel as receivers of college sponsored and encouraged learn-
Ing.

Reviewer for this Chapter

Robert M. Stivender
Dean of Business Education
Wake Technical College
Raleigh, North Carolina
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iftationale

There is nothing more important to institutions and to the future
than their stali The effectiveness in selecting people, placing them
in the job, orienting them, developing them, utilizing them, and
finally appraising and rewarding their performance is the key to our
futureeven as it has determined our past. The development of
human resources must be as continuous and as well planned as the
development of programs. Achieving excellence will come only if
colleges institutionalize human resource development programs
and accompany these with necessary organizational development
This will occur only through the strong leadership of the president
and active support by managers throughout the institution.

lames 0. Hammons

I believed a leader could operate successfully as a kind of advisor to
his organization. I thought I could avoid being a 'boss.' Uncon-
sciously& I suspect, I hoped to duck the unpleasant necessity of
making difficult decisions . . thought that maybe I could operate
so that everyone would like methat 'good human relations' would
eliminate all discord and disagreement.

I could not have been more wrong. It took a couple of years, but 1
finally began to realize that a leader cannot avoid the exercise of
authority any more than he can avoid the responsibility for what
happens to his organization.

lames L. Hudgins quoting
Douglas McGregor

Perhaps no job in business and industry is more important than that
of the first-line supervisor-manager. This person is a buffer, mediator;
communicator, jack-of-all-trades; and, by and large, one who must
master all of these skills. Human resource development of any
organization keys upon the intuitiveness of the midlevel manager.
This precariously positioned individual must match the needs and
aspirations of the community college instructor with the goals and
objectives of the institution.

Management is not about making things and selling things, it's
about pec, ,le . . . Management of p e o p l e is what counts . . . Don't
look for excuses when the product fails, look in the mirror . . . Big
cirganizations are dumb, keep it (management) simple,

tV Waynt. Scott
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OttjECTIVES

An undemanding of this chapter should enable the reader to do the following:
1. Conceptualize the interdependence of faculty evaluation, motivation, and

development. Faculty do not involve themselves with things with which they
are not familiar and fer which they are not rewarded.

2. Enhance the mid manager's capacity to motivate a community college
instructor.

3. Initiate the process of faculty evaluation-nsotivation-development.

INTRODUCTION

Survival of the community college, in an age when information is the most
expensive resource, depends on effective and efficient use of faculty and staff. A
dynamic human resource development program is paramount. Creative thinking
and innovative commitments by college administration will provide solutions to
keeping personnel in a stale-of-the-art readiness.

Tomorrow's community college managers will face extremely complex situa-
tions. Decisions will be made under circumstances where the complex data
necessary for traditional deciskxernaking process will be unavailable, inadequate

or too costly to gather quickly. Agor's writings (1983) indicate that intuitive
personnel development will provide managers with an advantage in analyzing
complex issues. When all faculty and staff maintain an effective, pertinent evalua-
tion-motivation-development process, the decision making within the organization
is simple and efficient

Characteristics indicating needed human resource development are described in
the expressed predicament 'The human problems generated by institutional
uncertainty are numerous. On many campuses the inhabitants feel lonely, isolated,
hostile, competitive, insecure and anxious. They often feel powerless to change
the establishment or to control their own lives. Institutions, by and large, or few
opportunities for individuals to shape themselves and their environments. Cam-
puses offer little encouragement for simultaneously learning to comprehend, to
f e e l and t o c r e a t e or t o take risks a n d t o b e h a v e with honesty . . . " (Harrtrrvans

1984).
The : etlance sheet of a college does not itemize the most valuable assets. In fact,

this resource of human effectiveness and vitality is not measured in dollars and has
never been accurately evaluated. Deart (1982) indicates that communitycollege
vitality will be gained by applying better ways to evaluate this resource and to
preserve and enhance it. Accurate and meaningful programs offaculty evaluation
are prerequisite to human resource development.

A compelling rationalization for faculty/staff development is the need to artku-
late college training programs with business and industry training programs. Castro
(1984) stated, "Higher education is preoccupied with the business world its
notions of reality, accountability and style. What is the business world really like
and what lessons does it have for the success of educational practice ?"

Effective faculty/staff programs of evaluation and development will identify
specific industry needs. Compromising situations exist in v hich subjects and
courses are offered no because students wanted or needed them but because an
essentially autonomous group of academic professionals could and would teach
nothing else. To maintain or increase student enrollment, colleges directed faculty
to drop unpalatable offerings and offer undemanding courses. Rudolph (1984)
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points out that the rc...ults confirmed the inadequate management of faculty-staff
development programs and emphasized the authority of faculty and students. The
curriculum and its application to business and industry was robbed of any
credibility.

The "bum out" of instructors provides additional justification of human resource
development The sense of purpose that compels beginning eager instructors
becomes vague and distant. No longer does a clear purpose exist to build upon
much less provide a model for others.

Business and industry needs must be used as an approach to faculty retraining.
Unless colleges can develop a systematic development program, the claim can no
longer be made to produce dima benefits for student and industry EnUenched
career programs dependent on a core of faculty with outdated teaching skills make
career education a cruel holy in community colleges. Two basic trends are evident
in human resource development One trend is to add new faculty to serve new
programs and knew student clientele. This is more convenient than overcoming
the change resistance from continuing fact* The second trend is to "selectively"
allocate funds from declining programs to high demand programs. This redistribu-
tion of resources would replace faculty as programs dunged. "Both trends fail to
address the issue of institutional adjustment to shifting or declining resources in
community colleges through retraining of faculty" (Alfred and Nash 1983).

ibsearcher

Institutional renewal within community colleges should begin with an effective
faculty development process. The product of the institution (education of the
student) is totally dependent on the faculty and their creative use of all available
resources. Deselopment of the faculty is stressed by both internal and external
faces.

Should community col education emulate business and industry training?
Faculty and administration view business and industry as lying what academia is
notself-confident, up-to-date, competitive, well coordinated, regulated by close
accountability and compatible with mass production technology "V* are im-
pressed with the power associated with being businesslike" (Castro 19B4).

How much of an association should community colleges have with business
and industry? Will faculty be business and industry trained in addition to being
academically trained? Business and industry personnel development leaders will
be recognized as educators as they provide full-scale training programs.

Diann (1983) recognizes that America's business anti industry are steadily
improving the educational preparation of personnel trainers. As of August 1983,
over 100 formal academic programs exist for human resource development
personnel in the United States, with at least 40 at the master's and doctoral levels.
As these human resource development leaders become credentialed as educators,
the lines will be further blurred; and it will be easier for colleges to create linkages.

The perception of developmental needs by an individual faculty is affected by
their current performance. Individual performance is indicated by the faculty's
activities resulting in either a positive or negative effect on the attainment of
individual and organizational goals and objectives. liammons (1984) recognizes
five factors that determine individual performance:

1. Ability
Current Capacity to Perform
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Capability
includes:

Intellectual factors (verbal, irumerical, and special skills)
manual factors
personality traits

WHAT A PERSON CAN DO
2. Motivation

That something that comes from within that causes you to use your
capacity
Willingness to perform
There are numerous motivators

WH A PERSON WILL DO
3. Clinue - A set of characteristics that describe an organization's internal

environment and, that
relatively enduring

distinguish that organization from others
are clearly perwivecl by members of the organization
serve as a basis for interpreting each ..ituationihappening
influence the 's-havior of people in the organization
result . .,,' tembers of the organization (especially those in
top n n.I ueal with its behavior (i.e., policies, procedures), its
members, and its environment

4. Opportunity - Factors beyond employee's direct control that influence
whether or not they have the chance to perform.

5. Environment - Forces external to an organization that haw the potential for
influencing the organization.

Performance of personnel within an institution is influenced by these stated
performance factors. Ariinistration must recognize these factors and utilize them
in a developmental ; Evaluation of faculty performance has been trans-
formed in sever:' areas in recent years and is still changing. Tice changes
reflect administrative and professional realization that evaluation is more than a
means for discipline measures or merit pay. The best results are for professional and
institutional development. The human resource development process is much
more effective by initiating Hamrnons' (1984) performance appraisal system:

1. Determine the purposes of the organization
A. Mission
B. Long-term goals (3-5 wars)
C. Short-range objectives (1 war)

2. Determine the role(s) of the staff. What is each person to do/
3. Establish a committee

A. Clarity of charge and role are crucial
B. Representative membership with high credibility is essential.
C. Determine committee process (chairperson, sLx:retary, minutes, poli-

cies, etc.)

D. Task Who is responsible Due sate Resources needed

4. Prepare the committee
A. De^7rmine staff opinion regarding present appraisal system and ap-

praisal in general
B. Contact other instittiions believed to have good systems
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C. Conduct literature review
5. Define the purposes of the system
6. Determine possible areas and criteria (what is to be measured)
7. Establish proposed standards (achievement level) to be used and evidence

(documentation) needed
8. Determine process to be used in implementing the system

A. Who evaluates (Superior(s) of person appraised, peers, subordinates,
persons outside immediate work environment, appraisee (self-evalua-
tion))

8. When to evaluate (frequencyannualln etc.)
C. How to collect data (forms, dates, etC.)
D. Weighing (how much value to what?

9. Develop grievance procedure \'
10. Disseminate proposed plan and solicit suggpstions
11. Review recommendations and revise plan
12. Issue plan and announce strategy for subsequently reviewing and modifying

Plan
A. After first complete cycle
8. Periodically thereafter

13. Train appropriate personnel in implementation

Keep all constituencies informed during planning stages

Institutional commitment is required to allow faculty to keep up with their
discipline in new materials and methodology developments. Just to keep up, the
faculty must be allowed considerable amounts of time to collect, format and
present information via the new technologies. Time must be allowed for the
developmental tasks of diagnosing student needs and prescribing individual
courses of study

The characteristics within an instructional organization can become an issue to
human resource development. Anxiety, stress and alienation among midlevel
managers and administration results in political grouping, harmful competition
and noncooperation among the various departments. An organization that has
become politicized is stale and nonproductive. Elsner (1981) observed that the
greatest deterrent to politicization is to have programs allowing management to
develop a clear sense of their own competencies and skills.

Effective staff developement will help to insure vitality in the college. Faculty and
staff are to be encouraged to mirk consciously for the enhancement of personal
vitality as a fundamental goal. Vitality is characterized by growth in skills and
capabilities, by purpose and direction. and by accomplishment (DeHart 1982).
Effective staff development results in individuals who are self-motivated to get the
most out of competencies and skills and to become successful within the organiza-
tion.

Presidential Practitioner

The straight-forward philosophy of management expressed by Peters and Water-
man (1982) places the action at the level of the people who are doing the work. In
a community college the action workers are the instructors. Instructors provide the
service required by the public in using the community college to meet their
individual goals and objectives. A well-managed instructor is engaged in a
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continuous process of evaluation, motivation and development. The three phases
of the process are inseparable. Each phase is linked together. Each phase requires
external examination from a manager and internal examination from the instructor.
The key to this active process comes from the management. A case study for this
active process is Sumter Technical Institute (Hudgins 1984).

Leaders lend to color an organization with their characteristics. Activeness and
intrusiveness from management create a positive climate for continuous develop-
ment ti-lammons 1984). Some characteristics of this climate include:

An Environment of Trust
Permission to Fail (Tight-loose)
Expectations of Excellence
Goal Orientation
Collaborative Relatiorahips
Personal Goals Match College Goals
Recognition of Realities
Communications

With these eight characteristics, again the emphasis is on keeping it simple and
involving the people. The effective and continuous management process of
evaluation, motivation and development is further explained with the "Eight
Rules" on "To Be The Best" (Hudgins 1984):

1. 'has for Action
2. Stay Close to the Customer
3. Simple Form-Lean Staff
4. Hands On-Value Driven
3. Autonomy and Entrepreneurship
6. Productivity Through People
7. Stick to the Knitting
8. Simultaneous Loose-Tight Properties (Peters & Waterman 1982).
Colleges that are confused as to how to develop their personnel resources have

no difficulty in offering a course of study equally confusing to the student.
Evaluation of curricula and faculty is a key component of faculty development.
Predevelopment evaluation and postdeveloprnent evaluations are both necessary
for total institutional progress. In the informational ..,ge of the 1980s, evaluation of
faculty has taken on new meaning and importance. Who makes the decisions for
evaluating and rewarding developmental accomplishments? If all faculty were to
choose to participate in a development process and all expected to receive
remuneration and promotion as rewards, the organization would experience
suicide.

The evaluation process of faculty performance is the most difficu!t component of
the total evaluation-motivation-developmental process. Speak of evaluation to
faculty, and fear becomes the dominant motivator. Fear is an urgent taskmaster.
Seventy-two percent of the people in the world participate in activities because
they are afraid not to (Scott 1984). The major problem of fear as a motivator is the
manner in which people interact. Fear creates anxieties that, must be vented.
Anxiety results inner conflicts with concepts of security, trust, self-esteem and
value judgment. The most effective way to evaluate people is to stimulate a
recognition of needs. individuals are hesitant to acknowledge their needs. Scott
(1984) gives two reasons as to why people won't tell their needs:

1. they don't know, and
2. they are afraid of their own judgment.
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"To the degree you can reduce judgment to zero, you can motivate people."
Accurate evaluation and assessment of the instructor/curriculum activities reveal

the institutional and personal needs, and the available resources. The administra-
tive support of faculty/staff development is crucial. Once the commitment from the
top is established, an assessment process should begin. Recognition of these
existing activities will often reveal a base for building a formal program. Accom-
plishing institutional and individual needs assessments is the most important
assignment facing the staff developer. The questionnaire and the personal inter-
view are the mt., most popular methods for such assessment Personal interviews
take time but often build support. Questionnaires reach larger numbers and bring
uniformity to the process.

Staff and organizational development is a synergistic partnership of the total
institution. A relationship exists between climate, ability and motivation that must
be assessed, analyzed and utilized. This change model has been effectively
applied to a continuous faculty/staff development at Sumter Area Technical Col-
lege

Once a commitment to a formal staff development has been made by the
administration, staff and total institution, a philosophy for staff development should
evolve. To provide a focus, the members of the institution who are to be served
should develop and approve this philosophy. It will deal with need and importance
as well as basic guiding principles. Putting the philosophy into action should be
the responsibility of a staff development coordinator. A cooldinakw of staff develop-
ment, assisted by an institutional wide representative committee, will maintain
focus of activities.

A Case Study for Human Resource Development

At Sumter Area Technical College, the evaluation-motivation-development proc-
ess is an accepted way of Iiiie. When James L. Hudgins took the helm in May, 1978
as the institution's second president, the attitude for organizational development
was right and the process became a realization, Hudgins began the development
process by applying the action definition used by Jim Hammons in the book
Organization Developrypnt: Change Strategies. "Organizational Development
represents change that is planned, is pursued in a systematic fashion, is expected to
occur over a long period, is systems oriented, is managed, is based on participation
and involvement by those concerned, takes into account both data and expe-
rience, emphasizes goal setting and planning, is implemented with a contingency

approach, and focuses on intact work teams."
Hudgins began the developmental process at Sumter by the formation of major

lases for change:
Step 1 Awareness of Need for Change
Step 2 - Diagnosis
Step 3 - Action Plans, Strategies & Techniques
Step 4 Monitoring, Evaluating & Stabilizing

With the assista,ice of John McKay, Vice-President for Educ ational Affairs, a
niocess of analysis of the existing conditions began. McKay developed a rationale
for intrtxlucing a significant change strategy. The awareness of need for charge
became apparent to the more creative members of the faculty and staff.

The technique used by Hudgins in diagnosing ff.. for c ,ange was direc t
aixl effective, containing all the essential elements:
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Sincere - intended to utilize results
Broad-Based - involved all elements of organization
Diagnostic - sought to identify real problems

The diagnosis look place in two phases:
1. Survey conducted in May of 1978 which asked three questions:

a. Identify five most important functions of the president
b. Identify five greatest problems confronting Sumter Area Technical College
c. Identify the five most important priorities for Sumter Area Technical

College
2. A planning process initiated during the year contained a SWOT's analysis:

Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats

In compliance with his commitment to a continual development process,
Hudgins repealed the survey in 1983.

The survey results became the foundation for the continuing developmental
process. The results were utilized to introduce immediate and long-range action
plans. Immediate action was indicated to be structural changes and personnel
changes. The survey specifically pointed out personnel changes in the areas of
transfers, recruitment and termination. Long-range changes focused on specific
issues including staff development, evaluation, student recruitment and mariceting
and competency-based education. In meeting the staff development needs,
Hudgins used the model previously referenced in this writing. With the assistance
of Dianne Brandstather, Hudgins developed Sumter's Action Plan for Faculty and
Staff Development

The final step in this organizational development process was to initiate a
continual process of faculty and program evaluation. Hudgins experienced diffi-
culties common to higher educationwhat should the outcomes of evaluation be
and how should these outcomes be measured? Nevertheless, efforts continued to
be made and results realized at Sumter. Measurable results were obtained from
critical areas such as enrollment increases, student demographic changes, changes
in program offerings, changes in revenue sources, increase in calibre of faculty and
staff and improvement in physical facilities.

The leadership provided by Hudgins was paramount in the organizational
development process at Sumter Area Technical College. Hudgins` philosophy is
that the president should use hisiher leadership skills to make Organizational
Development possible by (1) creating a climate for change, and (2) establishing a
structure for change. This philosophy has led Sumter Area Technical College to the
exemplary model for Human Resource Development.

Models of Human Resource Development

The faculty seminar has been used in some situations as an effective means to
faculty/staff development. Schwoebel (1984) points out the Faculty Seminar at
Temple University as an ad hoc, self-selected, ongoing group. The purpose of this
seminar is a self-analysis of instructional problems. in the initial meetings for
planning of development policies, this group discovered that a common under-
standing of the nature and definition of higher education did not exist. Each faculty
member perceived the purpose of the total institution to be characteristic of their
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own philosophy.
The proceedings toward a faculty/staff development program became effective

only after a common understanding of objectives and philosophy was reached.
The seminar studied various issues relating to transition from an industrial society
to a service economy. Conclusions rested in the construction of a program that
would deal specifically with the educational needs of a typically service economy
population. This seminar's efforts resulted in the Gateway Progam. 1 he purpose of
the Ciateway Program was to demonstrate that individuals with a variety of
educational backgrounds and at different points in life could communicate posi-
tively to develop a common need. The group carefully designed learning expe-
riences that helped them to determine what they needed, what they could get, and
what they could handle.

Astute institutions will establish a faculty development program that alters
organizational norms and cultivates faculty development as a desirable alvity.
Chait and Gueths (1981) suggest specific design criteria for a model program of
faculty development.

An effective model for faculty/staff development could avoid remedial topics
such as 'leaching teachers how to teach." A survey of twenty-four colleges and
universities revealed that ninety percent of the faculty judged themselves to be
"above average" or "superior teachers." Instruction is most likely to be improved
when development programs are concerned With pertinent topics related to want
is needed in the curriculum.

First, the program should focus on professional roles and activities rather than on
individual, program or organizational needs. Developmental activities that are
consonant with the image of an accomplished instructor and convey a measure of
prestige should be promoted. Second, the program should have a developmental
approach and a constructive rationale rather than a remedial purpose. Correctly
aimed faculty/staff development programs are the third design. The orientation
should be to encourage and reward participants so that institutional norms are
changed and individuals eventually elect to participate for fear of peer pressure.

The fourth design is that developmental programs should be faculty centered
and not administratively directed. A faculty review board should accept proposals
and reward funding for individual development programs. This reward process
would be faculty controlled and accepoed. Fifth, the program should be structured
institutional-wide and not by department. A cross-departmental program would
have the advantage in that resources can be shifted to fund the departments with
the most demanding development needs. Sixth, the rewards for faculty develop-
ment should be both economic and noneconomic resulting in fulfilling individual
desires and promoting individuals to maintain the status quo. Conversely, where
the perceived risks of innovation are few and the potential payoffs are many,
individuals will be disposed more favorable to change. The faculty development
program should enable prospective participants to choose from the widest range
of activities. The reward structure should permit successful participants to choose
from the widest possible array of intrinsic and extrinsic payoffs.

The creative use of a human resource development model is continguent on the
application of certain generalizations (Hudgins 1984):

finding an intelligent point of coordination for these activities.
realizing that the best faculty development programs are probably highly
decentralized, and even underrnanagee, as far as the intrusion of administra.
lion is concerned.
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knowing thi monetary incentives and rekase time deliver better results than
grand designs at the central office.
recognizing that as in management development, external forces or even
personal crisis have more to do with the successful initiation of change than
the best designed plans.
adrnowledging peer or colleague influence as a major component of good
faculty development pogroms.
concluding that the best faculty development programs appear to be jointly
designed by administration and faculty and combined with facilitative sup-
port (not always money) from the administration.
realizing that most good faculty development programs are tied to missions of
the institution, but also are good solo flights fur individual ;nitiative.

IMPLICATIONS

An effective and efficient process of evaluation-motivation-development offers
many intriguing results. Intriguing, in that innovative and sometimes irrational
ideas can offer potential profit that !still turn a stale organization into an energetic
and dynamic force. Community colleges will be looked toward in the future to
serve as the trendsetter in continuity of learning, When proper development
occurs, the community colleges would fit the description offered by Parnell
(1984), ". . . if there is one word that really describes the community, iedtnicaii and
junior colleges of this country, it would be the word 'opportunity.' I would . . .

choose to use the word 'access' because it is a little more descriptive than even the
word 'opportunity? Access to higher education, that's one of the roles of the
community college." The premier implication of human resource development is
to provide access to the opportunity.

Initially the advantages of human resource development would be to the
individual. Ideally, development would result in a change of attitude and a change
of behavior. Positive attitude and behaVior changes of the individual would
simultaneously benefit the total institution. Built into the developmental process
would be a rewards system for an individual's improved performance; including
merit pay, sizable raises and promotions.

Monetary benefits would be only a part of the implications of development.
With less direct financial resources involved, individuals could gain advantages
more gratifyir.g, in some situations, than a pay raise. Development reward could
be a teaching assistant, additional laboratory equipment, increased supplies and
materials budget a teaching load reduction, increased travel funds, and possibly a
sabbatical.

Invaluable to many individuals are those rewards which offer no monetary gains.
Everyone appreciates recognition. After completing a developmental process, the
individual could be recognized by being offered, opportunities to give advice,
influence decisions and serve on key committees. These individuals could have a
more compact schedule, more advanced courses, exposure in professional publi-
cations. Recognition with a certificate, medal or plaque. These individuals could
be honored with an opportunity to a luncheon with the dean, president or board of
trustees. Contrarily, to the individual the most desirable reward may be to be
exempt from certain meetings and committees.

Professionals most often gain satisfaction from intrinsic rewards, the satisfaction
of a job well done. Developmental processes will result in an increase of
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professional situ, and respect from colleaguess. Much worth can be gained from
professional status and peer recognition.

Community colleges can only impv4we in the service of educating the public by
developing the process of evaluation-motivation-develcpment. Retraining the fac-
ulty will balance the student interests and industry needs with faculty instructional
proficiency. Revitalized faculty will has* the imsight needed to improve institu-
tional performance in relation to changing economic conditions, shifting labor
maricet needs and rapid advances in technology

Development of systematic approaches to faculty retraining predicated to busi-
ness and industry will Improve institutional responsiveness to the followings 1)
fluctuations in industry needs for trained manpower and 2) changing conditions
governing the supply of faculty in emerging high demand career fields such as
business, allied health and the engineering sciences (Alfred 1983). Continual
employment of the evaluationanotivalimdevelopmere process will gain for the
community college ramble information about the quality of institutional re-
sources and products. The process will reveal an open analysis of such vital
components of the organizational operation as the teaching balky, curriculum
organization, in strategies, equipment inventories, program planning
and evaluation processes, academic support senrices and student outcomes.
Institutional advantages will be gained from adcnowleeging program deficiencies.
The evaluation-rnotivation-development process will hame corrective actions to
implement the improvement of instruct' performance and preparation of
students for business and incitsay.

Profits from a persistant human resource developmental process will fulfill the
premier objective of effectively and efficiently employing the institutional means
to provide acracc to an opportunity for excellence in continual learning.

CONCLUSION

Recommendations to Division/Department Chairpersons

The process of faculty development is most effective when administered in three
phases: 1) evaluation, 2) motivation, and 3) development. Based on the references
cited in this writing, the effective continual process of evaluation-motivation-
development is contingent on the application of several pertinent steps.

Evaluation Steps:
Develop an awareness of a need to change.
Create a non - threatening climate for change.
Assist the faculty in establishing specific standards of instructional and pro-
gram performance,
Lead the individual faculty members in an analysis proce- to determine
differences in performance and the established standard.
Identify the specific needs in meeting the established standards.

Motivation Steps:
At all !irnes maintain a positive relationship with the faculty.
Establish a rewards system that will compensate the efforts required to
complete the developmental task.
Assure the faculty that the rewards system is an indispensable component of
the developmental process.
Allow faculty the flexibility to select developmental process that will
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develop them as a person and not just improve their function to the institu-
tion.

Development Steps:
Provide the time and appropriate resources for faculty development
Allow the faculty the flexibility to participate in developmental activities that
will be personally fulfilling.
Organize the rewards system so that the appropriate means of recognition for
developmental efforts will be administered.
Structure the operation of the divisionfdepartment so that the gained develop-
ment will become a real part of the operation.

Reviewer for this Chapter

John T. German
Associate Dean of the College
Wilkes Community College
Wilkesboro, North Carolina
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RAT WALE

Small M year colleges represent a strategic element in the nation's
post-secondary educational syrn. These institutions are often the
only resource available foreational access, occupational prepa-
ration, upgrading or retraining. The use of new technology for
instructional and administrative applications in such institutions is
critical if they are to fulfill their mission and full potential.

Louis W Bender and
Lora P Conrad

The involvement and encouragement of the college president is
necessary fix a smooth transition into using administrative tools
such as MS and data base management. Managers of computer

must be fully aware of the context of the professional
institution.

Carl Christian Anderson

Graphic communications will replace paper for storage and com-
munication of ,information. Electronic mail, interactive disc, and
teleconferencing will replace the memo.

William L. Ballenger
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Educational leaders are facing a technological revolution which impacts every
area of the institution and dictates new strategies for planning and decision making.
This rapid technological change wilt also bring to administrators invaluable
resources and an inctedible range of options to use as they develop new adminis-
trative skills. Instittfiional leaders will be required to sort through, target and
implement change strategies to support both administrative functions and instruc-
tional activities. The response of community colleges to these new will set the
future course. Dunn (1983) states "exciting days are ahead for thosa-ifiaitutions
that can make the transition and realize the unlimited potential of the information
society."

The rise of the community collegp movement was directly retard to their ability
and willingness to be people's colleges, linked to local industry and providing
practical skill training or general education parallel to the first two years of a four-
year degree. Their adaptive flexibility and spontaneous reaction to community
needs make community colleges "the most invariant educational contribution of
the mid-20th century" (McCabe 1981). But will the people's colleges show this
same adaptive strategy in accepting and integrating the latest technology?

OBJEalVES

The opportunities and issues which the emerging technologies bring to the
community college require some examination. How can technology be used to
solve the educational administrator's dilemma of translating a profusion of data
into useful management information to assist in decision making? Specifically this
chapter will:

1. Provide an overview of computer and telecommunication technologies and
their impact on post-secondary institutions.

2. Enhance understanding of new management tools and organizational struc-
tures to improve institutional administration and decision-making.

3. Examine ways to enhance the capacity of institutional leaders in an attempt to
utilize appropriate forms of technology to improve services to their com-
munities.

IN TRODUCTiON

Computers are a leading technology in what John Naisbitt (1984) has described
as the infoanation society. They are touted as the answer to both the manager's and
the educator's dreams. College administration must develop practical skills in
decision making, must be actively involved in assessing and selecting appropriate
management and instructional tools, and must plan and implement technologies
which will relate to the mission of the college.

Educators, already at work in the knowledge business, should look to technology
and telecommunications as an effective means of expanding and improving
services. The evolution into the information age signals significant changes in the
issues and decisions facing community college leaders who must respond to
insure that colleges manipulate and direct use of technology to their and the
learners' benefit. Administrators, faculty and students need new strategies to adapt
to these issues and their societal and economic impact. Skills not now possessed
will be needed to manage, teach or learn with the new technologies.

Two areas in the college which likely will be early targets for experiments in
using technology are administrative/finarcial services and instruction. Innovative
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activities incorporating computer and telecommunications technologies can have
immediate impact on the total institution. For example, some of the issues faced by
personnel involved in implementing these initiatives are a part of any change
process: long-range planning, identifying key personnel, specifying coordination
and management responsibility, allocating resources, and disseminating informa-
tion. Other issues are specific to the activity and department in examining
implementation of technological innovation in an administrative or instructional
setting one sees some very different requirements. There would be different user
groups with different needs for each system. The target for administrative comput-
ing, for instance, would be business office personnel or top-level administrators;
users of instructional technology would be students and faculty

Specific software and hardware decisions would be based on different criteria.
Support of instruction is a priority in institutional planning and activity. The
administrative data processing function is a support unit for the systems and
personnel needed for instruction. Thus, the examination of the impact of techno-
logy on a college must be examined from those two perspectives.

First, this chapter will examine the adaptive flexibility needed by colleges to
effectively integrate administrative data processing systems. Secondly, the chapWr
will move beyond the administrative uses of computers to examine the implica-
tions of computer and telecommunications technologies for instruction. Colleges
using instructional technologies bring to adult learners new, exciting and flexible
learning opportunities. The impact of these emerging technologies will be felt
carmus wide.

ResearcherComputers and Information Systems

Where are the institutions within the higher educational network with regard to
their degree of automation by computer systems? Lou Bender and Lora Conrad
sought to measure the impact and status of the computer in the two-year college
via a 1983 study which utilized both survey and case study methodology. The
survey was national in scope and involved almost 300 small two-yezr institutions.
Of the 60% of institutions responding to the survey, 80% had some type of
computer system and were able to provide useful information for analytical
purposes. The case study involved five selected institutions which were subjected
to close examination of their computer and computing function.

Results of the Study:

Planning - the need for well developed, long range planning prior to the
procurement and implementation of computer and information systems was
identified; however, in practice, the majority of institutions failed to execute a
proper planning phase prior to the purchase of a system.

Governance anclcIrninistration - Although the placement and role definitions of
computer services staff members vary considerably within the institutions, most
were considered to be administrative in nature. Computer services staffs were
typically small in numbers with the head of computing spending the majority of
time in other roles within the institution.

Hardware and Software - Among the preponderance of IBM and DEC equip-
ment found within the institutions surveyed, the batch processing mode was still
being utilized in most cases. Software was "home grown" for the most part,
originating within the institution or within a regional or state software sharing
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network. Software designed around a data bare concept was practically non-
existent.

A .--;nistrative Information Systems - Of the institutions surveyed, almost two-
thi.. e using their computer systems for administrative purposes. with the

utilizing systems for instrtx-tion. The majority of administrative uses
focys ad on student related in ion systems and financial support information
sycte",is. Few of these in an interactive (on-linefreal-time) mode or were
integrated module to module.

Insftwtionai Applications - Respondent instructional software applications in-
cluded data processing instruction, computer !demo/ instrixtion, computer as-
sisted instruction (student driven), computer managed instruction (instructor
driven), and word processing instruction.

Costs - Although the resulting cost data was very general in nature, the average
annual computing budget for institutions of this size ranged from $60,000-
$100,000. Half of this budget amount was for personnel, with the other portion
going for computer Mated expenses.

People - The s. -essful interaction and communication, between computer
services tremor, , . aser personnel was identified as a critical issue among the
responding ins, . turnover was also cited as a serious problem which
effected the 4.:Ontal the computing function within the institution.

It appears as a result of this study, that the small two-year institutions have made a
beginning with regard to computer automation but have a long way to go. As
institutions evolve into the newer computer technologies, they should take into
consideration policy implications, hardware and software implications, personnel
implications, and organizational implications. With the rapid technological ad-
vancement being experienced today, together with lower hardware costs and
improved software, there should be quite an advance among this level of institu-
tion in the not so distant future.

Microcomputer - Current Status of Usage

Bender and Conrad (1984E3) continued their research with another national
study which measured the status levels of microcomputer users in small two-year
colleges.

C:omputers an no longer a luxury for a college of any sire but rather
a basic necessityas basic a tool for c:ci;ege survival as the tele-
phone Using computers effectively in the college environment and
coping with computer literate students require a computer !iterate
fac staff, a. 4 administration with access to adequate hardware
and software, as well as a systematic flexible action plan.

Beider and Conrad divided their survey results into three categories of user
sophistication:

1. Fledgling - Those users who are relatively inexperienced ,nci rely on a
significant amount of external assistance.

2. Apprentice 'Those users who are currently growing and beginring to n ,ster
their systems. They exhibit a high degree of dedication to the task but lad the
experience to be proficient.

3. Sophisticate Those users who have mastered their systems and readily
integrate their (on-lower skills into the management avid operation of their
institution.
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The responses indicated that there are many small colleges in the fledgling
category, a sizeable group in the apprentice category and very few qualified as
sophisticates. Several reasons are cited for the distribution resulting in this manner:

lack of a systematic development plan
absence of a proper needs assessment prior to purchase
absence of a total, orderly institutional perspective on microcomputing
lack of proper hardware procurement policies

What are the implications of this study for institutional leaders? First of all, we
muu realize the potential impact of microcomputing on every i Idividual within
ele institution. The need and desire for the information and data that can be
provided and manipulated in an automatic fashion pervades or soon will pervade
each department of the college. In order to be able to keep the pace with a
department utilizing microcomputer technology, non-participating departments
will have to fall in line. Additionally, the micro systems will have a terrific impact
upon the ability of departments to exchange data through electronic media as
opposed to a paper transfer. A non-participative department would lose the ability
to have this data exchange through non-compatability. A specific listing of steps
that leaders should consider in this regard are below:

insure that needs are properly identified
identify software first
`select hardware
seek technical assistance (avoid excessive dependence on vendors)
appoint a competent head of computing
formulate a computer advisory committee
conduct computer literacy training for all staff members
do advanced planning and establish definite computer policies

Small colleges are well on the way to automation of certain functions through
the use of microcomputers. If the proper approach is taken to this conversion,
institutions will realize the true benefit of the available technology today.

Deciding on Computer Systems

One of the most challenging and confusing tasks facing modern dat managers in
education is that of decision making about computers. The more one reads and
does research on the subject, the more confusing it becomes. Computer techno-
logy is changing so rapidly that accypted computer "truths" which have been
around for more than six months are frequently no longer valid. Thus managers
find themselves searching for a trend or consistent pattern, but always accepting
change as the norm.

Many institutions today are utilizing advisory committees to guide and assist in
the selection and administration of computers and computer policy. The first task
of any such groop is to thoroughly identify and prioritize the needs of the
irstitution in the computer area. This may include management information
system software, offii e automation software, and instructional improvement with
microcomputers (Andersoni1984). Once the needs assessment is completed, the
process logically evolves into specific selection prccesses. Institutions are faced
with the selection of a variety of levels of computer systems, i.e., microcomputers,
mini-computers and mainframe computers. Tl'e selection ( riteri,; and implications
discussed in this section relate to all three, although tor micros it is generally tin a
smaller scale.
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in athlition to advisory committees, many institutions have chosen to utilize a
computer consultant as they go about the needs assessment and software/
hardware sAection processes. This is especially true for smaller institutions where
the computer expertise on-board may no be at a satisfactory level to guide the
institution through the process. in this case the commissioning of a qualified
consultant is certainly more cost effective than hiring a qualified person full time.

Software:

The single most important consideration with any computer acquisition is the
software to be run on the computer. The old saying that "hardware needs only to
be adequate to satisfactorily run the software" is a true and valid statement Too
many managers male computer decisions based on hardware, only to find that
when they begin to shop fat software, ::2rely are applications find which fully
meet their computer and computing needs. Once an institutional computing
needs assessment is completed, software should be placed in the forefront prior to
any hardware considerations. As Lou Bender states, "Hardware planning has been
extensive but when it comes to software, very little planning is done."

Software is available to institutions i' several ways:

METHOD

1. Internal development

2. Agency exchange
programs

3. Purchase of vendor
software

4. Turnkey systems
(hardware, software
training, support)

5. Facilities Manage-
ment (Vendor pro- .

vides hardware,
software, personnel)

POSITIVE
IMPI.ICATIONS

NEGATIVE
IMPLICATIONS

+ Custom tailored to - Expensive, lengthy

needs process

+ Relatively - May not suit needs
inexpensive Proprietory questions,

-4- Tailored to particular May be expensive
area

+ Vendor training and
support

+ Easy to coordinate May tie expensive

and administer Software must match

+ Comprehensive i.,titution's needs
scope

4 Preserves salary Role definition is
equitability difficult

+ Benefits of expensive
system at fixed rate

As discussed earlier, many systems today utilize a data base management
approach toward organizing and accessing the data of the institution. This an-
[goad) provides management with a powerful tool necessary for the development
of a ck cision support system. According to Kim Cameron (1984) of the Nationa!
Center for Higher Eduration Management Systems, "institutions will need to rely
can newicinds of decision support systems that allow preferences and interests to he
inst.intaneously aggregated arid compared." The software technology is available
to .4( complish this; and managers should incorporate this appr(xich into their
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software plans.
Most software packages purchased today require some degree of training prior to

useful implementation. Training is critically important as an ingredient in the
overall success or failure of an application. The operators of any application
deserve adequate, relative training prior to the actual live operation of the software.
it would be interesting to quantify the occurrence of "software unsuitability"
which should have actually been attributed to poor or imptoper operator training.
Training costs must also be considered. These costs are frequently an important
factor and constittae a significant portion of the bottom line Of a computer
purchase.

Software documentation is also an important factor in the software selection
process. Understandable, meaningful user and system documentation should be
provided as a pan of the software purchase. This not only provides users with the
instructions they need, it also acts as a safeguard against the detrimental effects of
staff turnover Wender and Conrad 1984a).

Hanhvare

There are several questions which one must answer, regarding the selection of
appropriate computer hardware for the needs of a particular institution. In order to
provide realistic answers to these questions, managers must have a feel for the
intended scope and magnitude of the computer function within the institution, i.e.,
which departments, buildings, ,tripuses, etc., will be users of the system(s). What
will the physical location%) of the hardware be? With resolutions to these ques-
tions in hand, should be prepared to answer:

How many output devices (le mina's, printers, tions) are needed to
adequately disseminate the hardware resource.?
Approximatey how large are the institational data base%) projected to be (as
measured in characters or bytes)?
What is an acceptable operator response time to a terminal reqmst? (Usually
2-5 seconds is acceptable.)
What types of communications are needed - micro to main compute; main
computes to main computer, building to building, campus to campus, etc.?

Effective planning is crucial as one engages in the implementation of a computer
system. An effective measurement "gauge" during the planning phase is the price/
performance ratio t 4 hardware to a relative performance factor. Such information is
generally available for examination from the various computer vendors.

Financing options should be examined prior to the signing of a contract for a
computer system. Options typically available are straight purchase, lease/pur-
chase, or straight least . The features of each option should be considered for each
institutional situation (Bender and Conrad 1933a).

Practitioner

Carl Christian Ancier,,on, in his < apac ity as president of Dyersburg State College
in Dyersburg, Tennessee, guided his institution through the impLmentation of a

( omplete plan for computing, which will serve iris institution for years to come.
The plan also served as a model for the Tennessee Community College System.

The intent of the project was to enhance the capacity of the administrative and
academic tucti.xts of the institution. Anderson himself played a key role in the
1.,,eden,hip and cliw:tion 4 0* the project, which involvef. .1 planning for the entire
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institution. The approach of the project came from two directions; 1) to seek a
solution to the administrative computing needs, and 2) to provide an academic
solution which would afford state-of -the -art computing technology to the academic
areas.

Anderson's first step in the process was to solicit the assistance of Lou Bender to
act as a consultant for the project, providing external computer expertise. Soon
thereafter, Anderson hired a competent computer services director to serve as the
central figure in the computerization process. A consideration in this decision was
where to place the function of the computer head within the organization.
Anderson chose to have this position report directly to him. A possible problem to
be encountered by other institutions in this area, according to Anderson, is that
many times a computing head comes from the private sector and has a difficult
time understanding the complexities and educational problems associaaad with
the institution today "Unless the computing head (from the private sector) has a
dear orientation to the institution, there will be no way of knowing the difference
between the context of his or her-Work/ and the context of the professional
educational institution." Without a dear and open channel of communication
between both factions, mistrust and alienation may well develop.

Anderson organized and utilized advisory committees during the course of the
entire project. They were select committees chosen from personnel within the
Tennessee Community College System as well as Dyersburg State personnel. As
was previously mentioned, they focused on two areas: administrative computing
needs and the needs of the academic community.

The actions taken as a result of this project to date have been in the form of the
following items:

Hardware selection and purchase.
Management information system software implementation.
Office automation.
instructional imp,- .ement with microcomputers.

The future planning of the Dyersburg project calls for continued automation of
the instructional function featuring increased numbers of microcomputers for

students, faculty and instructional labs. The administrative plans involve a totally
integrated administrative function which features a microcomputer with graphics
capabilities for each administrative staff member.

Organizational Impact

An eyamination of the evolutionary trends with regard to the organizational
iodation and adaptation of the daca processing role within most institutions

reveals the fact that most functions in the computer area had their beginnings
within the business office. For that reason, the chief business official acted, either
formally or informally. as the data processing manager. Lou Bender sums this up,
"The person in charge is usually in the area where the computer started in the
institution." This relates primarily to the mini/mainframe world since control of
microcomputers typierally resides with the individual users. An overall plan for
micro control will aid the management of the entire computer resource base for

the institution.
As hardware and software have become more sophisticated and comprehensive,

the computer has evolved into an institution-wide resource. Therein lie_ a di-
lemma ..-,hou!:.1 the bininess officer continure to function as the computer re-
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source manager for the system which is shared by hny departments with many
different interests? According to Bender and Conrail, "Most administrators recog-
nize the potential power that resides with the control of finances. Too few,
however, realize the magnitude of the power emanating from infuriation." Many
institutiors have opted in recent yea's to structure the data processing function
with its r..wn manager, director or vice president The trend toward a separate
position as head of computing (assuming the institution is of sufficient size for this
to be possible) will most likely continue in the future. As a rule today, salaries of the
computing head and associate staff members exceed those of other comparable
personnel within the institution. This should level out somewhat in the future as
computer trained persons increase in numbers in the job marketplace.

The computing function will have to be controlled and managed at an appropri-
ate management level within the institution. Beyond that, the resource itself should
support die informational and decisional needs of all groups within the organiza-
tion.

CONCLUSION

Only through proper needs assessment, planning, selection, implementation,
and management of the institution's computer resources will we as managers be
able to survive in the information societlx Bender emphasizes this point stating very
simply that "information is power." Managers have a choiceto join the participa-
tion of the computer information movement or to hold out and rely on conven-
tional methodoloa Those choosing the latter have only limited years of sunriabil-
ity before they will become totally obsolescent

Beyond Administrative Texhnology

The administrative uses of computers and other information technologies repre-
sent only one area of impact on an educational institution. At least as significant for
the college's future is the potential for dramatic changes in curriculum and
instruction which technology offers. The opportunity to use computers as manage-
ment tools has made top-level managers and business officials focus on technology
in a different way. Faculty and instructional administrators also have faced the
changes brought by technology. One sechnolgoy, television, has gained wide-
spread acceptance and use as a teachingfleaming tool both on-campus and at
home. Broadcast television courses, begun in the 1930s became a staple in some
regions by the 1950s. With the creation of the Public Broadcasting System in
1969, widespread networking began for development and use of high quality
television series fo academic credits. Early users of television and radio courses
moved quickly to integrate instructional telecommunications into their institutional
operations.

Expansion of the early technologies and newer developments added signifi-
cantly to the potential of telecommunications in education. Broadcasting has given
way to "narrowcasting," directing television signals to smaller specific audiences.
This can be accomplished by newer directional and individual technologies
including ITFS (Instructional Television Fixed Service), DBS (Direct Broadcast
Satellite), cassettes, cable, microwave, personal computers, teletext, videodisc,
fiber-optics and more. All these bring unique features to the instructional telecom-
munications future, linkages of the technologies then expArxi the possibilities ten-
fold, and are alrexiy available. Video imaging and miurouomputing technologie.:.
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will be linked more and more as t}v cost declines and the applications expand.
The technologies will surely force changes in our traditional educational assump-
tions. If not David Butler's prediction (1982) of a student turned -an to pocket
calculators and home computers and turned-off to our traditional learning systems
will signal our demise.

instructional Technology and the Co liege Mission

College mission statements can be the most important place to incorporate the
commitment to opportunity and access to education that the technologies can
provide. Dale Parnell, President of the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges, in a recent interview reiterated the access theme as the most
important function of a community college (Parnell 1984). He cited access to
economic opportunity through skill training, access to quality of life experiences
such as cultural and liberal arcs education, and access to opportunities for lifelong
learning.

Naisbitt (1984) discusses three stages for technological innovation. First, the
changes follow the path of least resistance, applied in ways that do not threaten
people. This can be seen in the practices at some colleges of labelling alternative
courses using television or computers as "experimental"; granting credits through
continuing education only limiting enrollment to those not seeking degrees; or
excluding veterans or other financial aid students who have rigid attendance
requirements. In some colleges, neither administrators nor faculty believe instruc-
tional telecommunications are h,re to stay. Luskin (1983) tells of faculty reaction to
the "fad" of telecourses. Their position, he states, is "that we must stand firm
against the intrusion of this technology into our institutions." This attitude rein-
forces the necessity of identifying hiring and encouraging those committed to
using technologies and bringing others along slowly by demonstrating success. We
onl,, can hope that fewer and fewer institutions and educators remain at this first
gage,

Many institutions are at Naisbitt's second stage: using technology to improve
what we already have. Video can bring new visual experiences into courses.
History, geography, social science and humanities come alive through drama or
documentary. Computers simulate expensive or dangerous training situations, or
bring science experiments alive by collapsing or expanding time. Radio broadcasts
or audiotape loans can give students convenience and control of instruction. Ease
of use and availability must be watchwords for the education of the future.

The third stage involves new directions which grow out of the technology itself.
This is just beginning with computer networking, interactive systems, learner-
directed videodisc and 7ornbined technologies paving the way for significant
changes in the mass-produced education of the past. Individualization can be-
come more than rhetoric with the opportunity to develop learning activities
directed by students' choices and specific to their needs. Naisbitt (1984) says we
can no longer learn from the past what to plan for, but must look to the future for
planning iriformat;on.

The integratior of technologies within our colleges can significantly increase
oneenient ark) cost-effective access for all learners. But college leaders must set

tl .7 Stage for this integration by defining the collef7, mission in a way which
iocoulages movement into educational technology and telecommunications. This
will requite long-range plan:ging involving all areas of the iostitution, An ad hoc
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committee approach or a development team concept should be considered
consisting of personnel from academic departments, marketing, registration, stu-
dent support services and the business office.This is the same concept sugggsted in
examining use of computer systems in administration. Long-range planning tied to
the mission statement is a fundamental requirement for colleges to be adequately
prepared to meet the challenges the new technologies afford in both instruction
and administration.

Organizational impact

The instructional technologies are hardware and software intensive compared
with labor intensive classroom instruction. This presents an interesting dilemma for
educators in assessing the impact of technology on resource management. It
appears that the first requirement in using the technologies is to make the
institutional commitment to allocate resources for and channel energies int- a new
direction. This echoes the commitment required for introducing computer and
data management systems. looking at the vast array of instructional alternatives,
colleges need to assess needs of their range of learners, allocate resources to f ese
alternatives which now and in the future offer the most promise, and begin to
identify and solicit needed financial and human resource:, Managers and faculty
who support the changes will be critical to the success of the endeavor.

What does this mean to traditional administrators, mid-level managers, and
faculty in traditio'ial institutions? A promotion packet from the Public Broadcasting
Service's Adult Learning Service states, "Hundreds of colleges and universities
succeed in offering . . . television courses; a few fail. When asked what makes their
efforts work, top administrators and institutions successfully using television
courses say it is their commitment to the concepttheir belief that television
courses are an integral part of their curriculum" (ALS 1984).

These administrators list three keys in the process:
1. Allocate sufficient human and financial resources to successfully teach and

support telecourses.
2. Int,grate television courses into curriculum planning, giving them compara-

ble status and credit to on-campus courses.
3. Plan for longterm involvement by setting goals, evaluating, and adapting to

fit student needs. (ALS 1984)
Because some faculty will be threatened by increasing use of technologies, they

will need assistance and support from academic administrators at all levels
(Zi yell 1982). If the technology is to be well used, new roles for faculty must be
defined and new instructional strategics adopted. Administrators must create an
environment where the proper skills or incentives are available for both faculty and
students. For students, individual initiative and discipline are required by "dis-
tance" learners to a larger degree than by classroom students, although Luskin
(1983) makes the point that students are not "distant" from the materiel, only from
the campus, classroom or instructor. For example, although the quality of the

ucati onz I experience is usually rated very high by telecourse students, they also
may need different skills to function fully as independent learners. They may not
have critical viewing skills and may not be able to assimilate the component parts
of instructional packages into a complete learning experience (Brown 1980).
Academic leaders should be prepared to assist these students with these new skills.

These students are by and large inth-7.1endent learners and require tN reqt.A.0.
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very little extra help. What they do want is accurate information, simplified
registration procedures, easy access to faculty and support staff, and clearly defined
course requirements (Julian 1982). These are needs reflective of those expressed by

adult students generally.
In examining the issue for collides of resource management much attention has

been focused on making courses and faculty "costeffective" and introducing
accountability into the teaching process. Educational administrators talk about
maximizing faculty productivity to serve more students with fewer "faculty re-
sources." Technology provides alternatives to classroom lectures such as individu-
alized packages or teleconferencing facilities allowing instructors to interact with
students distant from campus (Sitton 1984). An equally important consideration,
however, is maximizing student progress and making the fucational process cost-
effective for students. Industry training programs at.ea Ay totally endorse this
concept (Tucker 1984). Why should the students of today have to fa into an
outmoded system of "seat-time" as the measure of progress in educational
institutions? Industry training and their own outside educational experiences tell
them that fast track instruction offers them quicker movement into the job market
saving them time and money. Funding based on credit hours encourages colleges
to keep students in traditional tracks rather than offering them "self-paced" course
options. This issue must be faced squarely in the very near future or all attempts to
respond to the opportunity of accelerated movement that technologies allow will
be sidetracked by the traditional methods of student accounting and formula
funding (McCabe 198 0.

Financial officers' understanding of the issues of instructional technologies will
be crucial. Specific issues related to resource allocation come to the forefront
quickly in discussions of instructional telecommunications and those are different
from those related to more traditional instructional activity. The selection and
acquisition of software and hardware may require different purchase or tease
arrangements. If purchasing agents and business officers are supportive of these

new financial arrangements, the college can more easily and quickly make use of

the materials and technologies.
Student support services personnel are also important to the process of integrat-

ing the technologies into the mainstream of instruction. Support services to the
"distance" learners or those involved in other alternative instruction may take a
different form than for traditional students. However, these services must be made
available for those distance learners who want and ne2d to feel more tied to the
institution. information about support services such as career counseling, library
services, etc. should be provided. This may assist and encourage distance students,
many of whom enter college via telecommunications courses and later move inti

further programs of study on campus. .

Registration procedures for these students must be convenient and flexible.
Distance students may not be able to register on tralitional registration day. Mail or
telephone registration or continuous enrollment are options that have worked well.
Off-campus or first-class registration ate also options. Streamlined admissions or
special student status should be available for peopli who are drawn if thew
courses by their need for the content and convenient This wtitoires flexitolity to
be designed into regular admissions and reg,stration procedures.

Providing support services to stuoents in technology-based wises will be
provided through a director and staff. A recent national survt), of community
colleges indicated that the t:ho mv,t facto,, that co:it:lb:At:1i to cv:
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telecourse use were overall institutional support and support to malty (Dirt and
others 1980). institutions not prepared to set up and maintain an on-going service
center fee telecourse students are not prepared to adequavly support them. Mail or
telephone cootact, newsletters, computer-managed correspondence and testing
services, follow-up surveys, etc. are all possible pieces of the support system.

The promotion of technology-based courses should be tied to the kital marketing
effect of the institution. Most colleges ace promoting their regular programs to
reach all potential studentsthe "reverse transfer" student (those with four year
degrees), the adult making career changes, professionals continuing their educa-
fiat, women entering the week force, retired and older adults and high school
students. These and others formerly excluded from on-campus instruction: the
handicapped, incarcerated o homebound; and those with erratic work schedules
or family responsibilities are also documented consumers of distance learning
courses. Many of these potential students are drawn to telecourses related to career
or technical skills, as well as to core courses for degree programs. Getting this
information inki the homes of those "new" students may require new strategies.

ems.
As education becomes easier to access, the shift will continue from generalized

entry level content to more emphasis on job-skills, career development and
vocational and azchnical training. People are now seeking practical skills, special-
ized industrial training and individual career pad-. planning. Many will not need
mass-produced education but will have available individualized and repeatable
educational experiences. At the same time, hawser, Naisbitrs "high tecfalligh
touch" dilemma (1984) will keep us involved in human support for these new
educational experiences. Other futurists also expect that the degree of human
fulfillment will be the critical criterion for assessing the quality of education. Butler
(1982) says of educators, if we are ever to be successful as educational technolo-
gists, we must learn that technology is not educatkm . . We must also learn that
education is not instruction, but the art of being human."

instructional technologies will require new strategies for management, faculty,
and students. Preparing to manage and support these new roles and responsibili-
ties must be a priority of the institution. Serving the needs of adult learners with
new strategies, technologies and support systems will be worth the effort in the
information age and beyond.

The attune

The future will bring smaller and faster computer systems, more combinations of
technologic more variety, and lower costs. The rapid rate of technological change
will continue. According to Ballenger (1984) If it's for sale today, its obsolete."

Costs of computer systems should decline at a rate of 10-20% annually in the
next several wars especially in the areas of memory and data storage devices.
Systems should become office size (often desktop), and will be able to operate in a
norm.,) office environment. This should eliminate the cold computer rooms which
are prevalent today. Interactive, multi-functional operator workstations will enable
a wide variety of activities to be performed by a single operator in a single area.
Communications between workstations, campuses, states and countries via satel-
lite and laser video techniques will be commonplace. Electronic mail and message
communication within the institutional system will emerge very rapidly. On-lin
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registration, infrequently utilized today, will be the accepted standard. Hardware
will be easier to use. Keyboards have already given way to touch screens and
mouse-type pointers. One prediction calls for the elimination of touch activated
input devices in favor of voice activated devices by the 1990s (Chachra 1984).

The conventional languages as we know them today will be replaced by highly
sophisticated programming productivity tools and languages which will automate
the writing of program code as we know it. This will afford end users more
flexibility in creating custom applicaion packages. It should also allow vendors to
offer bettegitting, more comprehensive software solutions to institutional needs.
This will not happen without an increasing cost factor, however, as software costs
should rise by the same amount as hardware costs declare. A prediction is that by
the 1990s, 90% of all computer related costs within an institution will be in the
areas of software and personnel (Chachra 1984).

The same change will be reflected in Cher wdlnologies. Colleges will be
required to sort through a variety of technologies and shoo .e appropriate ones to
best serve their needs, their students and their service area. Hardware costs will
decline as computer chips and memory continue to increase in capadty and
functionality. The explosion of computer, video and audio software will keep the
cost of these items within at reasonable range. Satellite delivery of educational
programming will vastly increase. in the short term, video recorders in the home
will give students the true flexibility and convenience broadcast and cable-cast
now offer to a limited degree. Personal computers will add to the delivery colons
with on-call video and Webax courses already available. Students will demand
training relevant to their job requirements or human relation needs. Instruction will
occur wherever students are: at home, at woric, in community centers, in their cars,
ooats, planes, wherever satglite dishes, videodisk players, telephones or micrtr
computers are located. Education will become more interactive and more learner
controlled. More attention will be paid to individual teaming styles in the wide
range of options available.

Funding policies will change to support more technology and will also diversify
as community colleges seek new linkages with business and government. Informa-
tion systems technology will force changes in policies related to all areas of the
institution including faculty loads, class size, FIE funding and support services
(Campbell and Ballenger 1984).

IMPLICATIONS

Adequate response to available technology will require adaptations at all levels
for community colleges. In order to survive and support the commitment to
excellence, leaders must be cognizant of and plan for the implications of the
imminent revolutions in computers and telecommunications, which are listed
below:

Administrative Computing

fat ilitate oleo ision-making, complete, concise and timely delivery of data
be necessary. lhis will require attention to data systems designs and

strut tures that allow at( ess to information by all constituent users.
Ac cessibli helpful only if it contain., the right kind of information.

.,tiari.gic planning will be required by administrators using needs
.14,,44411 N Tas {TIM ativiscIni urtw.oros (lthfar inrewri-91)0r, and
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human resources to their full advantage. This planning should relate innova-
tive opportunities of technology to the fundamental mission of the college.
In assessing management needs, administrators must mow from defining
needs to developing or purchasing software, and only then to selection of
appropriate hardware.
Computer systems are only as valuable as the qualifications of the operators.
Personnel training will be as critical a component of the system as the
hardware and software.
The institution will need a qualified and competent head of computing in
order to successfully survive the emergence into the computer and informa-
tion society. Whether this person develops from within or comes from the
private sector he must be constantly aware of this role as a supportive
mechanism to the instructional function. The mission of the institution must
also be reflected in this position.

Instnictional Technology

More alliances between business, industry, government and educational
agencies will expand the availability of information and provide alternative
instructional opportunities as well. Colleges will need to adapt their informa-
tional and instructional systems to consortial arrangements. This will allow fc
greater numbers of instructional delivery options with input from new user
grouPs.
Available instructional and information technologiei should be critically
examined to determine the "fit" with the college mission, resource; available,
student, faculty and community needs. Colleges are already making mistakes
by embracing the newest electronic teaching tool without carefully planning
or implementation and long -term support.

The impact of technological innovation on established instructional policies
and procedures will be great. "Credit hour" value will give way to evaluation
of outcomes via exit competency exam,. Instructional resources will be
redirected into hardware and software with faculty taking on different roles.
Formula funding will be reexamined for more appropriate systems linIced to
the new resources needed. Credit transfer policies will expand to recognize
the variety of course options available and will also be linked to competency
exams.

Oi Instructional innovation will require new managerial, instructional and learn-
ing strategies. Administrators must set up apet-opriate operations to promote,
support and fund instruction by telecommunication. Faculty will need incen-
tives such as release time, access to hardware and special training opportuni-
ties to comfortably accept and adapt to the new role of coordinator and
mentor. Students also must be provided assistance to use new learning
strategies and new instructional systems.
As more educational materials are produced outside the educational institu-
tion, attention must be paid to design prim iples which ensure instructional
validity. Faculty and instructional design specialists should be given release
time within the institution to develop appropriate educational experiences for
their students. The cost ,of software development will tempt us to give away
the material design and production process. Strategies must be maintained
which will allow and entowage in-houw materials production and bring
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back the benefits to the institution.
The varieties of instructirrgi technologies will require mpre attention to
research on individual learning styles. New ways of diagnosing Emmen'
needs and prescribing instructional activities will concentrate the amazing
number of options into indvklually designed packages which are learner
controlled.

CONCLUSION

It is true, even cliched, that technology is ushering in a new age for education.
Although nothing will replace the ageokl individualized learning tool, the book, it
will be complemented by a range of other options. The one room schoolhouse and
gol.ernessitutor have been replaced by level upon level in the public education
system. Private, public and proprietary colleges, industry training programs and
personal development activities provide a plethora of educational opportunities.
Adults will expect colleges to provide instnaction that is meaningful, oonvenient,
timely and selklirected. Administrators and managers have a key to immeasurably
expand information processing and decision making skills if they plan and
implement well. Faculty and students have a key to choosing, directing and
controlling their own teaching and learning activities. Technology is the key.

Reviewers for this Chapter

Thomas R, Rickman
Account Manager
Intocel
Raleigh, North Carolina
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Executive Assistant to the President
Durham Technical Institute
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RATIONALE

The role o 1 resource development in commgrity colleges is really
the sole of rowlethv in development iv3 it fits into our institutional
purpose. Resource destmet is really a farm of marketing. It is a
way of presenting institutions to the public for their promotion. The
two are directly integrated in terms of the overall opproach that
institutions take with our publics and constituencies.

Barbara Kenner

Marketing and fund raising go together. Everything accomplished
today should lead to the statement: V* must be proactive;
we can no longer react to the ofyironment. The same thing is true in
mash:tine as in fund raising: pea* do not give to unsuccessful
ventures. If you want to ruin a fund drive, tell people )42ifire poor
folk, and you're having big ne trouble, and you can'rget the job
done. Nobody is going to invest In that. Itt so critical that everyone
In the institution feels a part of marketing and deals as if they were a
marketer. Nothing else is important if the staff isn't involved in

John Blcng

All organizations in society. whether business or non-business in
nature, offer some kind of product to some kind of consumer and,
more or less, are marketing activities to further consumer accep-
tance.. . The choice is whether to do it (marketing) well or

L. Berry
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OBJECTIVES:

By the end of this unit the reader should be able to:
Understand the historical precedents, as vv ell as the present context and future
implications of resource development and marketing in community colleges.
Understand the relationship between resotare development and marketing
and all other community college functions.
Identify current and emerging sources of infomaion, i.e., agencies and
publications, to contact for assistance in resource development and marketing
in community colleges.

INTRODUCTION

Every atide written on the community college in the current decade either
begins with or refers to the financial hard times that have befallen the two-year
public Institution in the 80's.

if preset* leaders can respond to present imperatives for leadership with the
insight, perseverance and innwation of their predecessors, the future of the
community college will be brighter than its past, which has been a shining
example of American creativity and ingenuity.

two methods of response to present challemes - resource development and
marketMg - were fringe endeavors of the movement throieh its infancy and
adolescence. However, these two aspects of management response to current
problems have now become kriperatives.

Resource development and marketing in community colleges was one of seven
areas featured in the 1983414 Presider ' Leadership institute, sponsored by N. C.
State University for community college presidents in the state. For this segment of
the seminars, Barbara J. Keener of American College Testing Program, Iowa and
Vice President of Programs for the National Council for Resource Oftelopmem
and John Wong, president of Scott Community College, Iowa, were principal
resource facilitators.

Bbng links the functions of resource development and marketing in community
colleggs. To fully develop the college's resources. along states the entire institution
must be involved in the marketing effort, and everybody in the institution must
think marketing.

Keener says the biggest change in the last ten yeas of community college history
is that the institutions are getting into external fund raising. She stales that resource
development is an exemplary marl feStitiOft of the community college movement
In that it repmsents another new frontier to be conquered. Community colleges
cannot turn to the them and research of the past in resource development for
community colleges because these fields did not exist historically

Resource development for public two-year colleges is possibly the most crucial
challenge far institutions that have met so many challenges in their short history.

Researcher

At the Presidents' Leadership institute, Barbara J. Keener, a former development
officec focused on the practical questions, approaches and strategies regarding
resource development and thereby marketing for community colleges. , She
answered the question, 'Why get imelved in resource developmentr by stressing
the necezity of resource demlopment and marieting for the purposes of 1)
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building acceptance kw the initittaion in the community, 2) providing quality to
students, and 3) obtaining financial support for operation and growth of the
iratitution.

Three conditions for sound developrnere programs are essential, says Keener:
1. The college Midi have a blueprirg that Includes ts hisiore goals and needs.

Thee must be an acdve cote of !ample who believe in the program:
pneident and development staf(

3. The coffer must have a tank* planned deelopment program b include
a timetable of action.

Meador** reeetch In the wea of demacteristics that contribute to success in
private fund raising, Keener says that the community college possesses only one of
four characteristics generally needed. The four hallmarks of successful tetitutions
in fund raising are 1) they have wealth of their own; 2) they are law 3) they enjoy
a high socioeconomic level of clientele and 4) they offer quality programs. The
community colleee can claim only the lag chanactaristiq however, it has never had
as a part of its missions aid goals the former three.

if the community college has only one of four characteristics, needed, Keener
suggests coping by the use of the following strategies:

Make We the men of the college "buy trap" the fund raising strategies
employed by the institution.
Establish a dear and effective institutional direction toward fund raising to
include a ccillese foundation.
Insure that all irwohed.undestand the colter foundation is the most effective
way logistic* to amomplish what the institution needs to do.

Because the college foundation is the most effective strategy for fund raising,
Keener says the following guidelines should be used in establishing the foundation:

Define the nature and role of the foundation: explain why it is being created,
what it will do and how it relates to the organization.
Give a damn explanation of relatketshOs: istite kinds of duties are neces-
sary for the trustees, the college business otficee the president and others in
the college regarding the foundation:
Clarify college policy and dirrJion: the institution and how it relate's to the
whole mission statenvent is a part of what is happening in the foundation.
Establish by-laws and articles of incorporation for the foundation.
Establish cooperative agreements for the work to be done by the foundation
among all invelved.
Maintain a prokssenal development staff and insure that all involved have
professional aitudes.

Accepting the given that de foundation is essential to contemporary fund raising
in community colleges, the next logical question is "INho should be selected to
serve on the foundation board to insure the greatestchance of success?" Keener
believes the key phrase here is that directors should give, get or get off. Less
abrasively, Kenner states directors should come from the community power
structure (often the infcemal leaders). They should have wealth themselves or be in
contact with those who do; and they should be willing to give time and energy. i.e.,
get involved in foundation activities.

She suggests that colleges just forming foundations select a board of directors of
around twenty members. Larger boards (usually already in place) must reorganize
to form an active nucleus of members, but Strive to keep in torahwith other, less
active members. Elected officials should be avoided in the selection of boards
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because of the unawnfortable political positions foundation fund raising activities
could cause for them; and, likewise, because they may tend to be less effective in
their efforts for the school.

Keener shows the direct relationship in the effectiveness of the development
proven to the convnitrnent of the presklent of the institution to this effort, and to
the extent to which it is integrated into the overall operations of the institution. She
states that the president is the most Important person in development and mallet-
ing efforts, klllowed next by the resource development officer.

Who should be a sesource develcrnent officer? Keener says that the perfect
resource development officer knows the institution (its missions, plikssocilK gala,
history and proclaim) and is lorowledgeable of and skilled in deaikrg with grant
writing, corpora* and private foundations and marketing practices. However, such
an individual is a rare find. Usually, the neophyte development officer has one
qualification or the other, but not both. This situation lequires that the institution
give time and allocate resources for the trainkg of new development officers so
they may acquire the requisite skills to be totally effective.

In conclusion, Xeeser believes "the role of resource development to community
colleges is really the role of marketing in development as it fits into institutional
purpose: Resource development is really a form of marketing. it is a way of
presenting our institutions to the public for their promotion. The two are directly
integrated in terms of the.overall approach that institutions take with our publics
and constituencies"(Keener 1984).

Keener states that target publics, those served by the college, must tmderstand
what community colleges have to offer them: this is maiketing. They must also
identify and obtain what they need in turns of human, material and technological
resources to be able to continue their offerings: this is resource development Then,
community colleges must persuade the target publics that they must assist with
providing funding if the quality and quantity of services desired and needed are to
continue: this is resource development through marketing of the institution.

Practitioner

Our along, President of Scott Community College in karat, spoke from the
presidential perspective at the President's Leadership Institute. along pointed to the
necessity of changing the model used in the past relating to maiteting the
community college.

I think you have to realize that we can no longer look at the inside of
our institutions atone. We have to look at the environment that
surrounds them. We're going to be looking at those teats which best
deaf with that externa/ impact. In Iowa this war, for instance, we
took a 2.8% cut in our budget during the middle of the year, and
that cut will not be restored. That phenomenon is happening all over
the country '4 must also take a look at the sociocultural environ-
ment there am value changes; there are trends happening. When
you louk at our institutions, you have to admit there is dramatic
change, and that change is impacting our institutions. Good market.
ing, good development are based upon the concept of dealing with
the environment as well as the internal pan of the institution.

along says the model used historically by the community college for Marketing
was the product orientation model. This model included the following concepts:
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Narrow definition of the nature of the business.
Producer decides what will be produced
Assumption that a product will continue in demand forever.
Emphasis on selling or "pushing" products to the consumer.
Ass&unpticwt that consumers can be induced to buy anything through sales-
stimulating devices.

The model advocated by Wong for cunent promotion of community colleges Is
the marketing orientation model. He refers to Mitrerich, former president of
General Electric, who stales, "The principal task of marketing is not so much to be
skillful in making the customer do what suits the interest of the business as to be
skillful in making the organization do what suits the interest of the cuskimer."

The marketing orientation assumes the following concepts:
Consumer needs fonn the basis for product development
Promotion is based upon consraner research.
The assumption is that demand for a product will continue only as long as it
satisfies consumer needs.
The emphasis is on consumer "pull," not on producer "push."

Blong relates the marketing orientation concepts to educational marketing of
programs. In this model, he says, external forms (students, society) dominate the
emphasis. Strategic planning is essential, and this strategy must include attempts to
satisfy existing markets as well as crease new markets. The operative term in the
marketing model is flexibility. As in the past, the community college can expect to
be required to adapt to changes in the environment with a readiness not expected
of any other institution of higher learning. The present imperative for a shift to
marketing orientation is a shift from the reactive klefensive) marketing techniques
of the past to a proactive (offensive) stance in competing for students.

Biong says that leaders must rethink the way they look at their institutions. The
top people in academics, finance and administrative positions must take a new
approach to promoting the to and should include the person in charge of
marketing and resource development in the decision making processes. He even
suggests that the chief executive of the community college be the chief marketer.
Marketing requires the strosv public relations skills essential to have gotten the
CEO where he or she is. So logically, the CEO is best etgripped to handle the
marketing responsibilities. If this is not possible, at least the marketing person
should be placed in the next highest level of administration.

Blong's approach to resource development and maiketing, then, essentially is
two prate: 1) have at the focus of all marketing strategies, the needs of the target
markets and 2) place the respcxisibility far resource development and marketing as
close to the by of the decision makirg hierarchy as possible.

Blong refers to the marketing concept as including goal directed behavior,
consumer needs orientation, integrated efkret and socially responsible behavior. in
alluding to the commonly held belief that marketing educational institutions is
somehow unethical, he points to the fact that education has been marketing its
product since the beginning through catalogs, brochures, even word of mouth.
The difference and the ethical component of what Blong advocates is that the
emphasis and effort of an ethical approach to marketing is that the student (target
population) and his needs must be at the forefront of all marketing decisions and
approaches. Previous to this, if the student is at the forefront of all programming
decisions, there cannot then be anything unethical in promoting these programs in
the most effective way.
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Blong believes in using the classic marketing strategies of differentiation,
segmentation and positioning for marketing educational programs. He uses the
analogy of employing a rifle, not a shotgun, in marketing approaches. Community
colleges must differentiate the population into ie group whicii can be served by
the particular institution in question. Then, the several segments which will require
different services from the institution mist be identified. And finally, the institution
must position itself to be abie to provive the services required by its markets. This,
Slang says is responsive and responsible marketing.

Although Mons sees the integral relationship between marketing and resource
development, he deferred the indepth discussion of resource development to
Keener because of her experience as a practitioner in the field. He did, however,
stale that marketing and fiind raising go together. He also pointed to the direct
relationship of the success of resource development efforts to the success of the
marketing efforts of the college. No one, he says, is going to invest in an
unsuccessful venture. Marketing stresses the strengths of the institution and re-
source development stresses the ways in which the strong aspects of the institution
can become even stronger. One is inimically related to the other.

IMPLICATIONS

". . all questions of. currkultan, students and institutional mission (in the
community Colleges) pale in Wit of funding issues" (Cohen and Masser 1982).
Cohen and Brawn point out that when community colleges were small and
required only a public pittance for full operation, no one questioned or cared to
know how they were finutced But because community colleges enroll fully half
of all people who enter college for the first time, a very close scrutiny of funding
patterns for these institutions is now in x.,--dc-r.

The 1980s have ought new challenges. The community college has been
tapped to serve as the primary in-place resource to provide training necessary to
mow the Industrial society into the information age. Conaniende, while perform-
ing this transformation, the community college will be required to produce more
efficiently with reduced funding and will be held strictly accountable ergo, the
necessity for resource deVelopment.

Dale Parnell, President of the American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges (AACJC) believes that community colleges are bet even the high school
and the university and, therefore, "we uniquely situated at the crossroads in the
community to piovkle much of the linkage leadership" essential today. He feels
that the uenendous challenge facing the community college today is that of
clarifying the image of these institutions. He uses the malogy of a fuzzy image on a
slide show: too many citizen across the nation, he feels, have a fuzzy image of the
community He wants to "turn the knob" and clarify the image (Parnell 1984).

Parnell also talks of competition in the educational market place and says the
community colleges must know how to market their product This is a competence
that leadership must master. Methods for responding to the ever-inaeasing com-
petition for scarce resources are emerging in ream" to community colleges. Turk
(1984) sulgests that in order to be successful in any competitive envirconent, the
institution must stress its uniqueness. Experts in marketing, he says, explain
uniqueness as carving a niche which separates the particular institution from all
others providing similar services. Turk states that the stage is set for combining the
concepts of strategic planning and traditional marketing: strategic marketing.
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Strategic marketing involves:
Analysis of the environment.
Needs assessment
Analysis of the competition.
Determination of strengths and weaknesses.
Preparation of a dear staserrent of mission, goals, objectives and strategies.
Development of programs and services to satisfy needs.
Determination of pricing and delivery to target matkets.

Strategic marketing offers a new approach to the new problems of marketing
institutions tit= are facing institutions today.

Roueche and Baker (1983) state that "college personnel and governing boards
must undetstand and support the concept of marketing, or marketing campaigns
will be doomed from the outset" They cite Johnson who points out that marketing
techniques used historically by educational institutions have dealt characteristi-
cally with swim the institution and not its clientele. Echoing Bking, Roueche and
Baker believe "the marlasting-oriented college will meet individual needs, ittlr
wring the success of learners in both academic and personal endeaus."

Chaffee (1984) refers to the adaptive model of strategic management which
"involves attuning the organization to changes in market demands and reorientir rg
the organization as needed in order to maintain or increase the flow of resources
from the market to the organization. On the basis of this model, colleges . . have
been advised to conduct market reseed% monitor trends in their environment,
increase their flexibility . and updime their program offerings." She also alludes
to Kotler and Murphy who have of what site says may be the most adaptive
model yet presented. !Coder and Mutphy slate "with the growing shortage of
students, the challenge facing the president is to develop a marirting orientation
with the faculty in which everyone sees his or her job as sensing serving, arid
satisfying markets?'

Strategic planning implies not only the "what" aspects of the future, but also the
"how." This is the entrance point for resource development "Only those institu-
tions with the ability to adjust to the challenge of the future will survive into the
twenty -first mntery" (Dunn 1983).

The North Carolina Council of Officers for Resource Development (CORD)
published a 1983 membership report showing a little over half of the schools in
the 58-school system have established a resource development position. The
listing did not indicate whether development was the only administrative responsi-
bilin, of these people. However, the existence of this organization and its counter-
parts in other states shows the growing and of the impottance of
resource development to fulfilling the promises of the community college.

On the national level, the National Council for Resource Development (NCRD),
an affiliate of the American Association of Community and junior Colleges
(AACja, provides assistance and continuity for resource development programs.
Founded in 1972, NCRD states its purpose as facilitating and promoting the efforts
of twoyear college funding activities. With over 600 members, ten regional
organizations and many state affiliates, NCRD focuses on providing services and
increasing equity in federal funding patterns.'

The new stress on resource development and marketing for the community
college is a result of the institution's evolving mission. Nespoli and Martorana
(1983.84) see two trends that impact on financing the evolving missions of the
community college: 1) not whether W043:1E1 learning and community activities are
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a part of the mission, but who should finance them, and 2) reemphasis on state
financing of local institutions. They continue to say that individuals responsible for
allocations are not convinced of the wattkof community education and de an
lies the potential kx

Currently, community college leaders are looking for viable ways to make good
the promise stated in the mission of these institutions. Resowce development and
marketing are increasingly being perceived as vehicles for response ID fiscal
restraints, atcountablity imperatives and the call for creative and innovathe
approaches to problem solving. However the need for sap-down affirmation of the
importance of these programs must be recognized if they are to be effective and
efficient.

The role of the community college president in resource development and
marketing is generally accepted as being at the forefront of all efforts (Blong 1984).
In the Chronicle of Higher Education, David Daniel, president of Wilkes Commu-
nity College in North Camilla, states "resource development should be central to
all your operXions, never an qspendage." He sees involvement with the commu-
nity as a primary presidential imperative. "No one can take the place of the
president in fund raising. I spend half my time away from the college doing just
that "

In the same article, Robert L. Stoddard, dean of desetopment and former acting
ptesident at Snow College, Utah, says the Snow College "piesident spends one
third of his time working on development"

The next most Important person in the development program is the person in
charge of resource development David Hodge (1981), assistant vice-president for
development at Baptist College in Charleston, S.C., says the two main roles of the
development person are first, to act as the college's liaison with any and all gift or
grant awarding individuals or agencies and second, to assist college personnel in
acquiring necessary tesources.

Hodge lists twenty-two characteristics essential for successful development
officers. Although the development officer is in a pivotal position concerning
successful program efforts, the most critical task to be performed by this person is
communicating the comprehensive development program to the other college
personnel, stases Keenet She says that certainly one development officec and even
a development officer and modest stag cannot possibly crinduct a successful
development program without full approval and sum- an all college staff
members.

IMPUCATIONS

Commitment that begins with the president of the institution, responsibility for
the overall program resting with the resource development officer, and a knowl-
edgeable and supportive faculty and staff areal! essential ingredients for a resource
development plan which is brought to fruition through effective marketing orate.

This is tiv present contextual understanding of experts in the field relating to
how community colleges can respond to future expectations of increased de-
mands and decreased funding. For those institutions who do not presently have
resource development and marketing programs in place, the time to begin is now.
Those institutions with these programs already in place need to tine tune these
vehicles of support for the hard times ahead.
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Resource developrrient in a comprehensive approach encompasses pursuing
federal, state and prime foundation grants; establishing a college foundation for
the pursuit of unencumbered funds; conducting an annual fund drive to include
I lanned gifts, corporate gifts, major gifts, spedal gifts, mini campaigns, an on-
campus drive and special events; telling the story of institutional needs and
services through development publications; providing financial assistance to stu.
dents through scholarships and loan funds recruiting students to enhance govern-
mental funding allocations; and other relay:4 activities.

CONCLUSION

Marketing the institution axon tomes all the action strategies employed to plan,
implement and evaluate the crinprehensive resource development program of the
institution. Resource development through marketing is essential if the opportunity
to provide excellence in the fature of community colleges is to be grasped by
present community college leadership personnel.

Marketing

Any sound marketing textbook will give the basics of marketing which are
essentially the same for toothpaste, automobiles and education. Marketing litera-
ture that deals only with community colleges is scarce. Because this emerging field
is so new, the most helpful writings to date tend to be dissertations which offer
good backgrounds in marketing theory and applied research, papers presented at
education conferences and descriptive reports. Following are examples of these:
(ERIC numbers are given in parentheses)

Smith, j. D., et al. A Survey and Market Research Activities in Two- and Four-Year
Colleges and Universities. Cleveland, Ohio: Cuyahoga Community College,
1981. (EPIC Resource Document Reproduction Service No. ED 211 164).

,Dann, D. D. The Status, Scope, and Structure of Marketing in a Selected Croup
of Community Colleges. (ERIC Resource Document Reproduction Service No.
ED 231 443).

Parsons, M. H. Where Do We Co From Here? The Use of the Market Analysis
Survey in Needs Assessment and Program Development. Paper presented at
the National Conference on "Needs Assessment The Pulse of the Commu-
nity," Blacksburg, Virginia, May 11, 1982. (ERIC Resource Document Repro-
duction Service No. ED 217 909).

Carling, C., G. J. Ryan, and G. Jeremiah (eds.) Report of the 1982 Marketing
Committee. Lindcroft, N. I.: Brookdale Community College, October 4,1982
(ERIC Resource Document Reproduction Service No. 224 516).

Wilhelmi, C., et al. Marketing Plan 19113-84. Annandale, Virginia: Northern
Virginia Community College, June 30, 1983. (ERIC Resource Document Repro-
duction Service No. ED 234 839).

Books dealing with marketing community colleges are not plentiful. However,
the two following are very helpful.

Heim, W. A and C. Kelm. Marketing the Program. New Directions for Commu-
nity Colleges, San Francisco: Jossey43ass, (eds.) 1981.

Harrold, R. Economic Thinking in Education. University of New England Press,
1982. Gives an economist's perspective in thinking through choices in use of
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time, planning and resource utilization.

Because of; he close connection between resource devek.pment and market-
ing it can be expected that NCRD will be responding increasingly to the interest in
marketing community colleges with Seminars and reprints.

In March 1984, the Center for Responsive Governance in Washington, D.C.
hosted a thneeday cceSerence, "Marketing for Non-Profit Organizaticets." The
conference included sessions dealing with an overview of marketing strategic
planning, target markA identification, legal issues and others.

The National Planned Giving institute offered a onesseek seminar on "Design-
ing and Implemeiting a Successful Planned Giving Program and Marketing the
Planned Giving Program" at several different times and locations during the first
six months of 1984. Although dealing with only one aspect of a comprehensive
development prOgram, this type of seminar indicates the dawning recognition of
marketing 's importance to development.

Marketing has an organic relationship with resource development. As interest in
each field, as it relates to community colleges, continues to grow, complementary
growth will occur in the other.

Resource Development

Appendix 0 lists agencies and publications (with addresses) dealing with
resource development Knowledge of these is considered essential for the resource
dmlopmein officer.

The volume of publications relating to resource development in general, and
specifically relating to community colleges, is overwhelming. Numerous books
have been written on every aspect of resource development, and papers and
descriptive reports abound. No attempt will be made here to cover the field, but
several agencies and publications will be highlighted. No mempt is made to
prioritize the listing by value of agencies or publications or to be inclusive.

The Foundation Center in New York City has offered assistance in philanthropic
giving to non -profit organizations for twerity-eight years. Providing regional branch
services, this agency otitis publications, seminars and workshops on foundations
and their giving practices, and it an organization founded by these organizations,
so It is obviously an authoritative source. Of principal interest are The Foundation
Directory and Foundation Gram Index.

The Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) is a national
organization serving as a principal public affairs arm for education, logically,
therefore, supporting the endeavors of resource development. CASE holds national
conferences, publishes newsletters and holds workshops on timely topics. it also
makes yearly awards for outstanding performances by member institutions.

The Fund-Raising Institute (FRB) offers assistance on all aspects of fund-raising.
Publications and seminars touch on techniques for successful-fund raising ranging
from v,:ridng with institutional foundations to conducting phone-a-thons. Of
particular value is the FR1 Annual Giving Book by M. Jane Williams, which gives
cam** information on conducting sustained annual giving campaigns.

"The Grantsmanship Center is a non-profit educational vstitation that provides
more training and publications on the art of grantsmanship, direct fund raising,,,
management and development of resources than any other organization in the
country," quoting crom a letter from Norton I. Kiritz, president. It offers five-day
training programs and a bimonthly magazine, The Grantsmanship Center News,
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which has the largest paid circulation of nonprofit publications.
Many other organizations offer similar semi= and are reputable sources of

assistance. The Taft Corporation provides thorough information on private founda-
tions as does the Public Management Institute,4vhich also deals with other aspects
of fund raising. Standard and Poor's Register of Corporations, Directors and
Executives provides a source of valuable informatkr for corporate giving cam-
paigns.

Publications that are helpful are The Community College Foundation, Harvey
W. Shaffer, Jr., NCRD (See Appendix D); Designs kw Fund-Raising Harold J.
Seymour; McGraw-Hill Book Company and Gonser, Gerber, Tines Stub: on
Development, by Gonsee Gerbee Tinker, Stuhr Publishers.

Interstate Securities publishes a yearly listing of the 100 largest firms headquar-
tered in the Carolinas called Carolinas' Companies. Other states may offer the
same service, which is helpOrl in identifying and locating potential coperate

prosPecls.
Emerging literature imlucles a projected publication for the fall-winter of 1984-

85 by David Daniel, president of Wilkes Community College in N.C., and Louis
Bender, director of the Institute for Higher Educaion at Florida Stale University.
Assisting in the effort will be Bill Davis, dirotx of development at Wilkes. The
book will be organized in three sections: 1) a conceptual background of resource
development, i.e., the raison d'etre, 2) a historical perspective from a Utilization of
human qualities starekvint, i.e., the do's and donYs of working with people, and
3) a technical "how to" discussion, i.e., a discussion of the maerials, techniques
and methods of successful resource development programs.

Daniel states it is hoped that N.C.'s Council of Officers for Resource Develop
ment (CORD) will adopt the new book as a text for the annual oneaseek CORD
internship for new development officers The book will be updated across the years
to insure its continued utility.

Daniel also says the focus of the book is on resource development as a sharing
process. Whatever can be done to sharpen practices in small public institetions is
worthwhile; no one is more deserving of advocacy than community coneges, he
says.

Rescunce development is increasingly the topic of Journal articleS in the COMM-
nity college field. Of particular benefit are the Community College Review,
Community and junior College Journal, and the journal of Higher Education.
Historically these plibliCatiCOS have offered the most recent thinking of practi
tioness in the field and can be expected to continue doing so.

The quality of assistance for community colleges is excellent and the quantity of
materials and agencies offering assistance is growing. Staying abreast of current
thinking and innovative approaches is essential for development officers as is
rnakieg contacts with the authorities in the field.
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Sylvia T. Pierce
Director of Curricular Research and

Development
Fayetteville Technical Institute
Fayetteville, North Carolina
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Since the early 1960's the growth and importance of impact studies to measure
the economic, social and technological outcomes produced by posssecondwy
institutions has accelerated as tensions rise among competftive providers for future
support by funding agenices and legislative decision-makers. Ridiard Alfred of the
University of Michigan, in spealdns to the Preldeis' Leadership Institute, ex-
plained the crisis in community a educatiqn as one of moderating revenues
into the 1990's, as such institutkmal impact assessment will play a critic i roe in
securing state and local resources. Allied explains the cyclical nature of impact. lie
maintains, "How Institutions allocate money shapes the impact of the outcomes
that they produat in turn, their ability to doctenent the name and extent of the
outcome produced has an impact on the funding obtained from external men -
des."

The role impact assessment can play in buffetng predicted economic budget '
recessions should be tome or bale the downward spiral of budgets for education
by establishing documentation of performance for the community college which
can be provided to both local and state rewnue sources to substantiate annual
budget requests. Stabilizing enrollments and *Aiding ntsounms he signaled
the dose of al of growth that chamderized community college dewlap:rent
in the 196ffs. Now cost effectheneis users tie ounces to MaXiftliZe the social and
econonic beniefia to die Individoal in return for inimstment in education - is the
wait:fraud (Alfred 1900). These requests, supported by Information about the
economic and social benefits offered to students and the aanntunity can, in tum,
demonstrate to funding sources that in competition with universities, proprietary
schools and nosliosprofit corporatkins for students and resousces, community
colleges can pedom fascrably

Conceptually, impact can be divided into four major areat (1) impacts on
individual students (2) impacts on the national econorty;(3) impacts on local and
regional economics; and (4) general societal impacts. Probably the best docu-
mented of the four impacts is on student outcomes. Higher education has profound
effeds on students in economic, cogglive and attitudinal terms (Mel Mori and
Nash 1983). Impact assessment and the marketing of student outcomes inkrinna-
don can become the means by which the community college can secure a
position in the community as a provider of quality, cost-effecthe educational
services. Although an optimistic scenwio for community colleges involves s
ing demand for their services, continued political await an ability to control
costs while remaining competitive with other sectors, and a favcsable fiscal
climate, this scenario is unliltely in the absence of outcome data Specific factors of
importance are . increased political support at all levels of government based
on documented service to a broad range of constituencies, flexibility and contribu-
tion to local economic development (Brenneman and Nelson 1981).

Strategic decisions In a community college using the tools of impact assessment
must be made in the context of current and future state and regional conditions that
affect the community Community college administrators, faced with impact
research as an adaptive strategy, must then investigate both the internal and
external outcomes that make up institutional service and assess their inexact
Myran (1983) explains the role choice can and will have in these and other
decisions made by community college administrators in the future. He states,
"More than in the past, community college leaders will mate the future of their
institutions by the choices that they make. And, choose they must As the pace of
:ethnological, economic, political and social change continues to accelerate,
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community college leaders must choose among the external and internal stimuli
that demand attention and analysis. They must choose between alternative sce-
narios for the development of the college in response b these stimuli, and they
must choose how the !Wird human, physical and financial resouras of the
college shoukl be developed and al Making a case for uniqueness
depends upon whether a particular college is facing an optimistic or pessimistic
scenario regarding internal and external factors hnpacting the campus. How b
assess and document these factoes will be the focus of this chaplet

ORKTIVES

At the end of this chaplet you should be able to:
I. ident* 5 major assumptions about your community college system which

dislinguish it from system in other states. Mental* idea* several as-
sumptions about your system which parallel systems in other gabs;

2. Describe the critical internal and external facears which can facilitate or
constrain growth and Item success in your college. Assess the directhm of
public policy in drawing your conclusions;

3. Based on Alfred's corrective solutions, mooed corrective solutions for your
college, making a case for its uniqueness as a provider of educational
opportunities among competitive forces.

INTRODUCTION

In his presentation to the Presidents' Leadership Institute on inwact Assessment
Making a Case for Community Colleges," Richard Alfred presented an assessmem
of axnentmity,00lleges based an his experience as an ariminiseatoofpeaclitionec
researcher and analyst of stale and national public police in making a case for the
community college, Alfred defined impact assessment as a reciprocal concept. On
the one hand impacts are created by what colleges do with learners; how they
contribute to the regional employment market; and the educational opportunities
they cream which cont the unemployed or unemployable into taxpaying
citizens yielcfmg revenues to the stale and locality. On the other side of this
framework for impact assessment is the impact made upon the college by (=edi-
tions in the external environment such as reduced resources, increasing competi-
tion for resources and programs, increasing state control, changing federal policies,
demographic transition, technological change and politicization of the institution.
State funding formulas, for example, may not be tied to inflation indexes and may
jeopardize the colleges' abilities to keep up with rising costs. hica.ttow there has
been a 'loss of romance" between the local and state funding sources and the
maturing community college system. Aging facilities and et:Moment no longer
have the political appeal tha gleaming and growing campuses had in the first
twenty years of the community college movement

The lontstanding romance has, therefore, been squandered and replaced by the
need for community colleges to address accountability issues with their funding
sources and community constituencies. Accountability to funding sources, taxpay-
ers and students marks an important transition in the direction of the colleges,
moving them from a procesfrorientation of unlimited growth and educational
opportunities to an outcome orientation of cost efficient program delivery which
maximizes resources and constructively channels the debate over community
college benefits and costs.
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Assumptions About the Community College

In making a case for impact assessment with specific reference b the North
Camlina community college system, Alfred articulated ten major assumptions
about the community college sysan noting unique differences between this
syslem and other sue systems. Noted were conditions such as the "geoeraphic
dispersion of institutiors" across the stale. Within 30 miles, there are fillyeigh' t
community colleges *mkt.; 100 amides. Seam* North Carolina has moved
from an agricukural -based ec to a mantifacturittg economy and is now
engaged in a transition to a technological economy, in comparison with many
other stales, Alfred said, "North Catalina is viewed ficenthe outside as one of the
three or four national modes fin economic development and divenification.

Additional* the North Carolina community colleges have no desire to limit or
constrain the "open door" plilmophy. IVIorepatt, he said, If anything, you may
choose tar expand access to particular poptiation as that are not amen*
served. Mich*an and °dies northern industrial states are having ID reassess the
open door adniissiors concept because they simply cannot afford to sew every
purpose for every pecson." Demographic restructuring too, is a major concern for
these °alleys. Poptiition *Like, es a whole, is not a concern in North Carolina.
Serving older people - an as set unsaved and growing learner poptileion may
possibly become one of the next major service populations, competed b 18 ti 35
year-kids who comprise the majority of learners among the instittnions. And this
must be done to provide programs for oldec waking aduks in a manner that does
not disrupt their income (Dunn 1983).

The fifth. assumption was a Ws on quality education. Although it %vas ad-
dressed to the marines of North Carolina community colleges, the points made
by Alfred would apply to all mime* colleges. There is a discernible focus on
quality but faculty and administrators are not sure how to measuse and define it.
Palmer (1983), in his review of the literature on how quality is measured, listed five
determinants of quality for the community college in consider; (1) institutional
resouices; 12) insttuctional and management peocesses; (3) student outcomes; (4)
value-added impact on students; and (5) curricular structure and enwhasis. The
sixth assumption tends to support Pahner's premise about quality. Alfred indicates
that a strong focus on upgrafing faculty, facilities and instructional program is a
current major concern for many community colleges. Parcel! (1982), holding a
similar set of beliefs, advanced the issue of quality to the brefront of academia
when he asked, Is them a search for excellence on your campus? What has your
academic senate done about improving teaching? What has your college dole
about nourishing a caring, teaching, leaming,environment? ""

The seventh assumption dealt with unmet learner needs and student popula-
tions. Specifically, Alfred said, "There is a huge pern-up demand for adult educa-
tion and adult basic education in North Carolina and I put the emphasis on the
word "pent-un demand," or unmet demand. This probably will become your next
population base in community colleges." Colleges and universities, nationwide,
are also placing new emphasis on program for adult basic education. Although
community colleges do not have exclusive access to this large population, the
advantages of pricing and easy access to service populations provides a marketable
edge among competing forms.

Assumptions eight and nine deal with improved services to business and
industry and improved funding for continuing education. First, doser linkages with
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btainess and industry need to be established and the private sector, as a whole,
needs so have more involvement with community colleges. One means et
wing 1" is the wowing interest in developing consoniums: agreements
between post-secondary institutions, private business and inclastry, ptklic schools,
human service agencies and other mayor community organizations. One such
effort to improve needed linkages over a 'Ilion covering the states of Vitginia,
North Carolina, and Georeia vv an invitaiCnal conference, "Developiret Human
Capital: A Shared Responsibility," held at North Carolina St* University and
sponsored by the American Council on Education Commission on Higher Educa-
tion and the Adult Learner. At the itwitrainn uf the Commission, educators,
business and Wan, and gosemment agencies vale invited to generale informa-
tion and stitiulae activities to assist campus leaders, public policy tnakers and
business and industry to clarify and shape post- secondary education's role in
educating adults. One major outcome, adrkessed by representatives of these three
gnaws, was the need for consortia to improve linkages and to facilitate communi-
caion channels. Assumption nine raised the question of equity in funding for
contimarg education. Funding in North Carolina is 51 percent of an equivalent
FTE which led Alfred to pow the qutstion, Is it worth offerirg continuing
educaion in terms of financial feasibility for the colleger

Assumption ten focused on community renewal and the difference between
North Camieta and other stales engaged in community development activities.
Noting that North Carolina had enormous promise, Alfred observed, "i find it
inieresdng that you have the financial ability to foals on tenewg of community,
while other slam simply don't have the financial wherewithal to accomplish this
task. The question for consideration is, what specificsteps are your colleges taking
to provide handle services to the community that are no or cannot be
provided by other organizations?"

Distingulding Characteristics of the North Caroasa Community College
Slalom

Despite many of the advantageous conditions present in this state for educa-
tional and community services, there are some distinguishing characteristics about
the community college system the condition the environment for impact assess-
mert. Alfred listed fixil major distinctions between North Carolina and other slaws
and posed some questions about future directions:

1. The North Carolina Community College System is marked by abundant
resources compared to other states;

2. The ability b keep the "open doors open still remains;
3. There are a limited number of revenue sources tie., the legislature) and

limited opportunities for expanding the number of funding sources. Because
diversification of revenue is very critical to community college education,
efforts should be made to diversify revenue sources beyond the current
numben and

4. There exists a "pent-up" demand of an aging learner population, many of
whom have adult basic education needs. This is a key distinction. How do
community colleges math a changing learner population with basic skill
education not in place with a state obviously moving towarcl a high level of
technological sophistication? There is a potential mismatch between a state
moving toward technology and a huge wave of adult education learners who
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have demands unmet in tens of basic education. Is it possible that social
unrest could unfold in that population by the year 1990 or 1995?

External Factors in the [inhumes*

The external environment is as important as the internal organization as a
planning dimension for community colleges. The collegial structwe and loosely
dealt:poi performance objectives of community colleges hamper their ability to
collect impact itionnation and, in particulac ID Bonen* outcomes data on
students. Apprehension bo, on the part of facuky and administrators concerning
the uses of college data, significantly detours them from making attempts to assess
impact. Ewell 41963) in an NCHEMS study on student outcomes, describes three
main masons for this reluctance. First, there is a fear that oulComeS itiormation, if
collected and widely dbseminated, will reflect by an those collecting it.
Second, there is a iffinviction that many if not most of the important outcomes of
higher education are qualitative and cannot therefore be objectively meowed.
And third, them is considerable apprehension about the "fake precision" inherent
in quantified outcomes Criieria.

Adding to this !fir and confission, bloater external tacos exist in the commu-
nity college environment, nationwide, which severely erode the ability of the
institution to assess outcomes. The fast factor invelves the way community
colleges are organized nationally; they are thought of as "classic service organiza-
tions." Their success is defined, almost univenalle in terms of quantitative facers
such as the size of the budget and the size of enrolknent. The bigger the budget
and the larger the increirients peg year the more the institution is thought of as
being successful. Momovec the size of the bodges is consaued as evidence of
success because the college becomes organized primarily in quantitative dimen-
sions in response to its environment. Qualitative factors, altematek are ixer-
looked. Time and energy are not devoted to things that appear on the surface as not
measurable in quantitative toms.

The internal organization of the came is not conducive 10 meaningful assess-
ment of quar*tative and qualitative outcomes. Nationwide, the associate degree
has no uniform definition. State to state, the criteria for completion tot a degree is so
varied that brashness and industry cannot be guaranteed consistent performance by
community college products. Synthesis of findings intScate that the associate
degree would be more highly valued with certain modifications in the way it is
defined and conferred. The first recommendation is directed toward stiengthening
the quality of the associme degree in order to invoke its relevance and value to the
student, the employers and the four-year institution to which the degree holder
may wish to transfer %Mai 1963). The lack of analytical skills training intrinsic ID
the liberal arts also constitutes a growing dilemma for the community college
graduate. While technical skills help 67 get an individual the employment desired,
the rapid erosion or obsolescence of technical skills may require retraining two to
three years following graduatiat The result is that opportunitie; for promotion
become minimal when liberal arts skills are not present to close the gap in career
development. The question that remains is who will do the retraining, the
community college or the university?

And the last major envirorvnental factor and, in most cases, the deciding factor is
the eventuality of reductions in state funding in the years ahead. Coupled with
increasing competition for students, this dual dimension of reduced funding and
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competing providers can, and will, force the community colieee to cope with
coristraints that have not been major cancans during the last two decades.

Major Questions About This Community Cathie External Erwitoomed

Alfred posed eleven major questions that outline concerns kw community
colleges nationwide and ha North Carolina. These questhms, listed below, provide
the foundation for inquiry into the current and future status of the community
college as a provider of educadonal opportunities for their respective communities
and states. Alfred's major concerns are as follows:

1. What is the cost eleciency of a community college system serving a large
geospachic area with a relatively small population or a small geowaphic
area with a lane PoPthdoni

2. Is it possiLe that a veleta* low cost effidency will put all or some of the
colleges in a system at atffsadvantage m the questfor scarce resources with
competlexs such as bulbar colleges, 1C-12 sdusol diitricts, and others?

3. Are community toilers organized on the basis of dependenceon year.).
year incternents in budgets? Must our institutiors have a 10 percent per
leor inaease operate or can they, in fax absorb reductions or revenues
that don't keep pace with innation? Are cornmunity colleges organized b
male reciuctiors if necessary?

4. What strategies should be employed to develop a cohesive identity for
community col as a of postseamdary educalonad resources?
Do individual their own way when it comes down 10 tha
Wank/ or will they = as put of a "system strawr

S. Is the current image of the community roller with external funding
sources adequate to stave off challenges from human service organizations,
if state revenues become scarce?

6. What are the prevailing perceptions of individual colleges held by funding
sources and policy makers? Are they favorable or unfavorable and in what
ways would they become more or less favorable with respect to cunent
public policy hales for cojnmunfty college education?

7. Do colleen rely too hely on a political strategy in their states to gain
resources or do they lwother means such as using data as a vehicle to
gain resource?

8. Is there a false security in terra of current enrollment conditions and trends?
Have community colleges predicated institutional planning and budget; on
constantly increasing enrollment? What will happen to the budget and
institutional programs if enrollment decreases?

9. Will a squeeze exist for the community college between the univeristy and
IC-12 school disolus aver the next five years in terms of funding?

10. 11 1(42 school districts improve the level of their rettaktial education and
improve basic skill education, what will be the impact on the community
college?

11. What will happen if fouryear colleges and universities improve their
delivery systems to adult learners and do so with cost efficiency and clarity
so that the adult learner will prefer to enroll there because they would prefer
to have the baccalaureate degree anymoay?

\o'
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toiernal Constraints on Menu** impact

Nakao 1116 community colkmes over the past %way rears have, by virtue of
their growth and maturity, anted sever4 trsajor consttains that could continue it,
limit the abilities of the college to Inn prominence in academic and organizational
renewal. These constraints corntitule fundamental harden which make faculty
acceptant* and portickation let plannktg and assessment difficult, cegatizafional
decisiormaking in a complex environment untespornive m change, and relation-
ships wpm political amstinnncies less fiuld than they wee in an earlier decade.

In its most elemental lam, the nanny oldie coo rounity college tnanieation has
become too process oriented. 'These is too moth emphasis on process and too
little emphasis on alicones" states Alfa dl. FTE's ate what ootmt, not the starting
salary of the graduates. Ifs the size of the budget that realty tells how successful you
are, not the benefits to tasasayers of student education in a micionlectronks lab
during one quattet The need to demonstrate accountability to legislators and the
public is here and, yet numerous examples of lames" indicators remain intact
as barometers of administrathe priorities.

Another constraint facing community colleges is a virtual resistance to change.
"%* have a iesistance 10 change that b very much a principle of an aging bulky
and administrative organtution," explains Alfred. *I* do not have the you
faculty of the formative leers. Our facilities are aging and so is our equipment.
Aging facuky accustomed to "guaranteed enrollments" can cause problems by
their inertia." "How to deal with this problem," adds Alfred, Is bask yourself as
an arkninsitratot, 'Do we have an ongoing, organized staff development program
to begin to get our faculty to move in new dkectionsr "

The "loss of romance" is stilt yet another constraint between the colter and its
congituendes, in particula. its funding sources. Alfred describes the following
scenario as an inevitable reality whose time has come. "The community college is
n o t the r o m a n t i c e n t e r p r i s e I n th e e y e s o f l e g i s l a t o r s t h a t h wa s 10 b 15 years ago
. . . New buiklingr, new prograrns, new Ailbuilding a new instiktionis an
enormously attractive political proposition. But, advancing budget proposals to the
legislature to repair crackket mortar and leaky roofs in existing fadlitiei,fla
enhance faculty salaries in programs that have been in place for 10 to 15 years,
to replace obsolete equipment is not an attractive political proposition. As a
consequence of this loss of romance, community colleges must begin to find other
politically attractive ways to appeal to legislatures and county governments as well
as taxpayers in order that financial support may remain on par with the revenue
growth of the past two decades. Water haw (1978), using liaung's (1977) set of
resource development elements, suggests that In order to develop new resources,
institutional. deciskesmalcing and support of the college should establish priorities
among available proaram and provide administrathe support and resource alloca-
tion to those at the top level in orritt to assure greater probability of outside
funding

Influencing decision-nuking behavior in external funding agencies also has an
internal counierpai wit n community colleges: how to influence decision-mak-
ing processes of both tie titration and faculty?. These groups are not as apt to
change or be influenced `rig external conditions, despite the need to
address changing demographics, increased competition from alternate providers,
centralization of decision-making in state agencies, and greater accountability to
fevertue 90iiiteS. Allied defines d'!is problem as "rigWificatitxt of tiro ilecisiut)
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process." Organizational complexity has elcrigeed and extended to a range of
new constituencies decision-making processes in the community college. It takes a
long time to achieve concensts on a dedsion made when one has b consult
multiple constituencies, states Allied. Because of the increasing levels of complex-
ity, he adds, a presider* has to consult with administrators, classified soft the
faculty union, the academic senate, the curriculum committee and other gaps
bearing vested interest If faced with the question, "'Could the community college
nationwide tart on a dime in developing a new program as in previous ratan
Aged added, "I would have to say 'no: they cannot. There are just tou many
constituencies to coast* because our instihations are much more complex than
they used to be."

An important dimension of the decisioramaki% process that adds an additional
barrier or constrairg for community college development is that of full-tkne tic*
as partners in the academic enterprise. Faculty teach, they provide basic academic,
advisement and committee watt and then they Sear canpits.. Faculty are not
knotted in academic planniree they are not heavily involved in academic budget-
ing at the department !gel; and they are not involved in research and assessment
of 'utter manpoWer needs, explains Med. And this has serious consequencesicr
making a case for impact assessment. The question Is are administrators willitet
release fa ley &an one course to do the kinds of re search on program perfomt-
am* and outcomes that is needed to male a case ice new regimes?

Mime* five major infernal constaints- process orientatiom resistance b
change, loss of romarx:e, r lific on of decision-making, and :on of faculty
partnerships, can only lead the community college on a course of decline in
service and curriculum opportunities for students and community over the next
two decades. inaeacing coMpetirion for students and instability In funding,
howevee will surely shape the velodty with which change impacts the community
colleges. And de degree to which a college is prepared In caefully examine these
constraints and to respond to criticism, will partially the level of support
they can expect to receive from 'funding sources, ty agencies, students
and taxi:eyes.

Embracing Vulnerabilities of Community Colieges

Community colleges have three vulnerabilities they will reed 3 address by
virtue of changing external conditions. Essentially these involve difficulties in the
internal structtee irm conducting research on impact and otecomes. Community
colleges would be severely impacted ff financial stringency, percePtions,of over-

g, and a decline in public perceptions were to become a reality. Alfred
warns, "Wes colleges are prepared to document the impacts caused by a loss of
financial support (or support that does not meet inflation) they are going to
experience difficulty in sustaining the current level of resoillres. Moreover, a
perception could develop that community colleges are over-budgeted. tit do not
talk too much about the benefits produced on a program-by-program basis andso
what legislators see or what the pubk sees is only the cost factor - what it costs to
operate the program without documentation of the benefit side of the equation. As
a result, a decline in public perceptions about benefits to the student and to the
community could arise when there is too much focus on cos' and not enough
attention to the relationship of benefits to the cost. Accountability to constituencies
then becomes the medium of excharew in which cost and value is supported by
groups both internal and external to the college.
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Implications and Corrective Solutions for Community Colleges

Despite the signfficant number of internal and external fames and vulnerabilities
which are confronting community colleges nationwide, efforts to gather impact
information and data on student outcomes can meet with success if the community
college today can take corrective action to improve their image both in the market
of service providers and in their relationships with external constituencies.

The first step involves building a case for uniqueness in a way that it has not been
built. For eon*, the .low cast of tuition for students In this com'inunity college
should be pteserved. With the traditional prestige of the baccalaureate degree still
intact the community college must contine to deliver low-cost educgion to
attract students. Otherwise students whc ,.tay continue to peeler the four-year
degree over the associate *wee may choose to attend four-year colleges if tvitlon
parity is achieved.

Relationships with public and private sector agencies, too, must be suength-
ened. Curricula need to be conceived more in "L I= of what business and indusoy
need, not exclushely in tons of the needs of faculty and what they thkhk should be
taught Consortia with other service providers and with public and private agen-
cies can become an excellent method by which needs and sciutiots are
cared andmid understood.

Expansion and diversification of revenue sources should bp the list of solutions
as the consequences of not doing so will loom larger over community colleges in
the future. The need to diversify funding sources can be met by involving business
and industry and ether private-sector sources in questions about the solvency of the
college. The question is, can faculty and administrators rely on present funding
sources or should they not expect industry to do more or the local tax district to do
more? When looking at benefits offset to industry in terms of a trained labor pool
stocked with wellixepared graduates, should not the community college receive,
in turn, equipment, scholarships and other resources as a reward for meeting the
manpower needs of the private mice?

In addition to achieving a win-win relObtship with the private sector', attempts
shoukl be made to clarify and embellish the requirement for the associate degree,
making the criteria and performance expectations clear and systematic. U the
needs of buslitess and industry continue to remain a priority concern, then
ega6lishing a uniform performance level for graduates may insure that recruiters
and managers of private-sector organizations hold positive feelings about the
reputation of the associate degree.

Whether it be decisions about uniqueness for the college or for looking at
alternative funding sources, a fifth solution to help community colleges impiove
their situation is to eliminate the steps and time involved in the decision process.
Too often, the college focuses on process and not outcomes. The elaborative,
consultative' networks that today clog the decision-making vocess is essentially
creating an inefficient and ineffective way xi operate the institution. The question
remains, how fast can the college make a decision? Can it turn on a dime? And
more importantly, rmw fast can the competition make a decision on the same items
of consideration?

To be able to build a case for uniqueness for the community college requires a
radically difkrent approach to rnarketingithe organization. Essentially this begins
with marketing outcomes, not intentions. Students require different types of
information as a support for attendance decisions today. They do not only want to
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know the courses that are be offered, they want s know the outcomes achieved
by the students who take the courses. Institutions that begin to market the
outcomes of what they put ekKe as opposed to ireir insertions. will have an
advatar over of institutions. kkalle this concept k the entire dee for doing
Impact research. How can faculty and ailminisraiors market the college in the
arena of providers so as to come out *Ai first in the competition? And are they
doing the type 01 researeft that is going to give them oamparadve advantage over
these competitors? One form of comparative advanter posed by Alfred that is
particularly effective in makkel a case for community colleges Is the prksciple of
foregone earniegs.-He makes a case in p6int about the two-year studert vs. the
four-year student whO askS, "For the amount of time I'm In school, how much
income do 1 forego because I'm in schoolr' The example below can illustrate.

Two students start school, one in the community college and one in the
unhersity. It takes the twolear student two years, maybe two and a haft to get the
associate degree. Over those two years he has paid $2,500 to get the degree. The
cost is essentially minimum. Upon graduation, this person obtains a job paying
$16,000 per year and over a four year time span has earned $30,000 with two
years spent in direct employment. He has made a net income of $27,500 430,00n
minus the $2,500 cost to obtain the associate degree). if this same studergyetirk41
while attending school, his net gains would be even larger.

The four-year student, on the other* hand, who has gone to school during this
same span, earned nothing, Went full time and paid $12,000 comparei to the two
year community college student who by now has earned $27,500 and gained two
year's %auk experience. The result for the four year student is a net of rTinus
$12,000 without even hitting the job market.

Four years later the community college graduate now has his employer plying
for the baccalaureate degree while still being fully employed during the folldwing
four years. And he has earned, for exam*, $72,000 while earning the batxalaure-
ate simultaneously. The four year College student during this same time will have
earned $20030 per year for a total of $80,000.

When not men adding the employer benefits on top of what they have paid for
tuition, after eight years the community college graduate with the baccalawiati..
dem" has earned $99,500. The four-year graduate with the same baccalaureate
degree has earned only $68,000 ($80,000 minus the $11000 cost to obtain the
baccalaureate degree). Both have the same degree, but the community college
graduate has something else on his sidethe job experience. He has two more
years of experience at the lower level and is moving up the management hierarchy.

The key point in Alfred's scenario is that after eight years with both students
having the same degree, the student holding the associate degree has earned more
money and has more job experience. On the flip-side, the benefits in:marketing
this comparative advantage for the community college is to demonstrate to funding
sources, potential student markets, the community and competing educational
providers that there are enormous oast-benets for students in terms of sheer
bottom line impact.

Lastly, two additional corrective solutions are poted by Alfred regarding the
internal constituency of the Organization and a growing demand for leadership
development within the community college system. He contends the structure of
internal mangement will need to be shifted to produce a strong focus on institu-
tional research compared to what now exists. Simply having a researcher on
campus will not be enough to meet the developmental needs of the college.
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Faculty will need to conduct research on the efkicts of their programs. This may
entail releasing faculty from one course to allow them the time and opportunity to
be a part of the research process. it is in the best interests of the college to utilize its
academk resources to substantiate the outcomes of the teaming process. One
question remains: Are community colleges doing the types of institutional research
that will provide them with a comparaive advantage over competitors in the
delivery of programs and quest ,for human and financial resources?

Leadership, without question, still remains one of the most essential ingredients
of institutional vitality in the higher education market today. innovative programs
for leadership development can and will contribute greatly to the planning and
decision-making of the future state of the community college system. "Opportun-
ity with Excellence" cannot survive without opportunities for leadership renewal
and for the develpment of new leaders in the community college today The
Presidents' Leadership Institute in North Carolina, the first of its kind for commu-
nity college piesidents, is a major case in point With initiatives from other states
and their legislatures, leadership programs in other states will emerge to provide
the needed retooling for the presidential rde that will be required to meet the
demands of futtee citizens.

CONCLUSION

For the mid4evel manager, the challenge through the year 2000 will not only be
to help shape the mission of the college but to harness the resources that will build
credibility into the ottcomes of the institution. Strategic action rests significantly on
the extent arid nature of concepts and symbols available for orienting the panic',
pants (constituent sows) as well as the extent and nature of their communications
both Inside and outside the organization. Organizational leadership seeks to
improve the satisfaction of participation and to increase the credibility of the
organization in their eyes (Chaffee 1984).

Leaders' mission in building a case for uniqueness will be to clarify the image of
the institution in the minds of the local and state constituency through impact
research and its marketing. The label, Opportunity College, appropriately given to
community colleges in the 1%0's, can be rededated in the name of excellence in
the 1980s and "90s providing that commitment is drivel towards low cost of
tuition, building curricula for business and inclusy, redefining the associate
degree, eliminating steps in the decisionmaldng process, marketing outcomes,
getting the faculty involved in the research process, and strengthening one's own
leadership capabilities and those of the stafE

in making a case for community college impact studies as an adaptive strategy,
Alfred shares this vision. Using institutional impact data provided to key decision-
makers through an effective organization for institutional research, one can make
the case for new resoures. The question is, "Do we have the and conscience
to undertake this task knowing full well that it may mean a fundamental change in
our app.oach to management? I think the answer is 'yes' and I look to you to
advance our colleges in the information society with a strategic organization for
research" (Alfred 1983).
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Conclusion

CHALLENGES, ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES
AND COMPETENCIES FOR THE

FUTURE

Dale Campbell

In selecting the objectives kw the institute a decision was made that learning
some lesons from research on another segment of higher educationsmall
private collegesmight be particularly benefidal at this juncture in the history of
the movement With what has been called the deregulation of higher education,
these institutions have by economic necessity either adapted or died. Many
adaptive strategies reviewed in this volume were first utilized in small private
colleges (i.e. public relations, resource development, recruiting and marketing,
etcJ.

What are the majcw trends impacting your college that wu can do something
about? What strategies were found to make a difference in addressing these trends?
And final* what new competencies will be required of you as leaders? A synthesis
of the selected institim outcornes points to these four core findings:
CHALLENGE Rapid lechnolegical Development.. Geotge Keller stales that the
new computer and communications technology is transfonning the traditional art
of leaching and the entire nature of eckkational *lively. In 1984, Japan intro.
duped its "broadcast" university which utilized public television to deliver a range
of collegiate courses to the general Japanese public. The technology is in place
today to create the All American University in which the most distinguished faculty
in all fields would reside and prepare instructional programs for satellite transmis-
sion mass the nation.
ADAPTIVE STRATEGY - Human Resource Development Dale Campbell stales
that with cost so prohibitive in the area of high cost, soon to be obsolete
equipment, priorities in funding occupational education must shift to the faculties'
acquisition of new knowleee. Staff development could be the most critical
resource if redefmed to focus on computer literacy, formation of infonnation
networks, cooperative education, contracting and topics which focus on the
faculty role as resource person and facilitator of learning.

Jim Hammons states that "these is not any one thing as important to institutions
and to the future of them than people, and, what we do in terms of seeding
people, placing them on the job, orienting them, developing them, the way we
utilize our personnel, and then the way we evaluate and hopefully as a conse-
quence of that, reward them There's no other aspect of our institution, in my
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opinion, that is as important as that" Personnel development must be continuous
and inientiona.
NEW COMPETENCIES

Mangement of dome.
Ability use technology b oPtIntize Performance-
Develop and adninister accurrge and moan 'l programs of faculty evalua-
tion and development

CHALtENGE Changing Econamy.
In shifting from an industrW to an inkwmationservice economg Keller predicts

that the cogs of ieducation wifi inaease faster than other sectors of the economy.
Education will continue 03 'ensign a labor intensive endeavor, not lending itselfto
increases in product vita. With banning demands on public revenues, the publk
and fuming sources will demand toss reductions and inaeased amity
resuking in figure political concens kV education leaders.
ADAPTIVE STRATEGY:- Resotate Deve/opment and Marketing .̀

Richard Alfred, states that aggressive sttategies kw mom= deVeksxnent and
rem ".+ciaticin will be needed to produce disattionary inmate for program develop-

Administagion who allow weak and ineffective programs to consume vital
resources, weaken the entire fabric of the organization. New *alleges for market.
ing college progans should be developed with a kraus on research and studera
mums, sodal and economic impacts and cost-benefits. Focus should be
market* the outcome of our pmcksct learningnot institutional intentions.
NEW COMPETENCIES

Fund misktg.
Marketkel.
Creative management of finances.
Research -bend an4yses, assessing needs impact assessment, evaluation of
outcomes which locus on our product.

CHALLENGE « Int:nosing Competition.
Acacia:ring it Koller the higher education monopoly on adult akimbo/at has

been relinguished kr a growing plethora of institutions and age/ides which have
vested interest in adult development. Today one out of every six museums offers
college courses. Private business spends over $14 billion annually on employee
development. Many comorations have actually begun the operation a/company
colleges awalding both undergraduate and graduate degrees in the technokogies.
The armed services continue in provide the bulk of much et the nation's technical
training. Or 50% of the electronic technicians nay serving the private sector
received their training in the military.

Competition kw shrinking dollars has made it imperative kw all public institu-
tions b be able to prove a form of uniqueness and demonstrate their value to
taxpayers when legislators begin to favor other service providers.
ADAPTIVE STRATEGY Focus the Curriculum.

One must realize, according to Parnell, that community collegesare not the only
providers of services b the communities. Linkages will be the name of the game
for the next 15 years . . . linkages with business and industry to further cooperative
education programs; linkages with high schools and 4-year institutions to create
closer articulation of the programs. which precede and follow those of the
community college; linkages with community based human service organizations
to increase support of adult education. The community college leaders who
survive will be those who choose to cooperate rather than do combat with oho'.tr
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organization au* to be . . They established and maintained a strong, and clear
sense of organizational identityand they made major decisions on the basis of
that ickereitiy" tier condtsion merits quoting for your reflection on its applicability
to your inakutkm where the leader's principal tole emerges as that of teacher,
conveyor of our philosophy. the "manager of meaning." She concludes with a
powerful statement that ". . sincerity diligence, and even sophistkaed analyses
of demand cannot mercome the absence of a shared perception of what the
college is about and why it matters or a shared conviction that it is capable of
milting good an its otortises."
COMPETENOES

Commitment to clear vision and mission of the armprehenshe opencloor
phikeophyedending opmetunity with excellentz.
Ability to plan strategically
Impaling kit and ri#t brain kills.
Vitek with and through tutees.
Clarify image.
Vadat
Commitment to profestionaliting the movement team.

Dale Parnell emphasizes the knportance oflonibrrenvls leaders also being
teachers. It in fact, ow m4or product is learning, then eveythiret we do should
supgion teaming in the inititution . . I would like to see all oldie leadership
programs ... aim at the central core of our product and that's learning, the
understanding of learning, and being suppexthe of that"
THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

These then are some of the major trends itnpactkeg community colleges today
Regardless of whether you view them as dents or as opportunities, they are dearly
challenges for tradership which must be met.

Perhaps what is needed most in this stage of development of the community
college movement is to !often** its mob, adapt our institutions to these
challenges in the context of mission, and with a clear vision.' ourselves to
making good on the promise of the national skean, "achieving opportunity with
excellence." "itt that end this Nialume =dudes with mo men's visions of the
community college-.-cne a kxedng Wier of a lem, the other the chief national
advocate of community, tecletical and junior colleges.

Dr. Dallas W. Herring, fanner Chairman, State Board of Education, North
Carolina Community College System, challenges us to "rededicate ourselves to the
philosophy of total education." Exercepts from his address are reprinted in
Appendix E. Rya states that in developing leaders "the most impacted set of
aSSUMPtiOM that any administrator holds has to do with his or ber beliefs
concerning the nature of human beings. . to become consciously aware of their
basic beliefs and values,7' !trim eloquently seeks to rekindle our commitment to
extending the right of every man and oman totievekv to their fullest ability" He
calls on us to rededicate ourselves to the hallmark of the community college
philosophy and missionthat of extending access to all who may profit from
instruction.

Secondly, Dr, Dale Parnell, President, American Association of Community and
junior Colleges and chief national spokesperson of the movement, shares with us
in Appendix 1 his visions for the future of the community college. He states that if

fail to develop leaders with the competencies to not only see our new frontiers
but deal with them effectively, I think we're going to. . . stall in the ability to serve
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Appendix A

ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES AND
LEADERSHIP COMPETENCIES FOR

A NEW ERA

Competancy Diagnostic Ammteiment

The maks objeche of this assessment is to assisi, you In dereminkig wour
pro(esslional education needs as * community college administmior as rimmed
by the difference bete sn wrz perceptions of your current lekel of eapertise in
certain coispillencirs and whet you perceive that Peel should he

Indicate on the 7point 10116 in the lint column the percehei leve4 of rut
present competency Identified. Then on the 7-point scale In the second column,
Indicate the WA of competency you feel you should possess to execute your
present job rimponsibeies In the Identilled coalmen* Indica your chokes IN
ckcling the appropriate number on each scale.

Challenge

Rapid Technological Dee !foments
(See Ka* I; Beni* Ch. 5)

Changing Economy (See Keller, at
1; viughart, at 2,

increasing Competition (See Keller,
at ig han, 24 Allred, O.
7)

ti!=1 igelfy (See Vaugiun, at
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Adaptive Strategy

Human ilesource Development (See
Hammon, & Hudgins, at 4; Bender
& Anderson, 01. 5)

Resource Development and
Marketing (See Keener & Blom at
6 Alfred. Ch. 7)

Focusing the 0.irricutirm (See
Roueche & Barton, Ch. 3;
Richardson & Vaughan, Ch. 2)

Creative Leadership and GOVeffialKe
(Se Keller & McCierine% Ch. I;
Richardson & Vaughan, Ch. 2;
Roueche & Etonian, Ch. 3; Hamnxins
& Hudgins, Ch. 4; Alfred, Ch. 7;
Campbell, Conclibion)



Competency Praerg

Managing change 01 2 3 4 5 6

Using ontology Ico optimize
perimninm 01 23 4 5 6

Administerinfl valid (auk drAgoPmen1
and maluaWm pogrom 01 2 3 4 5 6

01 2 3 4 5 6Fund raisint

*MarOting 01 2 3 4 5 6

Managing finances mien*

eAmheing rematch Oak aorelim
irnPact aeluatinfl macaws

01 23 4 5 6

01 2.3 4 5 6
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f4reded

1 2 3'4 56

Q1234S6

0 1 2 34 56

0 12 3 4 56

0 12 34 S6

0 1 2 34 5'6

0 12 34 S 6

2 34 56

Esiablishlitg M*ists 01 23 4 5 6 0 1 2 34 56

focusing on mission in dedsiongialdng 01 2 3 4 5 6 0 12 34 56
caring about quaky of the enwpfise 01 2 3 4 5 6 0 12 34 56

Wised% Ohm by
hiel gimdbals annd d

aenad

rmne
pWanname objedives 01 2 3 4 5 6 0 12 34 56

Commising to the missionextending
opportunity with ewellimm 01 23 4 5 6 0 12 34 56

Playa* sbatIOGAY 0 12 34 56 0 12 34 56
integrating left and right brain skiffs 01 2 34 56 0 12 34 56
Worikkg with an *mugh mmees 01 2 3 4 56 0 12 34 5 6

Clarifying the inkage 0123456 0123456
4,Teachkig 61 2 34 5 6 0 12 34 56

Convnitting to professionalization of the
m a n k t a i l e n t turn 0 12 34 56 0 12,34 5 6
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1. Career Development Competencies' kw career exploration and decisionmak-
ins Human Development H.D. 301. Career Detelopment (30)

Designed for persons interested in developing positive tionalicareer
choices throcat individual and grow eitploration. Students may expect to
work through various assignments and exercises ID increase laueractions with
others and awareness to self.

StaRed primarily by Student Services appmed vocational counselors and
targeted kw the undecided major.

2. "hi Adjustment Supervisory Management S.Man. 303. Career
Management

Personal adjustment to supervisors, a>vaorkers, and work conditions.
kickrdes the Study of job seekin& job gettin& ond job keeping sidils.

Staffed by approved MitiManagernent facility or proposed Cooperathe
Education Coordirtreor and targeted for declared majors with no prior vivo&
experience.

3. Supervised Wok ExperiencelCooperattle Education Example of Building
Construction Technology BCT 441, 442, 443. Cooperative Education
Seminar and Work Experience (320 dg clt hours)

A comprehtweive treartent of interns*. *Wed activities, individualized
objectives, and regularly scheduled seminars related to the student's occupa
tional spe!cializatkin. Student will spend a minimum oi 20 hours per %seel k at
an appniA,ed job while enrolled in eadi of the cot Prerequisite: S. Man.
303 or consent of instrucioc

Staffed by approved faculty in student's occupational, specialization and
provides a built-in mechanism to award credit for prior work experience
(Vernon Regional Junior College 198W

(Rippy and Campbell 1982)
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Appendix D

ESSENTIAL PUBLICATIONS AND
HELPFUL AGENCIES FOR
DEVELOPMENT OFFICERS

FEDERAL PUBLICATION AND AGENCY INFORMATION

AAIVRCAN EDUCATION

CATALOG OF FEDERAL
DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE

THE CHRONICLE Of
HIGHER EDUCATION

FEDERAL GRANTS MANAGEMENT
HANDBOOK & CHAPTERS

0i

FEDERAL REGISTER

FEDERAL RESEARCH REPORT

FEDERAL YELLOW BOOK

GRANTS LAID TO
INDIVIDUALS IN THE ARTS

GUIDE TO FEDERAL
ASSISTANCE VCk. I & 2

138

U.S. Government Printing Office
Superintendent at Documenb
Wohington,,D.0 20102 (202) 275.2051
Published li-Monthly

CovernMent Printing Office
Superintendent of Ds-ictrments
Washings" DC 20402(202) 275-2051
Published: annually

P.O. Elms 1965
Marion. Ohio 43305 (614) 383-3141
Published %Witty

Grants Management Advisory Service
1725 I( Street N.W. Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 2006(202) 872-1776
Published: Periodic Updates

U.S, Government Printing Dike
Superintendent of Documenb
Washington. D.0 20402
Published: Dilly Mon-Fri

951 Pershing Drive
Sliver Spring, MD 20910 L301) 587-6300
Publisbr_4: Weekly

Washington Monitor
Suite 449
National Pals Budding
Washington, D.C. 200451202) 347-7757
Published: Periodic Upeasm

Washington liternationel Arts Lester
Sox 9005 .

Washington, D.C. 20003 (712) 246-4510
Published Annually

Wellborn ASsociaes, Inc.
5781 BeatilllOill Avenue
La boila. CA 92037 (619) 454-1412
Published: Annually with Monthly Up-clairs

12/



HEALTH PLANNING MANPOWER

HIGHER EDUCATION
NATIONAL AFFAIRS NEWSLETTER

HUMANITIES

WRINGER WASHINGTON LETTER

VOCATIGWAL TRAINING NEWS

THE ESTATE ANALYST

..,

I

Capitol Publications inc.
1330 North 17th Street
&Moan. Virginia 22009 (1133) 528-5400

American Council on Education
1 Dupont Omit Suite KO
Washinvon, DC 20036-1193 (202) 293-7050
Pub lithe& BANitekly

Superintendent of Moments
U.S Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402 (202) 275-2051
Published: &Monthly

1729 H. Welt N. W
Washirtoon, D.C. 20006 (202) 887-6400
Published: %eddy

Capitol Publications' lanc
1330 North 17dt Senn
Mk)." Virginia 2201119 (703) 528-5400
Pirbksheol: Wieldy

Kennedy Sinciaire
524 Hamburg lbmpike
P.O. &to 34
Wier*, NJ 07470 MU 942-2000
Publithed: Periodically

PRIVATE PUILICADON AND AGENCY INfORMATiON

COUNCIL FOR ADVANCEMENT AND
SUPPORT OF EDUCATION (CASE)

DESIGNS FOR FUND-RAISING

THE ESTATE ANALYST

THE FOUNDATION CENTER

FOUNDATKW NEWS

FUND -RAISh INSTITUTE

l'UND-RAISING COUNCIL

GONSER, GERBER, TINKER,
STUHR ON DEVELOPMENT

THE CRANTSKAANSHIP CENTER

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

Associate Vice President
Independent Schools
CASE
Suite 40% 11 Dupont Circle
Wathineon. D.C. 20036 (202) 323-5954

By Harold I. Seymour. CotWact your local
bookstore. UN 0474563564

Kennedy Sindahe
524 Hamburg Turnpike
PO. Boo 34
Wayne, NJ. 07470 (201) 942-2000

888 Se nth AVeMit
New *di. N. Y. 10106 (800) 424-9836

1828 t. Street N. W.
WishinillOtv. D.C. 20036 (800) 424-4836
Published: 81-Morally

SIM 365
Ambec LX 19002 -0365 1215) 646-7019

500 Fifth *revue, Suite 1015
New York, NY 10036

IOS West Madison
Chicago, IL 60602

W31 5. Grand Avenue
kos Angers, CA 90015 1213) 749.4721

Subscription Service Department
P.O. Box 4040
kibum, MA 01888

Published: Monthly
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HOW TO BUILD A BIG ENDOMWENT

ORYX PRESS

THE NONPROFIT EXECUTIVE

NONPROFIT CORINORATI0 15,
ORGANIZATIONS £ ASSOCIATIONS
by Hoowd L Oka

PHILANTHROPY' & MARKETING
NEW STRATEGIES FOR FUND RAISING
by MOWS Gicoxy Loft!

THE PHILANTHROPY MONTHLY

TAFT FOUNDATION REPORTER
(Annually); FOUNDATION UPDATES
(Monthly); FOUNDATION GIVING
MICH flili-Monthly)

Public Monsanto( Institute
333 Hayes Street
San Frandsen, CA 94102 (415) 896-1900

2214 North Central Avenue, Suitt 103
Phoenix, AZ 85004

Taft
5125 MacArthur Boulevard, N.W.
Wishinoon, D.C. 20016 (202) 9667086
Published: Mulishly

Prentice-Hall In.
Book Distribudon Censer
Rouse 59 at &vole Hill Drive
Weer Meek, New Niels 10895 (914) 358-8800

Third Senior Pres;
PCk Box 18044
Cleveland, OH 44118 (2161937-6066

P. O. Box 969
New Milford, Cann. 06776 (20.1 354-7132
Published: Monthly

Taft Foundation Information System
5125 MacArthur Boulevard, N.W
iNeebington, D.C. 20016 (202)966-7086

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Affiliate of the American Association of Community and junior Colleges

D
Copies of NCRD Reprints and refervnce book may be obtained by writing

NCR
Suite 410, One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, Q.C. 20036-1176 (202) 293-7050

Principal Reference Handbook
Sham" H.W., Ir.fed) The Community College Foundation INashingion, D.C.:
National Council for Resource Devt4opment, 1982.

NERD RESOURCE PAPERS

1. Resource De relopment Concept tnstitutknal Resources. Joyce Smitheran,
1973

2. Funding Sources for Community Services: The State and Local Community.
Harvey Sharron, Jr. 1974

3. Federal Relations in Community and Junior Colleges. jack Orcutt, 1974
4. How b be Successful at Grantsmanship, Guidelines for Proposal Writing

Generalization: Foundation Dr. Barbara Young, 1980
5. A Federal Glossay. Lowell 1975
6. Special Projects. Sanford Schneider
7, The Role of the Professional Educator as the College Development Officer. Dr.

James L Wattenbarger, 1976
8. Profiles of Federal e arm Administrators in Multi -Unit Community Col-

leges,. Anthony D. , 1976
9. The Small Coliege and Federal Funding. Dr. Bonny Franke

10. Government Relations in Community and junior Colleges: Some Perspec-
tives. Dr. Robert Leo, 1976
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11 . Higher Education in the Age of the Economist and Consumer. Carmelo L.
Battaglia, 1976.

12. Indirect Costs: An Introduction for the Community College Development
Officec Dc Judson H. Floe, 1976

13. The IPAAn Opportunity for Intergovernmental Understandkrg. Dr. Christine
E. Andersen, 1977

14. Opportunities for knproving Science Education Using National Science Foun-
dation Grants. Malcolm 4 s. 1977

15. Conditions and Factors with Successful Federal Funding. Dr. John
E. %bung, 1978

16. National Endowment for the Arts: What's in It For Community Colleges
Ginger tioftland, 1978

17. Winning Foundation and Chorale Grants Christine M. Van Ness, 1978
18. The Development and Organization of the Community College Foundation.

W. Harvey Sharron, Jt, 1978
19. Funckvnentais of wing a Grants Pmposal. Dr. James H. Nbung, 1979 .

20. Predictable Crises In Resource Development Richard J. ladban. 1979
21. The CETA Amendments of 1978 - Haw They Relate to the Ti m %bar Educa-

tional Institudon. Dennis Linderbaurn, 1979
22. Federal Support for Higher Education: A Look Ahead. Shirley H. Woodier,

1979
23. Characteristics and Conditions of a Successful Community College Founda-

tion. E 1wad F. Did!. 1980
24. The Role of the College Presides in Resource Developmers. Richard Mote;

1980
25. The Eduction Division Genial Adminiseation Regulations and the Implica-

tions for Resotece Devetrs. W Harvey Sharron, Jr-. 1900
26. The .colninfl Cantles in School %sten. Peter F. Druder, u.d.
27. The ream Contract Process "An Untapped Resource for Community Col-

ken!' Frank G. Adams, u.d.
28. Resource Development Through Consortium Approach Dr. Phillip Petray,

u.d.

Special Reprint The Resource De.eloprnent Officer. Dr. R. David Hodge, u.d.
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A REDEDICATION OF THE
PHILOSOPHY TO TOTAL EDUCATION

Vt. Dabs Herring

Our policies must not assume that technician and skilled workers are automa-
tons incapable of human aspiration and achievement Education for employment
is essential for them, but It is not enough. They also are human being and citizens
with immense potential for good.

Them ate still those among us who, fancying themsehes above airng
resembling manual laboe will encourage the notion that education for wok is
somehow beneath the dignity of a class whose fOrebears earned them their place
in society by honest manual labor of which incidentally, they were not ashamed.
These are outworn notions which must be acetone. They are unworthy of
honorable men, for they subvert the ends of justice in.,a society which itself
represents the ultimate in diversity of both interest and ability.

It is either a false idea, or else one which is too abstruse for me, that one cannot
be both a philosopher and a workman made worthy of his hire through education
and more worthy of his citizenship through familiarity with the great ideas that
moved western civilization ahead. Every man is ta some extent at philosopher.
Democracy makes that assumption. It risks its very existence on that assumption. If
bve do not really believe this, how can we risk teal% him in the voting places
whey so vouch of ow fuune is decided?

To every man belongs the right as Thomas Walk said, "to become whatever his
manhood and his vision can combine to make." Who is it with wisdom so great
and with power so vast over the lives of mee that he can deckle as a matter e
public policy that mechanics need not appreciate beauty that day laborers do not
need to know very profoundly the difference between right and wrong or that
ladies and gendeman of culture and good bneeding should, by inference, consider
work beneath them? This is the kind of decision which no one has a right so make
for others in a free state, for the state must not discriminate. The state must be fair. It
must be equitable in the provisions it makes for the benefit of alt of its citizens.
Those who propose its policies, and those who implement them must see to it that
these ends are sew& *1 the vision and the manhood of all North Carolinians
have the freedom to car tine in the pursuit of Many excellent things, each of
which is worthy of ow respect, if not in every case our acir. aratkin.

So let us climb "the mountains of traditionl" Let us "mow forward while we
may" as our new State President said when he brought about great change in the
State's ss,,,,nt of higher ridmation as Gmemor. Where there are those who cannot
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read, let us teach them ti read, for it 6 the key to all teaming. Where there are those
who did not erackiate horn high school, let us provide them with opportunity for a
high sdrool eckication and award them their diplomas wheri they earn them. That
may seem to %woe traditionalists ID be stooping very low to conquer ignorance but
is it a better thing that ignorance be left unconquered? Let us train and educate the
technicians and never foe' iret that they are also human beings with inonente
capability kw good when they have the cpportunity to learn also' in the frts that
befit free wen.

One of the Hebrew protthets summed up the ideals of the educated man when
he said, simpl% -Do good, and not evil?' He did not sal& in a passiveway, di* one
should strive to be good and to refrain from being evil. There 6 a vast amount of
difference between being good and doing good. ht order for one to do good
sodety he must have the ability to make choices of great character and insight. The
most dangemus of men. those who are given to action without thought, but the
most disappointing are those who think and do not act. it is the ideal of North
Camlina that through universal education, through to education, through educ
tion which win enable all d its Citizens both to reason and kr do, the peat sodety
!oval one day be achieved, Let us now rededicate the comnamiaty collegesystem,
without apoka study and with pod heart, to that end.

Editor's Note: This is an excerpt of D Herring's keynote address to the North
Caulina Community College Ad** Educaters'' Association conference, Raleigh,
N. C., May 5, 1943 commemorating the Twentieth Anniversary of the North
Carolina Convex-41y Colleee System.

W. Dann Herr* is a former Chairman of the North Carolina State Board of
Education and is presently a member of the Editorial Community College Review.
He is tecogniztxt as the father of the state's twojear convnunity and technical
colleges and, was a recipient of the State Board of Community Colleges Twentieth
Anniversary Awards.

Reprinted with permission Community Co&e Review.
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Appendix F

DALE PARNELL'S
VISIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Sua:essful colleen are led by people who establish a strong, dear organiza-
tional identity and mission, male decisions on that identity, and cony that
mission to others. Perhaps Ws time to dedicate yourself en establishing and
conveying the unique mission of your institution. What am your v.:*ms of the
future for your convnunity colkgel

One man who has some welkiefined visions for the movement as a whole is Dr.
Dale Pamell, President and Chief Executive Orion American Association of
Community and Junior Colleen:

My first vision is that the associate degree will become the preferred degree for
the hiring of tediniciarre I'm talking about that whole range of midlevel jobs that
are inaeasing_in volume in this cowtay, that do not requite a baccalaureate degree
but require some education and training beyorxi high school.

Secondly, my vision is that we will have developed better and more closely
articulated programs with the high schools. We have been working on something
we are calling a "tyropkErtsso" associate degree, an associate degree that is really
a four-year program that starts with the junior year in high school.

Third, my vision is that we amid have a better relationship with the bur-year
colleges and universities of this country. I would like b see our college transfer
program be so strong that there would be automatic transfer of credits from our
institutions *, the universities, without question.

I would like to see us tripled arid quadrupled In the number of women and
minority role model leaders in out institutions, whether that be women presidents,
black presidents, Hispanic presidents, deans, or trustees.

I have another little vision: I hope that the president of the United States will be a
community college graduate by the year 2000. 1 hope that leaders in business and
indusoy, congressmen, state legislators, governors, etc., will be community college
graduates and will proudly list that fact on their resume.

I would like to see as a part of the foreign policy of our country, the notion that
community, technical and junior colleges are a resource and it is an exportable
American idea in helping Third Vikxid countries, particularly to develop the
technician class, the middle class for their nation.

I also have a vision that the community college faculty will view the community
college as the premier teaching assignments in higher educationthat the highest
and best virtue that they could achieve in their life would be to teach in a
community college.

I would love to see our leadership training programs aim at this idea of helping
current leaders as well as incoming leaders to develop their competencies . . and
for this 10 be the norm for leadership for us throughout the country (Parnell, 1984).
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Appendix G
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EVALUATION OF PRESIDENTS'
LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE AS A PILOT

PROJECT

ItaitoouconoN
The Presidents' Leadership Institute was funded as a pilot project to in part

determine this feasibility of the design as a model for leadership development
The primary goal of the project was to provide chief executive officers in the

North Carolina community college systems an opportunity to experience practical
applications and theoretical study of proven bechniques and strategies kw leader-
ship in the emergiret high-technology, intemation society. Acquiring new skills
and shariiNg in current research would. over time, hey Fadden% develop new
oornpetencies as leaders in order to build stronger linkages with faculty, their
Legislature, community and student body Moreokie this goal supports and further
darifys Dale Parnell's vision for the flan. "Leaders," he states, "must possess the
ability to clarify the values of the organizatien and to structure their institutions to
bring out the best in people."

Thirty eight presidents from the fifty eight colleges initially participated in the
seven planned institute sessions. From this, twenty one presidents applied to the
institute for graduation upon completion of the pilot project in May of 1983.
Seventeen presidents received certificates of participation having attended 3 or
more of the planned sessions. Four presidents received certificates of excellence
for more Intensive study which iiwolved participation in 3 or more Institute
sessions, completion of a case study, and final presentation of an exemplary
program from their respective institutions at the final Institute session in May. After
having completed the sewn planned Institutes during the course of the 1983-1984
year it is clear, as evidenced in the reports back from presidential participants, that
the Institute has some significant strengths as a model program for leadership
development.

Institute Outcomes

Over the course of 8 months, 7 planned sessions took place at individual host
campuses across the state of North Carolina. Sessions were strategically located to
cover both urban and rural settings, making host campuses more easily accessible
to those presidents located in either the far eastern or western parts of the state.

Upon completion of each session, attending presidents received a formative
evaluation which asked thee) su identify significaet oetcoories which have beeri the
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result of their exposure to the tau lestittee attended. The folkwing is a review of
the knnative evalaution itselt and the fastback received from presidents over the
course of the 7 sessions.

The form:dive evaluation was mailed to each president within 30 days alter their
anendatce to an Institute. It was developed b initiate personal responses to
impressions seined, irioneatim proomsed, and actions taken by these individuals
as at result of an institute session. The Individual responses then became a way to
track the actual outcomes perceived or realized by evetyone, providing a means to
asses; if collective or like outcomes occuned.

The Formative Evekation

The evaluation form itself was composed of 7 questions, each asking the
participant b rate or volain a perceived outcome or an actual response they had
undermken as a result of the inksmation mashed from the pest consultants from
the prior institute. hioreavec impressiors, favorable or unfavorable, and recom-
mended susgestions b improve future Institute sessions were requested. This
aided the Institute stall in the planning and implementation of future sessions,
insuring that problems be minimized or eliminated.

in making an assessment of the evaluations, the most striking outcomes came
from comparing responses so each questicn across all seven Institutes. Although it
is Impatient look at each Institute session Individually, far the purpose of
assessing outcomes of the Institute as a whole, reviewing ree-^etses across the
board resulted in findings which led so Some uniformity h4 dedsion-maldng -
outcomes which demonstrated group trends. The results of these evaluations will
be described below, question by question, with particular emphris being placed
on grow outcomes and ranked responses which predominately nemived the
greatest asentim'

Question No. 1 was an assessment of the individual's own competency in the
subject matter (i.e., computers and inkirmation systems or resource development
and marketing) before and after an Institute. Figure 1. represents the question and
the rating scale that was used.

Figure'

Question (1) in Formative Evaluate.. "on

1. Incliose your perceived level of competency in the subject matter of the last
Institute session you attended by circling appropriate number on scales.

Before the session After the session
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Scale:

0 3 4 5 6
Moderate , High

koneepttga undemanding)

On the scale of 0 through 6, most participants first rated themselves at the
"moderate conceptual understanding" level, number 3. Seem rated themselves
number 2, but no one rated themselves zero or having no 'competency in the
subject mire. Alternately in the rating for after the sesskies, rit i OCR rated

even)
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themsekes "high or open" in the seta:bits. At most, participants moved two levels
upward with the majority of reigxxises takirtg a one level increase in coneretency
level.

Question no. 2 asked respondents so indicate the degree to which they felt
favorable or unfavorable about their experience with 4:01164,4tiPts` sessions. Figure

.2 represents the qoestion and the rating scale that was used

Num 2
Question 03 in Formathe Evaluation

2. Indicate the degree to which sou feel favorable or unfavorable about your
experience with the subject matiedbookaarOcles rou virere exposed b dwing
the last Institute session you attended. Indicate choices by circling the
appropiaie Amber.

0
b

2

2
1

4

1
i it

'III
1 El

i th
I a 1

The response to this question whidi rated the partickiant's receptiteness to the
session resulted in mixed reactions. No one stated they were "not favorable" to a
session, however, most sessions received a combination of two's, three's, and
fours. Only one institute received an almost unanirrxxs rating of "bur" and this
was the February Institute on Human Resource Development

Question no. 3, without question, had the most uniform responses than any
question asked in the formative evaluation. Question no 3 asked the participants
to indicate those groups of associates with which they stand their information and
or ma 'ten,* with from the preceating institute. And participants were asked to rate
the degree to which these were shared with one or mare of the ten associated
grows that were listed. Figure 3 represents the question and the rating scale that
was used.

The responses to this question (Idris the participant when indicating the groups
in which information or materials were shared narrowed quickly down to three
primary groups: other attending presidents; management councils, and staff.
Sharing with faculty members, number 7. on the list was the fourth most often
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Figure 3

QUIldiOn (3) la Formative Evaluation

3. indica* by darting swoons* flambe; the groupts) Imo have shared
information with sires attend:Mg the last Institute. Also, indicate the degree to
which information on subject mailer was shared by &ding appropriate
numbec

1. Other aornding pmsidents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
t" 4

2. Presidenb who did not attend 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
vit.

3. Management Ckuncil 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

4. Board of Trustees 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

S. Advisory Councils 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
.r15

6. Staff 01 2 3 4 5 6

7. Faculty members 01 2 3 4 5 6

8. Personnel Office 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

9. Student counselors 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

10. Community/corn/nullity organizations 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1 2 3
4,

indicated w..pnnse. The other groups: presidents who did not attend, boards of
trustees, advisory councils, personnel offices, student counselors, and community/
community organizations received very speak ratings in terms of the total
monber of presidents who sought out these groups to share information with them.

The second pan of question no. 3 requested that the participant? indicate the
degree to which information from the Institute was shared and or prepared for
presentation to these ten gfoups or tfmw groups in which they indiwed they
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shard information with. The majority of responses imeered around ratings of one,
twos and three; information was for the most pat inkernally shared with other
groups. Within these three ratings, nc. 3 retmived the highest number ci responses;
information from the institute vvas not only Infonnally shaved, but book(s), articles
and their no on the subject mater were also diseeened. This was ttue also, for
most participaes. Ratings four, five. and sire however, did as a total number of
participant ratings, aknost equal the total count teethed by no, 3 on the scale. In
abet wade there were almost as many lomat presentations given to institutional
groups as there was infonnal discussions and or the distribution of materials on
beam subjects. The Same did not hold true, however, kw the three groups:
attending presidents, management councils, and staff which received the lagee
total ratings for groups with which presidents' shared inkrnation with. The results
were that mote formal presented= were made to thee three grows than was
information informally discussed. In fact, there is a good indication that a portion
of these pementatims were specifically organized to bring about organizational
champ or were the Initial step to implement change within the institution.

Question no. 4 asked participants to describe how they might go about their job
differently as a mull of their exposure to the new information they received at an
Institute. Figure 4. represents the question and the rating scale that was used.

NUM 4

Question (4) In Formative Evaluation

4. Since attending the last instil is these anything in the way in which you go
about your job which is different from yaw former way and which you believe
results dinrcdy from your experience in the session?

Please explain:

The diversity of the responses was to be expected. Due to the nature and
particualr competency levels indicated by ea± participant in the evaluation, the
response would reflect the nature of the Individual's need for change. Most of the
responses could be termed aliective in infomsation comm. Many responses began
with such phrases as: '1 am more receptive to new ideas"; "awareness of need to
improve"; "I am very Interested in"; and "I have begun to consider" There were,
however; those who ipcikated an actual outcome which showed actions taken.
They ranged from having completed heir own research and plans are being put
into action to initiate change to starting up of processes to review evaluation
criteria and procedures.

Question no. S asked participants to further elaborate on actual outcomes of
initiatives taken by them which resulted from their experience in an Institute.
Figure 5. represents the question and the format that was used
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Figure 5

QuesdoniSi in kirmative Eviatation

S. Indicate by circling the aapropriate numbec your choice which best moments
an actual outcome of an initiative you undertook that resulted from your
experience in the last Institute session.

1. S e t up ahisory group b iffiest** the implications for practice of some
aspectof the subject mafter from the last institute that was fund important
to my organization.

2. Reviewed the current organization struchue to identify areas needing
dungy where the subject miter from the last session could provide
arrAverS and or direction for making that change.

3. Made an actual c:hange in own job perfonnance and or some aspect of Maki
facuky which resultsd in a direct imwcwement in operational methods,
Institutional policy, procedures or allocation of resources.

For response number 3, please circle one or more of the above areas in
which you ft and change to occur and provide explanation of that change.

Please eorplain:

4. Ot*:

The majority of responses indicated that mi.. 2 was the most common outcome
for them. They principally reviewed the current organizational structure to identify

as needing change where the subject matter kw the last session they attended
providltd some alums and or gave direction to them in making plans or change.
Responses no. 3 and no. 4 did further help to explain what changes v4ere being.
made and how the participants themselves were involved. Examples of these are:

"I am having my staff member preparing to attend a seminar by liar
Hammonds to improve our evaluation instruments."

"I've begun to start activities so as to be ready when computer
equipment becomes availabli."

"vtie are rewriting our position descriptions to clarify responsibili-
ties and to eliminate gaps in responsibility."

"I will empIoy the administration to head up marketing efforts for
college and coordinate all current marketing functions.

"tit. are currently evaluating ow own evaluations against those
received at the InstituW."

Question no. 6 asking partiCtrants to suggest any way in which the Institute
session* themselves, could be improved was almost without exception often left
blank. Some of the responses dray were given were regarding elements of planning
and organizing an Institute which were for the mog part, out of the hands of the
Institute staff. The responses, however, should be nosed:

"Have your computer demonstration people prepared to demon-
strate a system."

11111=1=.1..1el
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'The material given by the consultants was too much for the peri, d of
time available"

'This was a tough subject to make exciting."

"Continue bringing in top quality consultants. (This was something -
we oauJd control, however)"

Question no. 7 asked participants to provide their own evaluation of the institute
and make comments regarding their experience. Figure 6. represents the question
and the ratings that were used.

Figure 6

Question (5) in Formative Evaluation

7. Overall my evaluation of the last session I attended was:

o 1 2 3 4

Unfavorable

Comments.
AREIRMIP

Expressed
Interest

Very
Favorable

Most ratings were within the range of four to six. Occasionally, a rating of one or
twv was expressed, but this was rare. Few comments were received regarding the
individual's rating, but they are worth noting.

"We lust didn't seem to ever get to finance."

"Monday night's presentor was much better than Sunday night's
presentor:"

Best we've had - titled my own needs."

In some cases, presidents would send one of their top administration or faculty to
atumd an Institute In their stead. One dean did return their formative evaluation
with a personal story that is worth telling.

"Although I was a president's representative and note president, I got a welcome
response from those present which, as an outsider, 1 certainly appreciated. I was
most impressed with the amount of material which was covered and the variety of
the agenda. North Carolina State is providing a great service with this series."

Outcomes of Summative Evaluations

Upon completion of all 7 Institutes, presidents applying for graduation received
summative evaluations. Below is a summa y and review of feedback received from
graduates. In particular, the quality of the guest researchers and practitioners that
were brought in to conduct the sessions was the ultimate strength that made the
biggest overall contribution to the presidents' learning experiences. Secondly, the
quality of the topics discussed and the contribution to the management needs of
presidents in operating their respective institutions was seen as being vital to their
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continued interest in upcoming planned sessions. Thirdly, there was a great deal of
support kw having experienced "outside" experts who brought with them infor-
mation on events, activities and management strategies produced by other presi-
dents and community college systems in other states. And finally, the format and
organization of the Institute sessions was seen as being oat important strength
because it provided the environment which was conducive for learning.

The design of the ascent Institute, however, was not without its faults as a model
for planned leadership development. Presidents responding to suggest revisions in
the model, hcwevec only had two major changes they would like to see happen.
One, they would file to have only 3 or 4 Institute sessions per year and two, they
would filo to have them scheduled, in advance, of their planned' yearly activities
so that they could attend all of the planned sessions.. Often, it was described, there
was too much conflict between planned session dales and other critical activities
tie., trustee meetings, commission hearings).

Looking at the seven Institutes in review, the presidents were asked what they
saw as being the future need of the community college system for a program for
leadership development. The response bo this was almost a total agreement among
participants that there exists a "critical need" for such a program. Although some
felt or saw the need as less than at the critical stage, it was agreed that a prevailing
demand exists for leadership development for current and future leaders.

Due to a foreseen demand for leadership development in a planned program,
the presidents suggest several major issues or topics they felt should receive priority
should another Institute be offered. These are the suggested topics:

(1) Faculty and staff evaluations
(2) Impact research and outcomes assessment
(3) Marketing
(4) Long range planning for curriculum, facilities and personnel
(5) Developing linkages with high schools
(6) Budget management
(7) Survival in the next 11 years, how to offset the decline in traditional student

populations

Professional Development - Whet Responsibility Is Itl

With everything that has come out of the Presidents' Institute, the experiences,
the recognition, the impact on the competencies of presidents, there is still the
question to what extents should this type of professional development be the
responsibility of the individual, the community college, the Department of Com-
munity Colleges, and the university? Should all be responsible or only one source
and to what degree should each source be financially responsible to absorb the
cost of leadership prograrn(s)? Asked to respond to these questions, the presidents
essentially could not form a consensus on the answers. Several major outcomes of
their responses are important to note. No one believed the individual should pay
the full cost for leadership development. However, at some point the individual
should pay for some of the cost involved. Secondly, the individual institution was
seen as being responsible for the full cost over anu above any other source for
financial support. Thirdly, it was felt that there could be a shared support between
the four sources or a combination thereof, however, the institution once again, was
seen as being responsible to pay the majority of the expense.

And lastly, asked to foresee their role as presidents who would be willing to pay
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the tuition cost of a self-supporting leadership program for new and emerging
leaders, the mica* of presidents responded that they would; half said they would
pay the full cost and half said the. would want the financial support of other
sources to be Included in the full payment.

CONCLUSION

"Innovative programs for leadership devePpment are a harm of
uniqueness for community colleges as well:

Dick Alfred, speaking to the Presi-
dents' Leadership Institute, 1984

The first Presidents' Leadership Institute as a model for future leadership develop-
ment programs was a success. it embodied the human and material resources
desired by the North Carolina community college president and it provided the
needed information they require to be more effective practitioners. Based upon the
experiences they had and the outcomes they experienced that were conveyed in
their sunmative evaluations, the Presidents' institute did, in fact, represent a viable
model -or future leadership programs.

At this time two things can be concluded. One, a model for a leadership
development program has been tested and found to be an accepted program 10
implement. Secondly, there is a critical to high need for leadership development
programs to be available to meet the growing demands of new and emerging
leaders for professional development. What cannot be conduded, however, is who
should take the first step towards commitment of financial resources to fund future
leadership programs? Who will take the leadership role on this, the most pressing
issue, is yet to be decided.

The role the Retitute has played in becoming the nation's fir -.. statewide
leadership program for community college presidents will not only set precedent
upon which future leadership programs will emerge but it will set a standard of
excellence that extends through the institution where excellence in performance
can be an opportunity shared by faculty, the administration. and most importantly,
students.

Influences upon that leadership now more than ever challenge the role of the
presidency to become a planner of life long education for the community, an
analyst of local and national demographic trends, a knowledgeable user of
computerized data systems, and a marketer of academic and economic outcomes
whereby their institutions achieve status before legislative decision-makers.

All of this leads to a question of leadership ability. What can the presidential
decision-maker do to contribute to their own skill development and standards of
excellence in managing the organization? In part, this has been answered by the
Institute. On the other hand, actual outcomes accrued to each president by their
own participation do differ and it is for the warier to review these personal
outcomes of the formative and summative evaluations to determine for themselves
if the challenge to excellence can be achieved through a similar program for
leadership development in their state.

in North Carolina, two positive steps have been taken to meet the challenge of
leadership development. North Carolina State University in Raleigh, North Caro-
lina has instituted a Management Development Certificate Program, a non-degree
certificate program for life long education students, Many of the products of the
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institute this year will be worked into this program of study for participating
students, many of whom hold mid-level management positions at their post-
secondary institutions. Through cooperation between the Department of Adult
and Community College Education and the Department of Political Science and
Public Administration, the program will offer gractuale-lesel credit for courses
designed to upgrade and develop rnanagement skills and functions. Also transfer of
these classes to masters and doctoral programs can be achieved upon successful
admission to a selected program.

Important to the lead role established by North Carolina State University in
instituting both the Presidents' Leadership Institute and the Management Develop-
ment Certificate, is a resolution which was unanimously passed by the North
Carolina Association of Public Community College Presidents urging the North
Carolina Department of Community Colleges to work with the General Assembly
in seeing the following resolutions made by the Association be acknowledged and
implemented:

Whereas, leadership at the state and institutional levels is the key to ensuring
quality and prowess for the community college systrn; and

Whereas, the Community College Presidents' Leadership Institute was a pilot
project to determine its feasibility as a model for leadership renewal; and

Whereas, the program not only contributed to the professional development of
the chief executives participating, but has distinguished itself in being selected by
the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges for publication of the
proceedings to assist other colleges in their leadership development initiatives
nationwide; and

Whereas, community colleges as teaching institutions need access to similar
quality programs to develop their most important resource - their people;

Be It Therefore Resolved that the North Carolina Association of Public Commu-
nity College Presidents commends the North Carolina State Board of Community
Colleges and the Department of Community Colleges for their support of this
project, further that special appreciation be extended to the Department of Adult
and Community College Education, North Carolina State University, and to Dale F.
Campbell, Project Director who conducted the institute, for its significant contribu-
tion to the profession.

Be ft Further Resolved that NCAPCCP requests that the North Carolina Depart-
ment of Community Colleges work with the Department of Adult and Community
college Education to develop and support a comprehensive leadership and faculty
upgrading program utilizing the available resources of the Consolidated University
system.

Because of the historically strong linkage between the North Carolina Depart-
ment of Community Colleges, the North Carolina Association of Public Commu-
nity College Presidents and North Carolina State University, the adoption of this
resolution should have broad support and good success in being further imple-
mented across the stale. Mon over, with the success of the Presidents' Leadership
Institute as a pilot project for leadership development, other states can now
implement similar projects that will address the needs of their new and emerging
leaders. Leadership renewal, too, cannot be overlooked as a vital component of a
state by state effort to enhance opportunities for excellence in campus leadership.

To the current and future community of campus administrators, the challenge
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goes out to pioneer other statewide efforts to build the leadership of today's
community technkal and lunlor colleges. At no time has the threat of institutional
decline been more widespread than it is today in the 1980s. its there are many
good reasons to believe that personal motivation and coutage to strive for a better
organization can and does exist within the kitemal and edema) constituency of aft
colleges today. Taking the lead in charmeling this support for the good of the
community college system is the challenge. Stimulating enthusiasm for great
kaa,dersiii) is the PA
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